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ABSTRACT 
ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE CHOICE PROBIT MODELS WITH 
STRUCTURED CORRELATION MATRICES 
Bhaskara Ravi 
Old Dominion University, 2012 
Director: Dr. N. Rao Chaganty 
Discrete choice models are very popular in Economics and the conditional logit 
model is the most widely used model to analyze consumer choice behavior, which 
was introduced in a seminal paper by McFadden (1974). This model is based on 
the assumption that the unobserved factors, which determine the consumer choices, 
are independent and follow a Gumbel distribution, widely known as the Indepen­
dence of irrelevant Alternatives (HA) assumption. Alternate models that relax IIA 
assumption are the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) models, which allow depen­
dency between unobserved factors. However, GEV models do not incorporate all 
dependency patterns, other choice behaviors such as random taste variation and re­
peated responses over time. The discrete choice probit models are the most flexible 
in the sense that they model any dependence pattern, random taste variations and 
repeated responses. But, the probit models require evaluations of multivariate nor­
mal distribution function, which are difficult to compute. They were not pursued 
because of this difficulty, except in a few cases with specific patterns in the covariance 
structures. 
In this dissertation, we study the discrete choice probit models for a couple of cor­
relation structures such as equicorrelation and product correlation. Using stochastic 
representations, we derive and simplify analytical expressions for the computation of 
choice probabilities for both of the structures. Further, we illustrate the procedure 
of obtaining maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters and analytical 
expressions for the Fisher information matrix to compute their standard errors. Us­
ing simulations, we compare the performance of probit models with logit models in 
both large sample case as well as small samples. We conclude that the probit models 
are more asymptotically efficient than logit models as correlation increases. We have 
provided a sample R-code in the appendix that was used for computations. 
Finally, a more general form of choice models are presented using multivariate cop­
ulas. We presented a brief introduction of discrete choice copula models using the 
Gaussian copula and the Extreme value copula. Copula representations are useful in 
building multivariate distributions with several choices for marginals. The discrete 
choice probit models are Gaussian Copula models with marginals that are standard 
normal and the GEV models are Extreme Value Copula models with marginals that 
are extreme value distributions. This work shows a way of constructing new models 
using copulas by choosing different marginals within the copula representation. For 
example, a Gaussian Copula choice model with Gumbel marginals or an Extreme 
Value Copula choice model with normal marginals is possible. Such models are not 
yet explored to model consumer choice behavior and this provides a road map for 
future research. 
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CHAPTER 1 
DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Almost everyday, consumers encounter several choices or alternatives such as 
which phone to pick, which mode of transport to use, which car to buy, etc. Interest­
ingly, the decision to pick a particular choice not only depends on the characteristics 
of the consumer but also heavily relies on the characteristics of the choice scenario. 
Inherently, consumers attach a utility factor to each alternative and they choose the 
alternative that has the highest utility. Statistical models that study such consumer 
choice behavior are known as discrete choice models. 
1.1.1 CHOICE SET AND ITS PROPERTIES 
In a discrete choice setup, consumers axe presented with a set of alternatives 
known as "Choice Set", that has three important characteristics. First, the choice 
alternatives are mutually exclusive. This characteristic leads to the fact that only one 
alternative is picked up as a choice and all others axe excluded. Second, the choice 
set is exhaustive so that all possible alternatives are included. Third, the number 
of alternatives are countably finite. The first two characteristics are less restrictive 
in the sense that the alternatives can be modified to satisfy the two characteristics. 
For example, a choice experiment of travel modes that consists of alternatives such 
as bus, train, or car can have a possibility of a consumer choosing both the bus and 
the train as a choice. The choice set can then be modified to accommodate "bus and 
train" as another option so that the list becomes mutually exclusive and exhaustive. 
The third characteristic is more restrictive in nature in that it defines the dependent 
variable to be discrete. Further, these three characteristics lead to the property that 
the total probability of selection is equal to one among all alternatives. 
This dissertation follows the style of Journal of the American Statistical Association. 
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1.1.2 CHOICE PROBABILITIES 
In discrete choice models, we are interested in modeling the consumer choice be­
havior that involves computing the probability of choice. The modeling process is 
based on the utility maximization theory. A subject assigns a value to each alterna­
tive in his mind, known as "utility" that is not observed and chooses the one that 
has the highest utility value. Further, it is assumed that this latent utility comprises 
of a deterministic component, "mean", and a random component, "error", that is 
unobserved. We further make distributional assumptions about the random compo­
nent, that lead to several discrete choice models. The model with an assumption 
that the unobserved factors are independent and follow a Gumbel distribution is the 
McFadden's conditional logit model. 
1.1.3 DATA SOURCES 
Data for discrete choice models usually come from two sources. The first source is 
household panels or consumer panels, wherein a set of respondents are selected for a 
pre-determined period of time and their purchase history is recorded. The purchase 
history consists of all purchases made by households across several categories and is 
divided into different categories for analysis. For a particular category such as hair 
care, each purchase transaction has information about the brand bought, date of 
purchase, purchasing store, number of units bought, its price, any promotion offered, 
etc. On a given day, if two households bought two different brands, then the brand 
bought by first household was available as a choice to the second household and vice 
versa. Looking at all transactions on the same day and in the same store, a choice 
set can be constructed that represents major part of the market. The purchase 
history also has information about price, promotion, etc., that governs choice and 
this information forms the explanatory variables that determine the consumer choice. 
The second source is data that comes from discrete choice experiments or conjoint 
analysis. In market research, a survey is designed to evaluate potential market for 
a new product or an existing product to understand consumer choice or preferences. 
A virtual choice set, known as "choice card", is created using design of experiment 
principles. The choice set consists of a several alternatives characterized by product 
attributes such as brand, price, promotion etc. A set of choice cards are shown 
to each respondent and their response is observed one after another. This data is 
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analyzed using discrete choice modeling framework. The data from consumer panels 
is more robust in the sense that it reveals the true behavior of consumers where as 
the data coming from experiments tend to be less robust due to sampling errors, 
survey administration bias, etc. 
1.1.4 REAL DATA EXAMPLES 
Example 1. Detergent brand choice. 
In this example, the data is from a market research study and contains information 
about the brand and price of the laundry detergent purchased by 2657 consumers 
originally analyzed by Chintagunta and Prasad (1998). The dataset contains the 
log prices of six detergent brands Tide, Wisk, EraPlus, Surf, Solo, All, as well as 
the brand chosen by each household. We are interested to model the brand choice 
with log-price. 
Example 2. Data used to study travel mode choice. 
The source of the data is Table 21.2 of Greene (2003). This data contains choices 
made by 210 individuals traveling between Sydney and Melbourne in Australia. The 
response has four modes of travel namely Air, Train, Bus or Car. The explanatory 
variables that axe specific to the alternative are waiting time, travel cost, travel time, 
general cost, party size, and a individual specific variable like household income. 
There are 840 observations by 210 individuals. We are interested in modeling the 
travel mode choice using the explanatory variables such as time, cost, waiting time, 
etc. 
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION 
Including the current chapter, this dissertation consists of six chapters. In Chap­
ter 2, we discuss the most widely used discrete choice model known as McFadden's 
conditional logit model. We introduce the notation needed for discrete choice models 
and describe the formulation that lead to conditional logit model. The remaining 
sections consist of identifying difference between a regular multinomial logit and 
conditional logit model, that lead to variety of models to describe market dynam­
ics. Further, we illustrate the estimation of conditional logit model using maximum 
likelihood method and analyze the laundry detergent example using this procedure. 
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Finally, we discuss the pitfalls of this model having the Independence of Irrelevant 
Alternatives (IIA) assumption and conclude with the alternate models that deal with 
this limitation. 
In Chapter 3, we introduce the multinomial discrete choice probit model that fully 
relaxes IIA assumption. The probit model requires difficult evaluation of multi­
variate normal distribution function to calculate choice probabilities. We present 
a simplification of choice probabilities for equicorrelation structure using stochastic 
representations. We derive the exact analytical expressions of the choice probabilities 
and describe the estimation of probit model using ML approach. We also derive the 
analytical expression of Fisher information to compute the standard errors of pa­
rameter estimates. Further, we demonstrate that the probit model is more efficient 
than the logit model asymptotically as well as in small samples. Finally, we illustrate 
the probit model using laundry detergent example and compare the results to logit 
model. 
Similar to Chapter 3, Chapter 4 describes the multinomial discrete choice probit 
model with product correlation structure. We derive analytical expressions for com­
puting the choice probabilities with product correlation structure and describe the 
procedure of model estimation using ML approach. Further, we compare the perfor­
mance of the probit model with product correlation structure to the paired combi­
natorial logit model, that is more appropriate when considering probit with product 
correlation. We compare the performance of both models using asymptotic relative 
efficiency. Finally, we illustrate the probit model with product correlation structure 
using a real data example and compare the results to paired combinatorial logit 
model. 
Chapter 5 describes a unified approach to model the dependency between unobserved 
factors using copulas. We present the derivations that show that the logit models are 
special cases of the Extreme Value Discrete Choice Copula Models and the probit 
models are special cases of the Gaussian Copula Discrete Choice models with normal 
marginals. This insight lead to the possibility of developing new models to model 
the consumer choice behavior. 
In Chapter 6, we present a brief summary of results obtained in this dissertation. 
Finally, the Appendix section contains important SAS and R programs we developed 





A popular and widely used discrete choice model is the Conditional Logit model. 
It is popular due to the fact that the choice probabilities in this model have closed 
form expressions and they are easily interpretable. Under this model, the unobserved 
utility factors are assumed to be independent and identically distributed as Gumbel, 
which is an extreme-value distribution. This independence assumption leads to an 
important property that the ratio of any two choice probabilities depends only on the 
two alternatives selected and all others become irrelevant. This property is known as 
"Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)." While the IIA property is realistic 
in some choice situations, it may not be appropriate in others, see Chipman (1960) 
and Debreu (1960). Further, statistical tests developed by Hausman and McFad-
den (1984), McFadden (1987) and Train et al. (1989) are very useful to validate the 
IIA assumption. When IIA assumption is not tenable, one needs to pursue several 
alternate models that relax the IIA assumption. These alternative models such as 
nested logit, heteroscedastic extreme value (HEV) and mixed logit, allow different 
forms of dependency between alternatives. However, the model that allows most 
flexible dependence structure is the Multinomial Discrete Choice Probit model. 
2.2 CONDITIONAL LOGIT MODEL 
Luce (1959) derived the logit formula from assumptions of the characteristics 
of choice probabilities, namely IIA. As mentioned earlier, discrete choice models are 
based on utility maximization theory and Marschak (1960) showed that logit model 
is consistent with utility maximization. Later, Luce and Suppes (1965) showed 
that the assumption of unobserved utility following an extreme value distribution 
leads to logit formula. McFadden (1974) completed the proof by showing that the 
logit formula for the choice probabilities necessarily implies that unobserved utility 
has extreme value distribution. Hence, it is known as McFadden's conditional logit 
model. 
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Suppose we have n subjects and each subject faces c choices, among which one is 
chosen. Let ylj be the binary response given by, 
if ith respondent chooses jth alternative 
otherwise. 
We are interested in computing pl3, the probability of ith subject choosing the jth 
alternative, i = 1,... ,n, j = 1,... ,c. A subject chooses the jth alternative if the 
latent utility of jth alternative is larger than utilities of all other alternatives. Let 
Uij denote the latent utility that the ith subject associates with jth alternative and 
assume that + ztj, where ptij is the mean and ztj is the error component. 
Further, we assume that = Xy (3, where Xy = (a^ji,..., Xijp)  is a p-variate vector 
of explanatory variables and (3 is the vector of unknown regression coefficients. Fur­
ther, Zi/s are independent and identically distributed (iid) as Type I extreme value 
(Gumbel) distribution with density 
f(zi j)  = e~Z i j  exp(—e~Z i : i) ,  -oo < % < oo (1) 
and distribution function 
F(zi j )  =  exp(—e~ Z i i ) .  (2) 
Conditional on the choices, the model for the probability of selecting jth choice by 
zth respondent is, 
rj  "X P ( XV ® (3) 
P" EL,exp(xi kJ8)' 
To prove Equation (3), we proceed as follows: 
Pij = Pr{yij  = 1) 
= Pr{uij > ua; VI ± j) 
=  P r ( z u  <  ( / i y  -  n u )  +  z i : j - ,  V I  ^  j )  
/
OO 
P r  ( z u  <  { H i j  -  n u )  +  z \ z i j  = z ;  V I  ^  j )  f ( z )  d z  
•OO 
— f I YL exP(~e I e~z exp(—e ~ z )  d z  
= J°° exp e_z J 2  e ~ z  d z .  
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Let v = e z ,  then the choice probability Pij given by 
P a  J exp v  e  d v  
1 
1 ® Mi/) 
e<if> 
EL^ '  
Note that, the advantage of choosing Gumbel distribution for the error terms results 
in a closed form expression of the choice probabilities and it is easily interpretable as 
it has logit form. Conditional on pair of choices j and k, this model can be written 
as 
2.2.1 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MULTINOMIAL LOGIT AND CON­
DITIONAL LOGIT 
It is worth noting the difference between a multinomial logit and conditional logit 
model. In a conditional logit model, the explanatory variables are the characteristics 
of choice alternatives such as price, cost, time, etc. and they vary over alternatives, 
sometimes also vary over subjects. In a regular multinomial logit model, the explana­
tory variables such as age, income, are characteristics of subject and remain constant 
across choices. In fact, the multinomial logit model is a special case of conditional 
logit model. 
Consider a response variable with M  nominal categories. The traditional base-line 
category multinomial logit model has (M — 1) logits given by 
where otj are constants and /3j axe vectors of regression coefficients. These (M — 1) 
equations are simplified to compute the response probabilities Pj (x) as 
log \pijfpik] = (xij - xik)'/3. (4) 
log P % 3 ^  = a t j +  xJ/3^, j  =  1,..., (M - 1) 
(5) 
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with aM = 0 and 0M = 0, being the last category as base-line. A conditional logit 
model has the probabilities of the form (3) and the multinomial logit model has 
discrete-choice form after replacing an explanatory variable by M artificial variables; 
the jth is the product of the explanatory variable with a dummy variable that equals 
1 when the response choice is j (Agresti 1990). For example, let Xi denote the value 
o f  « t h  s u b j e c t ,  a s s u m i n g  a  s i n g l e  e x p l a n a t o r y  v a r i a b l e ,  i  =  1 . . . ,  n .  F o r  j  =  1 , . . . ,  M ,  
let 5jk equal 1 when k = j and 0 otherwise. Let ..., Sjm, , $jMxi)' 
and ( 3  =  (c* I , . . . ,  « m,  # l,  •  •  • ,  P M ) -  Then, z^/3 = A J  + / 3 J X I ,  the response probabilities 
for the multinomial logit model (5) are 
, v _ exp(Qj + Xjfy) 
3 1 exp(c*i -f Xifii)  -I h exp(aM + x%Pj) 
exP(4j/3) , , 
exp(z^/3) + • • • + exp(z£-M/3)' 
which are of the form (3). With this approach, the conditional logit model can 
contain characteristics of consumer as well as choices and thus multinomial logit 
model is a special case of conditional logit model. 
This difference actually leads to an interesting formulation of "mean" using regres­
sion parameters. Three different model formulations are considered for doing market 
share analysis (Lee 1988) viz., simple effects, differential effects and cross-effects 
in increasing order of model complexity. Leaving the alternative specific intercepts 
Qi,... aM, simple effects model assumes same regression coefficient for each covariate 
across all alternatives. In other words, — f3 V? = 1,... ,e. Note that a simple 
effects model requires less number of parameters to be estimated and less complex in 
nature. A differential effects model assumes regression coefficients to be specific to 
the alternative for each covariate. A differential effects model requires estimation of 
a large number of parameters than a simple effects model. A hypothesis test can be 
performed to test equality of regression coefficients to simplify the model. A more 
complex model can be obtained by building the cross-effects, which measures the 
impact of one alternative's covariate (for example, effect of a brand's price change on 
a competitor) on another alternative's covariate. Such a model requires estimation 
of a large number of parameters and thus requires a large sample size. 
2.2.2 ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 
The probabilities for the conditional logit model are in closed form and they can 
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be easily caJculated. The estimates of unknown regression coefficients are obtained 
using maximum likelihood approach. Further, McFadden (1974) demonstrated that 
the log-likelihood function with these choice probabilities is globally concave in pa­
rameters (3 and thus a solution can be obtained by solving score equations with 
regular optimization routines. The log-likelihood £((3) for n subjects is 
£{(3) = log nn 
,i=l j=l i=l j—I 
The maximum likelihood estimate (3 of (3 is the solution of score equations 





~op i=1 j=l 
n c 
~ XUI V i i  
i=l j=l 
- log ^exP(xifc^)j 
( exp(x^) \ 
j=i 
n / c V "A V > I V "\ 1 V •> 
=  /  -• /  ,  Uzj^j  ~ /  „ I /  ,Vij  I /  jPijX-ij  
i=l j=1 i—l \j=l } j—1 
n c 
- EE {Hij Pij ) • 
i =l 












EE^x ,  








No closed form solution for the score equation (7) is available and a solution is 
obtained using numerical optimization methods. We illustrate the conditional logit 
model using the following real data example. 
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Table 1. Sample data for the laundry detergent example 
Log-price 
Obs Choice Tide Wisk Era plus Surf Solo All 
1 Wisk 0.0606 0.0549 0.0587 0.0389 0.0556 0.0389 
2 AH 0.0584 0.0450 0.0645 0.0630 0.0645 0.0389 
3 Wisk 0.0587 0.0467 0.0645 0.0645 0.0587 0.0389 
4 EraPlus 0.0553 0.0488 0.0473 0.0566 0.0645 0.0405 
5 Surf 0.0596 0.0498 0.0618 0.0420 0.0655 0.0413 
6 Wisk 0.0702 0.0231 0.0702 0.0545 0.0623 0.0436 
7 Tide 0.0480 0.0637 0.0559 0.0528 0.0637 0.0405 
8 Solo 0.0516 0.0455 0.0606 0.0489 0.0492 0.0352 
9 Solo 0.0655 0.0483 0.0567 0.0467 0.0545 0.0436 
10 Wisk 0.0637 0.0263 0.0777 0.0693 0.0570 0.0410 
2.2.3 ANALYSIS OF LAUNDRY DETERGENT DATA 
In this example, the data is from a market research study and contains information 
about the brand bought, price of the laundry detergent purchased by 2657 consumers, 
originally analyzed by Chintagunta and Prasad (1998). The dataset contains the 
log prices of six detergent brands Tide, Wisk, EraPlus, Surf, Solo, and All, as well 
as the brand chosen by each household. Table 1 display a sample data of first 10 
observations from laundry detergent data. Frequency counts of response variable 
"detergent choice" show the market share owned by each brand and they are given 
in Table 3. From this, we can observe that Tide and Wisk occupy about 53% of the 
market and they are the main competitors in the market. Price is one of the key 
explanatory variables of detergent brand choice, simple descriptive statistics of price 
are given in Table 2. This gives us basic understanding of the market and the brands 
price strategy. Further, Figure 1 plots the histogram of log-price for each brand. We 
can see that all brands are operating at one or two price points and all other price 
points occurring less frequent. This observation is useful to simulate a continuous 
covariate for discrete choice model. 
We fit the conditional logit model with differential effects to identify the relation­
ship between detergent choice and the log-price. Table 4 provides point estimates, 
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Price 
Brand Mean SD Min. Max. 
Tide 0.0595 0.0074 0.0059 0.1250 
Wisk 0.0472 0.0091 0.0007 0.1538 
EraPlus 0.0606 0.0067 0.0259 0.1547 
Surf 0.0529 0.0098 0.0031 0.1280 
Solo 0.0599 0.0078 0.0305 0.1405 
All 0.0391 0.0031 0.0216 0.1005 
Table 3. Market Shares of laundry detergents 
Brand Frequency Share (%) 
Tide 701 26.4 
Wisk 703 26.5 
EraPlus 507 19.1 
Surf 406 15.3 
Solo 253 9.5 
All 87 3.3 
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Figure 1. Histogram of log-price 
standard errors and p-values for the conditional logit model. The first six coefficients 
correspond to the intercepts in relative to the last brand "All." They represent the 
relative preference to the last brand "All." Looking at the price coefficients for all 
brands, they are all negative intuitively correct signs. Wisk emerges to be a stable 
brand with lowest sensitivity to price. The last brand "All" is the most sensitive 
brand to price changes compared to all other brands in the market. Assuming the 
average prices, we compute the predicted market shares based on model (3) and 
compared to the actual shares, presented in Table 5. The results show that the 
conditional logit model fits the data well. 
As a next step, this model can be very useful to study how the market reacts to 
price changes. As an example, suppose we decrease the price of EraPlus by 5% from 
its average price 0.0606 to 0.0576. This price change not only causes an increase in 
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Table 4. Conditional Logit ML estimates for the laundry detergents data 
Parameter ( 3  EST. SE p-value 
Intercept Tide -3.3248 1.2128 0.0061 
Wisk -7.5648 1.1574 <0.0001 
EraPlus -4.2412 1.2114 0.0005 
Surf -7.0918 1.1733 <0.0001 
Solo -6.4532 1.2324 <0.0001 
All 0.0000 
log-price Tide -159.795 7.9440 <0.0001 
Wisk -111.102 6.7383 <0.0001 
EraPlus -146.993 8.0835 <0.0001 
Surf -122.847 7.0350 <0.0001 
Solo -124.055 9.2168 <0.0001 
An -392.411 30.9367 <0.0001 
its own market share but a decrease in share of other brands. The increase in market 
share is about 40.4%, drawn equally from other brands, as shown in Table 6. This 
is not realistic to the market dynamics that brands tend to draw more shares from 
their nearest competitors than the rest. This discrepancy is due to the assumption 
that the unobserved factors are independent and follow Gumbel distribution and this 
is shown mathematically in the next section. 
2.2.4 IIA ASSUMPTION 
From Equation (3), we can see that the choice probabilities in a conditional logit 
model are in a closed form. This is due to the assumption that the unobserved factors 
a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  a n d  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  a s  G u m b e l .  F o r  a n y  t w o  a l t e r n a t i v e s  j  
and k, the ratio of choice probabilities are of the form 
Pil = expfouff) 
pik exp(x-k/3) 
= exp((xy-xlk)'/3). (9) 
Table 5. Actual versus Predicted share 
Brand Actual Share Predicted Share 
Tide 26.4 27.5 
Wisk 26.5 28.0 
EraPlus 19.1 19.9 
Surf 15.3 12.8 
Solo 9.5 9.6 
All 3.3 2.3 
Table 6. Impact of price changes on shares 
Brand Avg. Price Original Share New Share Change(%) 
Tide 0.0595 27.5 24.7 -10.0 
Wisk 0.0472 28.0 25.2 -10.0 
EraPlus 0.0606 -> 0.0576 19.9 27.9 40.4 
Surf 0.0529 12.8 11.5 -10.0 
Solo 0.0599 9.6 8.6 -10.0 
All 0.0390 2.3 2.0 -10.0 
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Conditional on the choices j  and k ,  a variable's influence only depends on the differ­
ence between values for those alternatives and all other alternatives become irrele­
vant. Luce (1959) called this property as Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives 
(IIA). It is unrealistic in some applications and hypothesis tests proposed by Haus-
man and McFadden (1984), McFadden (1987) and TYain et al. (1989) are very useful 
to test IIA assumption. When IIA assumption is no longer valid, several alternate 
models that relax IIA assumption are applicable to choice situations. 
2.2.5 TESTS OF IIA 
Tests of IIA were first developed by McFadden (1978). Two types of tests are 
used to test IIA assumption, choice set partitioning tests and model-based tests. The 
choice set partitioning tests are based on whether the parameter estimates obtained 
on a subset of alternatives are significantly different from those obtained from full 
set. A test of the hypothesis that the parameters estimated on a subset are same as 
the parameters estimated on the full set constitutes a test of IIA. This was developed 
by Hausman and McFadden (1984). This test is based on likelihoods comparing the 
restricted model to the full model. A second test proposed by McFadden (1987) 
and Train et al. (1989) is based on model performance with inclusion of cross-
alternative variables. If the ratio of two alternatives depends on a third alternative, 
the inclusion of attributes from a third alternative into the utility formulation of 
initial two alternatives become significant, then IIA does not hold and this constitutes 
a test of IIA. McFadden (1987) developed a procedure for performing this kind of a 
test and Train et al. (1989) show how this can be performed within the logit model. 
Model-based tests are those that test the validity of constraints imposed on a more 
general model such as nested logit or probit that lead to IIA. The disadvantage of 
this test is that it requires estimation of both models, often computationally difficult. 
If IIA assumption is not valid, we need to study alternate models and a review of 
those models is presented in the next section. 
2.3 MODELS RELAXING IIA ASSUMPTION 
In discrete choice models, IIA assumption plays an important role in computation 
of choice probabilities. In fact, the logit models with IIA assumption has proportional 
substitution pattern across alternatives. In other words, the ratio of any two choice 
probabilities are proportional to the two alternatives under consideration, as seen 
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in (9). The class of models that exhibit a variety of substitution patterns including 
proportional substitution pattern are Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) models. In 
this class of models, we assume the unobserved factors follow a generalized extreme 
value distribution which allows correlation between alternatives. Thus, it relaxes 
IIA assumption and when the correlations are zero, the GEV model becomes the 
standard logit. 
2.3.1 GEV MODELS 
The most widely used GEV model is Nested logit model, in which alternatives 
are partitioned into subsets called "nests". For any two alternatives in the same 
nest, the ratio of choice probabilities is independent of other alternatives, so the 
IIA assumption holds within the nest. For any two alternatives from two different 
nests, the ratio of choice probabilities depend on attributes of other alternatives 
from those two nests, thus IIA does not hold between nests. This model is also 
consistent with utility maximization theory as shown by Daly and Zachary (1978), 
McFadden (1978), and Williams (1977). 
2.3.2 NESTED LOGIT MODELS 
Assume that the set of c alternatives are partitioned into g non-overlapping nests 
N\,..., Ng. The nested logit model is obtained by assuming that the alternatives 
within nests are correlated and the alternatives between nests are uncorrelated. Let 
Cfc be the number of alternatives in the nest Nk, k = 1,..., g. To impose dependency 
between alternatives in nest Nk, we assume that the unobserved factors for the ith 
subject Zjk = (zn,..., ziCk) follow a multivariate extreme value distribution with 
distribution function F{Zjk) = exp{—A(e~Zily..., e~2icfc)}, where A(zik) is known as 
dependence function that governs the dependency between alternatives within nest 
Nk,k = 1 McFadden (1978) proposed a dependency function of the form 
A{vj \ , . . . ,  w m )  = (£™i  W / A f c ) A f e  t ha t  l ead  to  nes ted  log i t  mode l ,  where  deno tes  
the degree of independence between alternatives in nest Nk with 0 < A* < 1, k = 
l,...,g. Due to the independence assumption between nests, the unobserved factors 
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zi = (zii, - • •, Zig) follow an extreme value distribution with distribution function 
Cfc i 
Ffa) = exp ^ 
fe=l I r=l 1  
exp 
fc=i 
—Zirj Afc (10) 
This distribution function is one type of GEV distribution with the marginals z i r ,  
following univariate extreme value distribution, r = 1,..., c^. The statistic 1 — Afc 
denotes the measure of dependence and a value of A* = 1 indicates no correlation, 
in which case it reduces to the standard logit model. The choice probability of ith 
respondent choosing jth alternative in a nested logit model is 
ELi E?i, exp(«/At)]A' ' 
Using the expression (11), the ratio of choice probabilities for alternatives j and j' 
are 
p.. ew3/A fc  exp(fju/Afe)]Afc_1 
Pi? e^' /Afc ' [Yl^i exp(/Zii/Afc')] V-i  
(12) 
If j and j' are from the same nests (k = kf), the term in parenthesis cancel out and 
lead to IIA assumption within nest. If j and f are from different nests (k ^ k'), the 
term in parenthesis do not cancel out and IIA assumption does not hold between 
nests. This property often rephrased as "Independence from irrelevant Nests (UN)" 
and it is not as restrictive as IIA property. 
The value of Ak must be within a particular range for the model to be con­
sistent with utility-maximizing behavior. If 0 < A * < 1, V/c = 1 then the 
model is consistent with utility maximization for all possible values of the explana­
tory variables (Train 2004). For Xk greater than one, the model is consistent with 
utility-maximizing behavior for some range of the explanatory variables but not for 
all values. Kling and Herriges (1995) and Herriges and Kling (1996) provide 
tests of consistency of nested logit with utility maximization when Xk > 1; and 
Train et al. (1987a) and Lee (1999) provide examples of models for which Afc > 1. 
A negative value of Ak is inconsistent with utility maximization. It means that an 
estimated k outside the (0, 1] bounds suggests a misspecification problem with the 
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model and requires reexamination of the specification. The estimation of a nested 
logit model is similar to that of a conditional logit model using maximum likelihood 
estimation. Other estimation methods exist but they are not of relevance in our 
discussion. 
Other dependency functions can be constructed based on multivariate extreme 
value copulas that must satisfy some conditions such as min-stable multivariate ex­
ponential (MSMVE). A detailed discussion of multivariate extreme value (MEV) 
copulas, properties of MEV distributions and a method to construct MEV distribu­
tions with several dependency functions is presented in Chapter 5. 
The nested logit models discussed above are known as two-level nested logit mod­
els. One can create three or higher level nested logit models by partitioning the set 
of alternatives into nests and then into subnests. The choice probabilities of these 
models are generalization of (11) and exhibit the similar variations of IIA assumption 
within nests and between nests. 
So fax, we have considered the nests that are non-overlapping and relaxing such 
an assumption would lead to several types of other GEV models. Vovsha (1997), 
Bierlaire (1998), and Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (1999) have proposed models that 
are called as cross-nested logits (CNLs) which contain multiple overlapping nests. 
Another model proposed by Chu (1989) is the Paired Combinatorial Logit (PCL), 
in which each pair of alternatives constitutes a nest. Wen and Koppelman (2001) 
have developed a generalized nested logit (GNL) model that includes the PCL and 
other cross-nested models as special cases. A brief discussion of the PCL and GNL 
models are given in the following sections. 
2.3.3 PAIRED COMBINATORIAL LOGIT 
As the name suggests, each pair of alternatives are treated as a nest in this 
model and each alternative is a member of c — 1 nests. Similar to nested logit 
model, we assume a parameter A j* that indicates the degree of independence between 
alternatives j and k. This model becomes the standard logit model when Ajfc equal 
to 1 for all 1 < j,k < c. The choice probability of zth respondent choosing jth 
alternative is 
Pij = Efi £<'=m [eW,Al" + e*i'/V]A"' ' (13) 
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The numerator in (13) is evaluation over c — 1 nests in which the jth alternative 
paired with other alternatives, similar to the choice probabilities in a nested logit 
model. If Xjk is between 0 and 1 for all pairs, this model is consistent with utility 
maximization theory and it is easy to see the model becomes standard logit when 
Xjk — 1. Koppelman and Wen (2000) found PCL to perform better than nested logit 
or standard logit. We will return to this model form in Chapter 4 while developing 
a probit model with product correlation structure. 
2.3.4 GENERALIZED NESTED LOGIT (GNL) 
A generalized nested logit model is an overlapping nested model with varying 
levels overlapping of alternatives among nests. In other words, an alternative can 
be part of several nests with more preference given to some nests than other nests. 
This is characterized by an allocation parameter ajm, 1 < j < c; 1 < m < g, which 
is nonnegative and YjL=iaj™ = The parameter ajrn represents the portion of 
alternative allocated to rath nest. Similar to nested logit model, a parameter Xm is 
defined to measure the degree of independence within nest m. The choice probability 
of ith respondent choosing the j th alternative is 
„  E i U i  ( < w » ) w -  [ E S ( a - , * " ) ' / A " ] . . . .  
ELiEik'")1"-]1-
This formula is similar to (11) except that the numerator is sum over all the nests that 
contain jth alternative, with respective weights m = 1,..., g. If each alternative 
belong to only one nest, then the model becomes nested logit. In addition, if the nest 
independence parameter Xm is equal to one, then it reduces to standard logit model. 
Wen and Koppelman (2001) derive various cross-nested models as special cases of 
the GNL. Including these models, McFadden (1978) developed a process to generate 
GEV models (see Train 2004), with which new formulations of GEV models can 
be developed that best fit the specific circumstances of a particular choice situation, 
discussed in Chapter 4 to generate GEV models. 
2.3.5 HETEROSCEDASTIC LOGIT MODEL 
Another way to relax IIA assumption is to allow the variance of unobserved factors 
vary across alternatives. Such a model is known as "Heteroscedastic Extreme Value 
(HEV)" model, first described by Steckel and Vanhonacker (1988), Bhat (1995), and 
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Recker (1995) . In this model, we assume % follow an extreme value distribution 
with distribution function 
where 0j is the scale parameter for the jth alternative. With this formulation, the 
choice probability of selecting jth. alternative by zth respondent (Bhat, 1995) is 
This expression does not have a closed form and often evaluated through simulations. 
Further, Bhat (1995) showed that the heteroscedastic logit probabilities can be 
calculated effectively with quadrature rather than simulation. 
2.4 LIMITATIONS OF LOGIT 
The goal of modeling consumer choice behavior is to identify models that are 
able to incorporate the effects of taste variation, allow different substitution patterns 
across alternatives and model repeated response over time. The first one, taste vari­
ation refers to the differences in response due to differences in respondent tastes and 
their behaviors. This can come from systematic variation that relates to the observed 
characteristics of respondent such as age, income, etc. and random taste variation 
that cannot be linked to consumer characteristics. Second, substitution patterns 
refers to the way the alternatives are correlated, such as proportional substitution. 
Third, repeated response refer to the choices made over time or responses to several 
choice cards by the same respondent. 
The conditional logit model based on the assumption that unobserved factors are 
independent and follow an extreme value distribution is restrictive with IIA assump­
tion, also known as proportional substitution. Even though GEV models alleviate 
this restriction of proportional substitution by allowing different substitution pat­
terns, they are limited to incorporate random taste variation and correlated response 
over time. Discrete choice probit models axe the most flexible models that incorporate 
random taste variation, any substitution pattern and include repeated choices. 
Probit models are derived under the assumption that the unobserved factors 




among alternatives. The only limitation of probit models is that the computation 
of choice probabilities require difficult evaluation of multivariate normal distribution 
function. But, we can derive the exact analytical expressions for choice probabilities 
with correlation structures such as equicorrelation, product correlation etc. Chap­
ter 3 and Chapter 4 present a detailed discussion of derivation of choice probabilities 
for equicorrelation structure, product correlation structure using stochastic represen­
tations and compare the performance of probit models with logit models. Chapter 5 
presents a unified way of handling the correlated repeated choice data using copulas. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DISCRETE CHOICE PROBIT MODELS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The multinomial discrete choice probit model is derived under the assumption of 
multivariate normal unobserved utility components. Thurstone (1927) derived the 
formula for a binary probit, and Hausman and Wise (1978) and Daganzo (1979) 
extended the generality of the specification for representing various aspects of choice 
behavior. 
Similar to the assumptions of conditional logit model, let utj — fiij + Zij and /itj 
— x-J (3, assuming the same beta coefficients for all alternatives, i.e., (3J = (3. Instead 
of assuming the random components z^'s are iid Gumbel, let Zj = (zlX,..., zlc) follow 
a Multivariate Normal (MVN) Distribution with mean 0 and correlation structure 
R. The density of z\ is given by 
Under these assumptions, the model for the probability of selecting jth choice by ith 
respondent is, 
Pij  =  Pf {(J-i j  ~l~ fJ'i l  "t" Zil  j VI ^  j)  
where /(.) is the indicator function for the condition in parenthesis to hold and the 
integral is over all values of Zj. This multidimensional integral does not have a closed 
form and is often evaluated using numerical simulations. This is one of the main 
restriction in application of probit models in choice situations despite their ability 
of incorporating various of choice behaviors. Numerous simulators such as "accept-
reject", "smoothed accept-reject", and GHK have been proposed for evaluation of 
probit choice probabilities (Hajivassiliou, McFadden and Ruud 1996). The GHK sim­




with simulators, algorithms developed by Genz (1992) based on Cholesky decomposi­
tion and a series of transformations compute multivariate normal probabilities to the 
best possible level of accuracy. The computation of choice probabilities become less 
difficult in the cases of correlation structures that represent specific substitution pat­
terns between alternatives. For example, Yai, Iwakura and Morichi (1997) estimate 
a probit model of route choices where the covariance between any two routes depends 
only on the length of shared route segments; this structure reduces the number of 
covariance parameters to only one, which captures the relation of the covariance to 
shared length. Bolduc, Fortin, and Fournier (1996) estimate a model of physicians 
choice of location where the covariance among locations is a function of their proxim­
ity to one another, using a "generalized autoregressive errors" as in Bolduc (1992). 
Haaijer, Wedel, Vriens and Wansbeek (1998) impose a factor-analytic structure that 
arises from random coefficients of explanatory variables; Elrod and Keane (1995) 
impose a factor-analytic structure, that arises from error components. 
In this work, we present simplification of probit models for simple structures such 
as equicorrelation and product correlation using stochastic representations. Later, 
we present simplification of a much general dependency structure using multivariate 
copulas and obtain these as special cases. In the following sections, we derive the 
exact analytical expressions for computation of choice probabilities under equicor­
relation structure and present the maximum likelihood method of estimating probit 
model. We also derive the analytical expressions for the Fisher information matrix 
to compute standard errors of parameter estimates. 
3.1.1 SIMILARITIES TO THE MULTIVARIATE PROBIT MODEL 
The Multinomial Discrete Choice Probit (MDCP) model is similar to the multi­
variate binary probit model with some differences in the ranges of marginals. The 
response variable in a discrete choice model, even though univariate, can be regarded 
as multivariate binary random variable and it can be shown that it is similar to a 
multivariate binary probit model, with choice alternatives treated as repeated mea­
surements. 
Suppose we have m variate random variable Y = (Y i , . . . ,  Y m )  where each Yj  is a 
repeated response of a binary outcome. In a multivariate probit model, we assume 
that there exists a latent random variable U = (C/j,..., Um) that follows multivariate 
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normal with mean fi and correlation R such that 
if U3 < 11.j = . 
otherwise, 
where ytt/s are constants. Then the probability of Y = y can be obtained as 
rU\ rUm 
Pr ( Y  =  y)  -  /  . . .  0m(U; / / ,R)  dU (19)  
J l\ J Im 
where 
lj = —oo, Uj = Uj if yj = 1 
lj = /Xj,Uj — oo otherwise. 
Note that, there are 2m possible values of the response variable Y to which the 
probability adds to 1. 
In a discrete choice probit model with m alternatives, the response is a m variate 
binary response vector with the restriction that only one of them can be equal to 1 
and rest are all zero. Therefore the number of possible values of the response variable 
are m and the total probability adds to 1 of these m possibilities. Further, the choice 
probabilities can be described in terms of latent variable known as "utility", similar 
to multivariate probit model. As mentioned before, the discrete choice model is 
based on utility maximization theory, in which a respondent assigns a utility value to 
each alternative, that's not observed. The discrete choice probit model is obtained 
by assuming the latent utility U follows a multivariate normal with mean /z and 
correlation R such that 
if Uj>U i ;  {: Yi . 0 otherwise. 
Then the probability of jth. alternative picked up by a respondent, Pr(Yj  = 1), is 
the joint probability Pr(Uj > ^ j) and it can be evaluated as 
poo poo 
Pr(Yj  — 1 )  =  /  . . .  /  0 m -:i(w; f j ,* ,  R*) dw,  (20) 
where W = (Ui  — Uj , . . . ,  U m  — Uj)  is a m — 1 multivariate normal with mean 
(i* = (fj-i — fj,j,..., — fij) and correlation structure R* = CRC' with 
C = 
0  . . .  - 1  . . .  0^  
0  1  . . .  - 1  . . .  0  
yO 0  . . .  - 1  . . .  l y  
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The expressions (19) and (20) are similar except the ranges of integration are different 
and are of different dimensions. The discrete choice probit model become more 
complex when we introduce repeated measurements into the model formulation and 
it requires to accommodate two types of dependencies, one between alternatives and 
other between repeated measures. 
3.1.2 PROBIT MODEL WITH EQUICORRELATION STRUCTURE 
Let R = (1 — p)I + pj, where p is the assumed correlation between any 
two alternatives. Assuming such a structure eliminates the identification problem 
(Train 2004) of choice models. However, for R to be positive definite, p should sat­
isfy —l/(c — 1) < p < 1. Under the assumption that unobserved factors zj follows a 
multivariate normal with mean 0 and correlation structure R, the choice probability 
of ith subject choosing jth alternative is 
Pij  Pv Zij  fXn -f-  Z:' t i )  
=  P r  ( z i j  ~ ZU > Pit  ~ P-ij)  
_ pr ( ZV ZH ^ Pil ~ Pij 
W2(l-*>) \/2(l - p )  




~ P )  
(A4!* Pij)  
Note that, E(wu) — 0; Var(u>a) = 1; and Cov(wu,wu>) = Hence, 
p i : j  = Pr (wu > p*u ;VZ ¥> j) 
poo poo poo poo 
=  /  •  •  • /  /  •  •  • /  0 c - i ( w i ;  0 ,  R * )  d w i ,  ( 2 1 )  
where wi = (wn,. . . ,  wij-i,w i j+i,.. .w icy, R* = |l + (1 - |)J and <j)c-i{wj; 0, R*) is 
the probability density function of multivariate normal distribution of dimensionality 
c — 1. Though the dimension of integral reduced from c to c — 1, we still need to 
evaluate multivariate normal integrals to calculate the choice probabilities. However, 
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a simple transformation known as "stochastic representation" will reduce this task 
to computation of a univariate integral. 
3.1.3 THE STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATIONS 
Suppose X i , . . .  , X C  are jointly distributed as multivariate normal with correla­
tion structure R. Then the random variables {y/1 — pVx  4- y/pVo,..., y/1 — pVc  + 
yfpV[3) follows multivariate normal with mean 0 and correlation structure R, where 
Vo, Vi,..., Vc are c + 1 i.i.d N(0,1) random variables. (Tong 1990 Theorem 5.3.9). 
The representation Xj = y/1 — pVj + yfpVa is known as "stochastic representation" 
of multivariate normal random variables. 
Therefore, for the new correlation structure R*, let wu = (i^o + f2/)/\/2, where 
vQ,vn, •••, ViC are c -1-1 independent standard normal random variables. Note that, 
E(wu) = 0, Var(uijj) = 1 and Cov(wn,wu>) = Hence, (21) simplifies to 
The expression (22) can be computed easily using built-in functions of popular soft­
ware like SAS and R. After obtaining the choice probabilities for the multinomial 
discrete choice probit model, we obtain the regression parameter estimates using 
maximum likelihood approach as outlined in the next section. 
3.2 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
Similar to the logit model, we assume the means fXij,j — 1... c are linear functions 
of Xy/3 and our goal is to estimate the unknown parameter 6 = (/3, p) using the 
maximum likelihood estimation method. The log-likelihood £(0) for n subjects is 
Pa = Pr(wn > fit, ; Vi / j) 
(22) 
n c n c 
e(e) = log niK 
, i= 1 j=1 i=l j=l 
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The maximum likelihood estimate of 0 = ((3, p) of Q is the solution of likelihood 
equations d£{9)jd9 = 0. The expressions for the first order and second order partial 
derivatives of the log-likelihood are: 
d£{9) d£(9) d£{9)' 
dQ ~ [ d(3 dp . 
~d£{9) d£(9) d£(9)~ 
.  d f o  d p p  ' d p  J ' 
with the first order partial derivatives are given by 
d£{9) 
d@m 1=1 j 
and m 
dp •  ±p . ( k  f )  
The Hessian matrix is 
d2£{9) 
dddO' 
/ d2e(6) 82e(e) a2i(e) 82l(0) \ 
dPo dpodpl dpodfip &Po dp 
d2t(6) d2£(0) a2ue) a2ne) 
dPidfio 302 dPidfip apidp 
a2e(e) a2e(&) a2e(e) a2i(e) 
dfipdpo dfipdpi a?2 dfipdp 
d2t{6) d2l{8) a2£(d) d2i(6) 
\  dpdfio dpdPi dpdfip dp2 / 


















55» ( i »£ f c ) - 55 -
1 dp., l3 1 dp, y 
Pij  9Pm J \Pij  
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where ra(^ m') = 0,1,... ,p is the number of covariates. All the first order and 
second order parital derivatives involve evaluation of the following six terms 
di(0) di{6) SFije) d2E{9) ^1(0) d^ejd) 
dPm dp ' <9/3^ ' dp2 ' dpmidprn' d0mdp' 
and their analytical expressions are derived in the following section. 
3.2.1 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
Let 0 = (/3, p), Ai{0, v) = $ - (x^/(ix^^ and at(0, v) = <p (v -
Then  the derivatives of Ai(0,v), ai(0,v) with respect to /3m,m = 0,... ,p; p are 
9  
a l ( d )  v )  =  j v _  ( * «  ~  \  -  x i j m )  
x/CW) J 
= -ai(0,v) dilm 
a  t n  N  .  ( * a ( x a - x ^ y ^ S  a 
-Oj(0,t>) 
dJi/3 
2(1 — p)3/2' 
—a t(0,t;) = <f> [ " - ) U - ^ j ) / /3  ) fa"" 
dPm } 91 V/(W) J V VTW) J v/W 
= <u(0 ,u )  f  t ;  -
d',/3 dilm 
V(i - p)y vt^p '  
I  v T w )  / 1  J  2 ( 1  - p ) 3 ' 2  
= a t(0, v) [ v -
d'i/3 
2 ( l -p )3 /2 '  







# ( v - ^ 7 7 T ^ r l  m d v  
1=1 
- I  









Further, the second order partial derivative of £(d) w.r.t is given as 
d2Pi 11 — a 
dP„ ; £«&>  f i  ( „ i  * ( v ) d l  
\ / ( i —  p)  
<p(v)dv 
/
oo 1 e 
__ f  ̂ V  ̂
= " L W) h 7^7) h UU-. "'WJ 
+n^^» v ^  I  
/=i i 
f l f c (g ,v )  
-Afc(0,v) VI _ P/ •\/(1 _ P) 
+ dikm 
( ak (0 ,v)  




dPl l„wi n« - - ' )S5S i ( f t i  £ ak>(0,v) 
+ v 









d$m' Pm -ooQlv) ̂  l 1 1  00 v ' k=i \i=1 
+ v -
^fc (0 ,v ) ( l -p )  -£ 
ak'(0,v) 
-Afc ' (0 ,v )  
•ik'm' 
Vi  -p  
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CO 1 c ak(0,v) 1 
Ak(0,v) VI ~ P 
=7>nl  n  a ^v)  
fc'=i y(^fc')=i 
afc,(0,i;)d^,ff\ UU M0>v) f Qfc(fl^) / _ <4/3 
2(l-p)3/2 / VI - p \i4fc(0,v) V \/l ~P 
<4/3 
+ 
/  afc (0 , t> )  y  <4/3 
2(l-p)3/2 V^.v); 2(l-p)3/2 




CO -I c / c 
y 
dpdfin 
Ofc(0, v) dikm 
Ak(0,v) 2(1 - p)2 £ 
fc' 
+ v 
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Here m represents the number of covariates. 
3.3 ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS 
In this section, we compare the discrete choice probit model with the conditional 
logit model in large samples and also in small samples. For the large samples case, 
we compare the asymptotic variance of parameter estimates for both logit and pro-
bit models. But, this is not straightforward due to the underlying distributional 
assumptions of within each model. 
3.3.1 NORMALIZATION OF SCALE 
In the probit model, the error terms have unit variance by assuming an equicor-
relation structure. However, the variance of error terms in conditional logit model 
are not of unit variance and hence both models are not directly comparable. As the 
error terms are assumed to follow iid extreme value distribution in a logit model, 
their variance is ~<r2. To make the error terms in logit model have unit variance, 
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we scale down the utility u i }  by a factor of ^ a as follows: 
-JT7= = <i(-)-TT + -^rr- <29) 
na/y/6 \ c r /  7 r / \ /6  7 t< t / \ /6  
In a logit model, /3 and a are not identified separately but the ratio 0/a is estimated. 
With scale change in error terms, the new beta coefficients are simply -^yjgflcNL and 
they are now comparable with the probit model. 
3.3.2 ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCY 
From the general theorems for CNL model shown by McFadden (1974), it follows 
that the maximum likelihood estimator Pcnl for the conditional logit model has an 
asymptotically normal distribution with mean /? and covariance matrix IqnL' where 
I is the Fisher information in n subjects given by 
~d2e(/3)~ 
1-cnl — — E 
d{3d/3' 
(30) 
Similarly, the maximum likelihood estimator 9m d c p  for the discrete choice probit 
model with equicorrelation structure is asymptotically normal with mean 6 and co-
•-i 
m d c p  
d2£(0)' 
variance matrix X,}r,nv> where 
1-mdcp = — E 
d0d0' 
(31) 
We computed the asymptotic variances of beta estimates by taking the diagonal ele­
ments of the inverses of (30) and (31). The asymptotic relative efficiencies (ARE) are 
calculated taking the ratio of the variances for the CNL model over the corresponding 
variances of the Probit model. 
Are — _ 1 Var0CNL) 
Var ( P m d c p )  Var(/3 m d c p )  
The expression for second order partial derivatives of conditional logit model is given 
in (8). This does not involve x/ij terms and the expectation of this term is itself. 
For the multinomial discrete choice probit model, the second order partial deriva­
tive matrix consists of expressions (25) through (28) and the expectation of these 
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expressions are as given below. 
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3.3.3 ARE COMPUTATIONS FOR DATA FROM MARKET SCE­
NARIO 
For the choice models, data usually comes from two sources namely consumer 
panels and discrete choice experiments. The models are compared using ARE in 
both situations. Note that calculation of ARE does not involve estimation of any 
parameters and it is simply based on a fixed set of covariates with starting parameter 
values. For computation of AREs, usually the covariates are generated from normal 
or uniform distributions, which does not work in discrete choice setup. The occur­
rence of covariates in a discrete choice setup is in such a way that it is competitive in 
nature between alternatives. To create such a set of covariates, we examined several 
real time data in literature and generated from multiple normal mixtures so that it 
reflects true market scenario. 
We took a large sample of n = 1000 observations with two covariates. The first 
covariate is a continuous covariate generated from multiple normal mixtures and the 
second covariate is a discrete covariate with three levels. We assumed the number 
of choices c = 4 and computed ARE for ten different values of p ranging from 0.0, 
..., 0.9. Figure 2 shows histogram of continuous covariate generated from multiple 
normal mixtures and also a comparison to the real time data. 
The respective proportions of discrete covariate with 3 levels for each alternative 
are given in Table 7. With this setup, the total number of covariates are 6 that include 
3 intercepts, 1 continuous covariate and 2 dummy variables for discrete covariate. The 
mean function is 
Pij — Poilnt1 + 0Q2 Int2 + p03Ints  + P\x\ i3  + faixtlj + fh&^ij. (32) 
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Figure 2. Simulation of continuous covariate that represents true market 
The fixed regression coefficients are as follows: 
Intercepts: /?0i = -0.479, (302 = 1.051, /?03 = 0.475, 
Continuous covariate: = 0.781, 
Discrete covariate: /?2i = 0.107, /322 = -0.525. 
We simulated the data with these specifications and for different values of p 
ranging from 0 to 0.9. We obtained the asymptotic variances of both logit and probit 
models as negative expected value of hessian matrix and computed the variance of 
parameter estimates as inverse of the Fisher information matrices. Table 8 and 
Table 9 presents the asymptotic variance and (ARE) for the data simulated from 
true market scenario. 
Table 7. Proportion of levels for discrete covariate 
Level 
Alternative 12 3 
1 0.15 0.18 0.67 
2 0.25 0.23 0.52 
3 0.07 0.42 0.51 
4 0.39 0.45 0.16 
Table 8. Asymptotic variances and ARE* for the intercepts 
p nV(0oi) nV(po2) nV(fi03) 
0.0 0.0086 1.072) 0.0053 0.997) 0.0111 1.019) 
0.1 0.0081 1.142) 0.0049 1.079) 0.0104 1.084) 
0.2 0.0075 1.221) 0.0045 1.174) 0.0098 1.156) 
0.3 0.0070 1.311) 0.0041 1.285) 0.0091 1.239) 
0.4 0.0065 1.414) 0.0037 1.414) 0.0085 1.334) 
0.5 0.0060 1.532) 0.0034 1.563) 0.0078 1.444) 
0.6 0.0055 1.667) 0.0031 1.727) 0.0072 1.574) 
0.7 0.0051 1.822) 0.0028 1.878) 0.0065 1.731) 
0.8 0.0046 2.004) 0.0028 1.906) 0.0058 1.939) 
0.9 0.0041 1.254) 0.0035 1.500) 0.0049 2.300) 
CNL 0.0092 0.0053 0.0113 
are in parenthesis 
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Table 9. Asymptotic variances and ARE* for the continuous and discrete covariates 
p nV(P i) nV(021) nV{P22) 
0.0 0.0024 0.924) 0.0076 0.994) 0.0068 0.997) 
0.1 0.0022 0.969) 0.0071 1.067) 0.0064 1.061) 
0.2 0.0021 1.016) 0.0066 1.150) 0.0060 1.134) 
0.3 0.0020 1.067) 0.0060 1.246) 0.0056 1.217) 
0.4 0.0019 1.119) 0.0055 1.358) 0.0052 1.312) 
0.5 0.0019 1.169) 0.0051 1.489) 0.0048 1.420) 
0.6 0.0018 1.210) 0.0046 1.640) 0.0044 1.543) 
0.7 0.0018 1.224) 0.0042 1.816) 0.0041 1.683) 
0.8 0.0019 1.168) 0.0037 2.017) 0.0037 1.833) 
0.9 0.0024 0.924) 0.0032 2.322) 0.0035 1.949) 
CNL 0.0022 0.0075 0.0068 
*AREs are in parenthesis 
3.3.4 ARE COMPUTATIONS FOR DATA FROM CHOICE EXPERI­
MENT 
As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, data for choice models come from another source 
namely designing a choice experiment. This occurs naturally in a market research 
study in which respondents are shown a choice card consisting of alternatives and 
asked to pick one. In this setup, an efficient choice design is generated with fixed 
number of levels for each covariate under consideration. For example, when we would 
like to evaluate the brand preference of laundry detergent, a choice set is generated 
to test a fixed number of price levels for each brand. Figure 3 shows a choice set that 
consists of 18 runs to identify the brand preference of 4 laundry detergent brands. We 
assume the same setup for ARE computations except that the continuous covariate 
is replaced with price points from choice design. The results are summarized in Table 
10 and Table 11. 
3.3.5 DISCUSSION 
ARE computations do not involve any parameter estimation and do not require 
use of optimization routines. The analytical expression for second order partial 
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Table 10. Asymptotic variances and ARE* for the intercepts in a choice experiment 
P nV(poi) nV{pQ2) nV{p0 3)  
0.0 0.0109 1.100) 0.0061 1.063) 0.0075 1.092) 
0.1 0.0103 1.164) 0.0057 1.176) 0.0070 1.176) 
0.2 0.0097 1.234) 0.0052 1.274) 0.0064 1.274) 
0.3 0.0091 1.311) 0.0048 1.389) 0.0059 1.389) 
0.4 0.0086 1.395) 0.0043 1.526) 0.0054 1.526) 
0.5 0.0081 1.484) 0.0039 1.690) 0.0049 1.690) 
0.6 0.0076 1.571) 0.0035 1.888) 0.0044 1.888) 
0.7 0.0073 1.640) 0.0032 2.131) 0.0039 2.131) 
0.8 0.0073 1.644) 0.0030 2.426) 0.0034 2.426) 
0.9 0.0083 1.440) 0.0033 2.788) 0.0029 2.788) 
C N L  0.0120 0.0065 0.0082 
*AREs are in parenthesis 
Table 11. Asymptotic variances and ARE* for the continuous and discrete 
covariates in a choice experiment 
p nV(fr) nV(fai) nV(p22) 
0.0 0.0065 1.025) 0.0078 1.013) 0.0062 1.034) 
0.1 0.0061 1.102) 0.0072 1.100) 0.0057 1.117) 
0.2 0.0056 1.191) 0.0066 1.202) 0.0053 1.215) 
0.3 0.0052 1.295) 0.0060 1.326) 0.0048 1.332) 
0.4 0.0047 1.416) 0.0054 1.478) 0.0043 1.473) 
0.5 0.0043 1.559) 0.0047 1.668) 0.0039 1.649) 
0.6 0.0039 1.727) 0.0041 1.915) 0.0034 1.871) 
0.7 0.0035 1.922) 0.0035 2.249) 0.0030 2.160) 
0.8 0.0031 2.125) 0.0029 2.738) 0.0025 2.546) 
0.9 0.0030 2.207) 0.0022 3.616) 0.0021 3.008) 
CNL 0.0067 0.0079 0.0064 
*AREs are in parenthesis 
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Choice of Fabric Softener 
Efficient Design 
Qbs Sploosh Plumbbob Platter Moosey 
1 $1.99 $1.99 $1.99 $2.49 
2 $2.49 $1.49 $1.49 $1.99 
3 $1.49 $2.49 $2.49 $1.49 
4 $2.49 $1.99 $2.49 $1.99 
5 $1.49 $1.49 $1.49 $2.49 
6 $1.49 $2.49 $1.99 $1.99 
7 $2.49 $1.99 $1.99 $1.49 
8 $2.49 $2.49 $1.49 $1.49 
9 $1.99 $1.49 $2.49 $1.49 
10 $1.49 $1.49 $1.99 $1.49 
11 $1.99 $2.49 $1.49 $2.49 
12 $1.49 $1.99 $1.49 $1.99 
13 $1.99 $1.99 $1.49 $1.49 
14 $1.49 $1.99 $2.49 $2.49 
15 $2.49 $1.49 $2.49 $2.49 
16 $1.99 $2.49 $2.49 $1.99 
17 $1.99 $1.49 $1.99 $1.99 
18 $2.49 $2.49 $1.99 $2.49 
Figure 3. Prices from a Choice Experiment 
derivatives are derived and then coded directly into SAS and R matrix language 
software. We computed the expressions (30) and (31) for different values of p rang­
ing from 0 to 0.9 by interval of 0.1 and obtained the inverse of Fisher information 
matrix for probit and logit models. The AREs are calculated for each parameter by 
taking the ratio of diagonal elements of inverse Fisher information of the two models. 
The results are displayed in Table 8 for intercepts and in Table 9 for the discrete, 
continuous covariates in case of data coming from consumer panels. In the case of 
data coming from designed experiments, the results are displayed in Table 10 for 
intercepts and in Table 11 for the other covariates. ARE computations for various 
formulation of mean term (Section 2.2.1) are not performed due to the fact that the 
results will be similar, irrespective of mean formulation. 
From Table 8 and Table 9, the ARE's are about 1 when p — 0, comparing independent 
probit model with independent logit. The ARE's increase as the value of p increases 
from 0.0 to 0.9 and the efficiency of probit model is about 2 times to that of logit 
models for the highest value of p — 0.9. This table also shows an interesting point 
relating the coefficients of logit model to the coefficients of probit model in case 
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of nonzero correlation between alternatives. For example, the coefficients in logit 
The results in Table 8 and Table 9 provides a rough approximation of this relation 
for p > 0. Similar conclusions can be drawn in the case of data coming from discrete 
choice experiments. 
3.4 COMPARISONS BASED ON SMALL SAMPLES 
In real time applications, sample sizes are usually large for discrete choice models. 
However, it is of theoretical interest to evaluate the small-sample performance of 
choice models. To compare the small sample performance, we calculate the mean 
squared error (MSE) from the true parameter values and compare models. First, we 
generate the covariates Xy of sample of size n = 30 and fix the regression coefficients 
(3. Next, we generate the error terms ztj from extreme value distribution for CNL 
model and from multivariate normal with mean 0 and correlation matrix R for 
the Probit model. Then the response ytj is generated for both logit and probit 
models using these inputs so that two datasets are created. For different values of p 
ranging from 0 to 0.9, we simulated 1000 samples and for each sample we estimated 
the regression parameters using maximum likelihood estimation. The expression for 
MSE is given as, 
where B is the number of simulations. The small sample efficiencies are calculated 
by taking the ratio of the MSE of the CNL model over the MSE of the MDCP model. 
Table 12 and Table 13 present the results for small sample efficiencies. 
3.4.1 COMPUTATION DETAILS 
Small sample efficiency calculations are based on MSE of two models and thus 
require estimation of parameters. Estimation of parameters involves maximization 
of log-likelihood function and it requires use of optimization routines. First, we 
present some of the computational problems involved in obtaining the parameter 
estimates. For optimization of both logit and probit models, we use a built-in opti­
mization routine in R, called "optim" and it is based on NelderMead, quasi-Newton 
model are approximately \/L6 times the coefficients of probit model, when p — 0. 
6=1 
and Small Sample Efficiency = 












































































*Efficiency is in parenthesis 
Table 13. Small sample variances and efficiency* for continuous and discrete 
covariates 
p nV(/3 t) nV(p2l) nV{fa) 
0.0 0.0710 1.455) 0.2219 1.257) 0.2777 (1.033) 
0.1 0.0723 1.583) 0.2294 1.216) 0.2459 (1.166) 
0.2 0.0769 1.554) 0.1897 1.471) 0.2511 (1.142) 
0.3 0.0852 1.463) 0.1771 1.575) 0.2206 (1.300) 
0.4 0.1032 1.320) 0.1757 1.587) 0.2144 (1.338) 
0.5 0.1119 1.089) 0.1560 1.787) 0.2418 (1.186) 
0.6 0.1458 1.004) 0.1522 1.833) 0.2348 (1.221) 
0.7 0.1481 0.810) 0.1170 2.383) 0.2097 (1.368) 
0.8 0.1379 0.657) 0.1068 2.611) 0.2069 (1.386) 
0.9 0.1386 0.392) 0.0914 3.052) 0.2643 (1.085) 
*EfEciency in parenthesis 
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and conjugate-gradient algorithms. In quasi-Newton methods, two algorithms BFGS 
and L-BFGS-B are useful for the optimization problem in hand. The first algorithm 
"BFGS" is useful in the case of estimation of parameters that have no constraints, 
while the "L-BFGS-B" is Limited memory modified quasi-Newton method with box 
constraints, most useful when the parameters are constrained. SAS has only limited 
memory BFGS algorithm as part of PROC OPTMODEL that does not allow box 
constraints. Please see SAS/OR(R) 9.2 User's Guide: Mathematical Programming: 
PROC OPTMODEL: NLPU solver for more details. The correlation parameter p 
has constraint —l/(c — l)<p<l and thus require to use constrained optimization. 
We used R software for optimization. 
3.4.2 DISCUSSION 
Small sample efficiencies are displayed in Table 12, Table 13 for intercepts and 
covariates respectively. The results are displayed for different values of p from 0.0 to 
0.9 by interval 0.1. The results demonstrate the probit model clearly performs better 
than logit model and this trend increases as p increases. Notice that there are few 
abberations for larger values of p = 0.7,0.8,0.9 for intercepts, partly due to problems 
in convergence. The convergence rate for both models is well above 95%. 
3.5 REAL DATA EXAMPLE 
Example 1. Laundry Data: 
To illustrate the two models and compare the results, we revisit the laundry detergent 
example and apply the two models. Here we consider two different formulation of 
mean as discussed in Section 2.2.1. To recap, the data is from a market research 
study and contains information about the brand and price of the laundry detergent 
purchased by 2657 consumers originally analyzed by Chintagunta and Prasad (1998). 
The dataset contains the log prices of six detergent brands Tide, Wisk, EraPlus, 
Surf, Solo, and All as well as the brand chosen by each household. We fit both 
conditional logit model and Multinomial discrete choice probit model to identify 
the relationship between detergent choice and the price accounting for correlation 
between alternatives. Table 14 provides point estimates, standard errors and p-values 
for both the conditional logit and the multivariate discrete choice probit model. It 
also presents the AIC criterion for comparison of likelihoods of the two models. 
When comparing two models, the smaller AIC, the better model. Table 14 shows 
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Table 14. ML estimates for the laundry detergents data 
MDCP Equicorrelation CNL* 
Parameter EST. SE p-value EST. SE p-value 
Intercept Tide -1.6982 0.6723 0.0115 -2.6285 1.2128 0.0061 
Wisk -3.4877 0.6333 < 0.0001 -5.9805 1.1574 <0.0001 
EraPlus -2.2939 0.6722 0.0006 -3.3530 1.2114 0.0005 
Surf -3.4071 0.6403 < 0.0001 -5.6066 1.1733 <0.0001 
Solo -3.1664 0.6758 < 0.0001 -5.1017 1.2324 <0.0001 
All 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
log-price Tide -99.5420 4.8298 < 0.0001 -126.329 7.9440 <0.0001 
Wisk -66.1671 4.0067 < 0.0001 -87.834 6.7383 <0.0001 
EraPlus -74.5006 4.9094 < 0.0001 -116.208 8.0835 <0.0001 
Surf -68.9659 3.9117 < 0.0001 -97.119 7.0350 <0.0001 
Solo -68.0277 5.2536 < 0.0001 -98.074 9.2168 <0.0001 
All -202.8864 16.3689 < 0.0001 -310.228 30.9367 <0.0001 
P 0.1952 0.0086 <0.0001 
AIC 6885.62 7020.79 
^Normalization of scale to have unit variance. 
that Probit model performs better than Logit model. The estimated correlation 
coefficient p — 0.1952, which is highly significant. The log-price coefficient in probit 
model has correct intuitive sign and accurately estimated with low standard error 
compared to the logit model. 
Example 2. Travel mode choice: 
We illustrate the probit model with equicorrelation structure and the conditional logit 
model applied to the following travel data example. The data source is Table 21.2 of 
Greene (2003). This data contains choices made by 210 individuals traveling between 
Sydney and Melbourne in Australia. The response has four modes of travel namely 
Air, Train, Bus or Car. The explanatory variables that are specific to alternative are 
waiting time, travel cost, travel time, general cost, party size and we also have an 
individual specific variable like household income. There are 840 observations by 210 
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individuals. We are interested to model the travel mode choice using the explanatory 
variables such as time, cost, waiting time, etc. We fit both conditional logit model 
and Multinomial discrete choice probit model with equicorrelation structure and 
compare the results. Table 15 provides point estimates, standard errors and p~values 
for both the conditional logit and the multivariate probit model. It also presents the 
AIC criterion for comparison of likelihoods of the two models. 
Table 15. ML estimates for the travel mode data 
MDCP Equicorrelation CNL* 
Parameter EST. SE p-value EST. SE p-value 
Intercept Air 3.0152 0.5299 < 0.0001 4.0663 0.7857 <0.0001 
Train 2.6001 0.2948 < 0.0001 3.4059 0.4314 <0.0001 
Bus 2.1068 0.2960 < 0.0001 2.9391 0.4351 <0.0001 
Car 0.0000 
Waiting time -0.0579 0.0061 < 0.0001 -0.0809 0.0091 <0.0001 
Travel cost -0.0563 0.0125 < 0.0001 -0.0663 0.0180 0.0002 
Travel time -0.0086 0.0016 < 0.0001 -0.0104 0.0023 <0.0001 
General cost 0.0443 0.0112 < 0.0001 0.0541 0.0162 0.0008 
P 0.1101 0.0413 0.0077 
AIC 390.813 405.851 
*Normalization of scale to have unit variance. 
From Table 15, both models show similar consumer behavior choosing trans­
portation mode. Intercepts show that the relative preference to Air travel is higher 
compared to other transportation modes. The negative coefficients for waiting time, 
travel cost and travel time indicate that consumers are choosing the transportation 
mode that has less waiting time or travel time and cheaper. The estimated correla­
tion is about 0.11, though significant, consumers choose the travel mode alternatives 
based on factors like time, cost but not switching between them. The AIC criterion 




PROBIT MODEL WITH PRODUCT CORRELATION 
Logit models relax IIA assumption by allowing correlation between unobserved 
factors of choice alternatives. The most widely used GEV models are nested logit 
models in which all alternatives are partitioned into different nests and relax IIA 
assumption by assuming a correlation between alternatives within nests. Two varia­
tions of nested logit models are prominent, one that allows no overlapping of alterna­
tives between nests and other that allows overlapping of alternatives between nests, 
known as Generalized Nested Logit (GNL) models. McFadden (1978) developed 
a process to generate GEV models. Even though the choice probabilities for GEV 
models can be derived using basic probability rules, this process makes it easier to 
obtain expression for choice probabilities and development of new GEV models by 
choosing a different generating function. This process is quite similar to the multi­
variate extreme value copula models based on properties of MSMVE distributions, 
discussed in Chapter 5. The process to generate GEV models (McFadden 1978) is 
outlined in the following section. 
4.1 GENERATION OF GEV MODELS 
Omitting the subscript i  for the subject, consider a function G ( E X , . . . ,  E c )  with 
E\,..., Ec > 0 that has the following properties. 
1. G(ET , . . . ,  EC) > 0 for all positive values of EJ , V? = 1,..., c. 
2. G  is homogeneous of degree one, that is G ( a E i , a E c )  =  a G ( E i , . . . ,  E c )  for 
a constant a 
3. G —> oo as EJ -» oo, V? = 1,..., c. 
4. The fcth order partial derivative of G with respect to EJ are nonnegative for 
o d d  k  a n d  n o n - p o s i t i v e  f o r  e v e n  k .  
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Any function G  that satisfies these properties generates a GEV model and the choice 
probabilities of this GEV model are of the form 
—  G j ( E i , . . . ,  E c )  
P j  ~  G ( E i , . . . , E C )  '  
where G j  is the first order partial derivative of G  with respect to E j .  If we choose 
Ej = exp(/jj) then Ej is positive for all values of fij As an example of this process, 
we illustrate the derivation of paired combinatorial logit (PCL) model for a specified 
choice of G that has many potential applications in travel behavior of route choice 
with overlaps. 
4.2 PAIRED COMBINATORIAL LOGIT MODEL 
To obtain PCL, let G be of the following form, 
G ( E i l t . . . ,  E i c )  =  £  E  
k=1 2=fc+l 
By choosing Ei j  = exp(^Ujj), j  = 1,... ,c, the first property of G > 0 is satisfied. 
With 0 < Xki < 1, it is easy to see that G is homogeneous of order one and it goes to 
infinity as E^ goes to infinity. Thus, the corresponding three properties are satisfied. 
Note that the first order partial derivative of G with respect to Ej is 
dG(Eq , . .  . ,E i c )  _  /g i / \ r j  + E ( i / x r j ) - i  
dEn V / 
and it is nonnegative for 0 < X T j  < 1, the second order partial derivative of G  with 
respect to Eim is 
< 9  G ( E j l ,  .  .  .  ,  E - i c j  I  /  j p l / X m j  .  ^  1  
dE i m dE t j  ~ X m j  \  i m  ^  i j  J  i m  i j  
and it is non-positive for 0 < < 1 and so on. Thus all properties axe satisfied for 
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Pij 
chosen G and the expression for choice probability ptj in PCL model is given by 
Ej j  G j (E jx , . . . ,  E i c )  
G(En,. . . ,  EiC) 
E,i Er+j + gyV')<A""" 4'/Vj)-' 
Ec—1 v^
c ( j?1/**! _I_ Eil/AfciV 
k=\ Zv/=fc+l y^ik "+" &U J 
Er H Ef '  j E i ' X "  +K f X "Y"  
EC-1 v->
c (TT^/^ki . zril/^fcA* 
fc=l l^l=k+1 y ifc A'i J 
_j_ gMv? / ̂rj ̂ 
which is of the same form as (13). This expression can be rewritten as 
Pi j  =  ^  ̂ Pj / ( j , k )  x  P{j , k ) i  
k j t j  
where Pj / ( j , k )  is the conditional probability of choosing alternative j  given the chosen 
the pair of alternatives (j, k) and P(j,k) is the marginal probability of selecting the 
pair (j, k). Given that a pair (j, k) is chosen and the choice of an alternative within 
this pair follows a binary logit model, the expressions for the conditional probability 
of choosing jth alternative in the pair (j, k) is 
g/iij /Ajfc 
Pj / ( j , k )  — e ( i i : j / \ j k  g /WAj fe  '  
Similarly, the marginal probability of choosing the pair ( j ,  k ) among the c(c — l)/2 
possible pairs is given by 
nm = E£liELi+i(C"*/A"+e"«'A«)A"' 
The PCL model has wider application in transportation research for its overlapping 
nature of choice alternatives. For example, Chu (1989) introduced the PCL model 
for travel demand analysis and a comparison of conditional logit, nested logit and 
PCL models is discussed by Koppelman and Wen (2000). Li and Ouyang (2008) 
presented a modified PCL model that has few computational advantages over original 
PCL model. 
Continuing the performance comparison of probit models over logit models, an 
equivalent probit model that allows correlation structure similar to PCL is discrete 
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choice probit model with product correlation structure, first considered by Dun-
nett (1989). The product correlation structure is obtained when pjk = XjXk, where 
Pjk is the correlation between alternatives j and k under the restriction — 1 < Xj < 1. 
The correlation coefficient pjk is equivalent to the dependency parameter Xjk for the 
nest containing alternatives j and k. Probit models with simplified structured covari-
ance matrices proposed by Yai, Iwakura and Morichi (1997), Bolduc (1992) to model 
route choice behavior are some of the alternative models to PCL. In this chapter, 
we consider probit model with product correlation structure which has more general 
correlation structure and less parsimonious to PCL. We derive the exact analytical 
expressions for choice probabilities, Fisher information matrix, ML estimation and 
compare its performance with PCL model. 
4.3 PROBIT MODEL WITH PRODUCT CORRELATION 
Assume R = [p jk] ,  where p jk  = XjXk  for —1 < X j  < 1,j = 1 ,...,c. The 
restrictions on Xj, j = 1,..., c make the correlation structure to be positive definite. 
Under the assumption of unobserved factors Zj follows a multivariate normal with 
mean 0 and correlation structure R, the choice probability of ith subject choosing 
jth alternative is 
where W = (Ui — Uj,..., Um — Uj) is a m  — 1 multivariate normal with mean 
fj,* = (pi — pj,, pm — pj) and correlation structure R* = CRC' with 
Pij — Pr (Uij > u ik  for all k { ^  j )  =  1 , . . . ,  c )  
= Pr (p^j + Zij > p ik  -1- z ik  for all fc(^ j) = 1,..., c) 
= Pr (Zy - z ik  > P-ik ~ P^j for all k& j) = 1,..., c) 
( l  0 . . .  -1 . . .  0^ 
0 1 . . .  -1 . . .  0 
C = 
\ 0  0 . . .  -1 . . .  1 
4.3.1 STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATIONS 
Suppose X i , . . .  , X C  are has multivariate normal with a product correlation struc­
ture R. Then the random variables (y/l — AfVi+AxVo,..., y/l — XlVc+XcV0) follows 
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multivaxiate normal with mean 0 and correlation structure R, where V0,Vi,... ,VC 
are i.i.d N(0,1) random variables. (Dunnett 1989). The representation Xj = 
t/i - AJVj + W is known as "stochastic representation" of multivariate normal 
random vaxiables. In the simplification of choice probabilities with product corre­
lation structure, we apply stochastic representation two times to simplify the c — 1 
variate integral to a bivariate integral. 
Using stochastic representation, let zik — — A|)vik + XkVio, where 
Vio,Vn,... ,vic are independent standard normal vaxiables. Then, E(zik) = 0, 
Vax(zik) = 1, and 
Cov(zik, zik>) = y/(l- x2k)y/(1 - X2k,)Cov(vik, vik,) 
+V (! ~ K)Xk'Cov(vik,vi0) 




Pi j  ~  (%i j  z i k  - >  f t i k  P ' i j )  
Pr ^\J(1 Aj)vij \J(1 Xk)vik ~t~ (Aj Afcjfjo Mifc faj^ 
/
OO 




Pr [Afc > Cik{v)\v\ for all k(^ j)] 4>{v) dv, (33) 
•OO 
where Cik(v) = (/uifc -/%•) + (Xk - Xj)v and Dik = yj{l - A|)t^ -  y/ ( l -  X\ )v i k .  Note 
that, Dik, k(^ j) = 1,..., c axe normal with mean 0, variance (1 — A|) + (1 — Xk) and 
Cov(Dik, Dik>) = 1 — A^, so they axe not independent. To simplify further, we again 
use the following stochastic representation. 
Let Dik = ^/(l - A))wiQ -1- \/(l - A\)wik, k ^ j, where wiQ, wiU ..., wlc are indepen­
dent standard normal radon variables. Then, 
E(Afc) = 0; 
Var(Afc) = (1 - A?) + (1 - X2ky, 
Cov(Dik, Dik') = (1 - X*)Cov(wi0,Wi0) 
= (1 - A?). 
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Therefore, the choice probability under above special correlation structure becomes, 
/
OO 
Pr[D i k  > C i k ( v ) \ v ;  for all k (^  j ) }  4>{y)dv  
•OO 
= I Pr [xA1 ~~ x 2 j ) w i o  + y/(l~ AlMfc > C i k ( v ) |v; for all k (^  j ) 
Cik(v )  -  y j { l -  X])w  
- /:/: 
^i k  ̂  |v,w\ for all  k (^  j )  
/
CO /-oo ° 
/ n •OO J  —OO i_/_/ j\ k(?y)=l 
l - $  (j>(w)(l>{v)dwdv 
/
oo r°° i *-
$ 
CifcW - ̂ /(l -
V(1 " *2) 
({*•'} t*ik) "t" y J 
vtl  -  AJ) 
<f>(w) ( f ) ( v )dvudv .  




4.4 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
Similar to the probit model with equicorrelation structure, we assume that the 
means /%•,.? = 1.. .c are linear functions of x-j/3 and our goal is to estimate the 
unknown parameter 0 — (j3, A) using the maximum likelihood estimation method. 
The log-likelihood i{0) for n subjects is 
m = log ITITp 
L«=I j - 1 
i j  
n c 
EE Vij  log (P i j ) ,  
i=i j=l 
where computed using expression (34). The maximum likelihood estimate of 
0 — (/3, A) of 0 is the solution of likelihood equations d£(9)/d9 = 0. The expressions 
for the first order partial derivatives of the log-likelihood are 
d£(9)  ld£ (9 )  d£{9)  
00 [ d{3 dX 
d£(9)  d i {9 )  de (9 )  
dp 0  ' • • • '  dp p  '  d \ x  '  
dt{9)' 
dX c  
The first order partial derivatives of £(0)  with respect p m ,  Xj, Ar, (r ^ j) are given 
in the following section. 
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4.4.1 EXPRESSIONS FOR SCORE EQUATIONS 
Let 0  = (/?, A) where ( 3  —  (/30,. . . ,  ( 3 P )  and A = (A1 } . . . ,  A c).  For simplicity,  let  
ti(v,ui,l,j), t2(v, w, I, j) and t$(v,w,r,j) denote the following quantities. 
h(v ,w , l , j )  =  
h  (v ,w , l , j )  =  
h  (v ,w , r , j )  =  
( j M j  -  f J - u )  +  ( A j  -  A t ) v  +  y j ( l -  X ] ) w  
v  XjW 
{p-i] fJ-ir)X r  v(l • Ar) -j- X r ( X j  X r ) v  -fr- Ar1 X^zo  
(1 - A2)3/2 
Further, let Ai (0 ,v ,w)  =  $( t i ( v ,w , l , j ) )  and a i (0 ,v ,w)  =  <p( tx (v ,w , l , j ) )  Then the 
derivatives of Ai(0,v,w), ai(0,v,w) with respect to /3m,Xj,Xr(r ^ j) for all m = 
0, • • • j) = 1,... ,c are 
dilrri d  
dPm 
d  
d X j  
d  




A t (0 , v ,w)  =  —ai (0 ,  v ,  w) -  ,  
V1 ~ \ 
•A i (0 ,v ,w)  =  a l (0 , v ,w) t 2 ( v ,w , l , j ) ,  
A r (0 , v ,w)  =  a r (0 , v ,w) t 3 ( v ,w , r , j ) ,  
-at(0,v,w) = ai(0,v,w)ti(v,w,l,j) dllm 
d X j  
_d_ 
dX 7  
a t (0 , v ,w)  =  -a i (0 , v ,w) t i ( v ,w , l , j ) t 2 ( v ,w , l , j ) ,  
a r (0 , v ,w)  =  -a T (0 , v ,w) t i ( v ,w , l , j ) t 3 ( v ,w , r , j ) ,  
where dum — (xnm — Xi j m ) .  Using the above results, we obtain the first order partial 
derivatives of log-likelihood function with respect to /3m, X3, and Ar, (r ^ j) in the 
following manner. 
dpij _ d 
dfim dp„ /
OO POO ^ c 
oo J-oo ${w) 
n M0,v  ,  w)  0( iw)  4>(v )  dw  dv  I 
/
oo po  
-oo J—c $(iw) 
(  n  A k{0 ,v ,w)  [ a t (0 , v ,w)  f^lm 
1=1 \k&l)=i J V1 Ai 
<f>(w) <()(v) dw dv. 
Therefore, 
dPi j  
d f r  /
oo poo 1 / 
-/-•so 
a t (0 , v ,w)  du m  
^ v, w) ^/1 - Az2 
0(iy) <j>(v) dw dv. 
Similarly, 
dPij 
dX- i  J —oo J —' OO t/ oo <I>(ui) 
e n A k (0 , v ,w)  I a i (0 ,v ,w) t 2 ( v ,w , l , j )  
/(#)=1 \fc(#Z)=l / 
0(w) 0(D) diu dv 
/
OO /'OO 1 / c E a i (8 ,v ,w)  A i (0 , v ,  w)  t 2 ( v ,w , l , j )  
4>(w)  ( f ) ( v )  dw  dv ,  
and 
dp ,  t j  
dX r  
( r f t )  
/
°° f°° 1 I T-T I 
oo J-oo ^(w) 
n A k (0 , v ,w) \  a r (0 ,  v ,w)  t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  
c f>(w)  ( f>(v )  dw  dv  
LLm{ n^(9-""-)) 
0(w)  0 (y )  dw dv .  
4.4.2 EXPRESSIONS FOR HESSIAN MATRIX 
The second order partial derivatives consist of evaluating the 7 expressions 
d 2 p j j  d 2 p j j  d 2 p j j  d 2 p j j  d 2 p i j  dPpj j  d 2 p j j  
dpm'd/3m' dXjdfim' dXrd(3m' 8X? ' dXrdXj' dXr>dXr' dX^ 
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and their analytical expressions are derived as given below. The second order partial 
derivative of log-likelihood with respect to /3m and ^,(m/ m!) is given by 
a2p, i ]  





^  Ai(0 ,v ,w)  -  Ap 
ai(0,v,w) diim 
• (  A i (0 , v ,w ) ^/l - A2 
—oo «/ —OO $(w) 
0(u>) <p(v) dw dv 
JJ  A k (0 , v ,w)  [  a k ' ( 0 , v ,w)  
FC'=i Yfc(^fc')=i J V 1 _ Afe' 
£S^^)  +  (n^ )  
a i (0 ,v ,w) t i ( v ,w , l , j )  du m i  ( a t (0 ,  v ,w) \ 2  du m > 
A t (0 , v ,w)  '  
di. 
y/l ~ Af VAC#,«,«>)/ ^1 - A2 
0(w) ^(u) dw dv. 
Therefore, 
d 2 Pi j  
dj3m>d(3n 
poo poo 1 / 
dilm 
'"J dik'm' 
v, ty) - Af / 
dilm' f. / 7 ai 
/  „  + T / f l  v  -y/l — Af I i4i(0,V,w) 
.fc A f e ' (0 'U 'W)\/^-^ 
^  d i i m  a i (0 ,v ,w)  
l£I x/1 _ A? 
0(u>) <j>(v)dwdv. 
(35) 
Similarly the second order partial derivative of log-likelihood with respect to /3m and 
Aj is given by 
d2p, OO /*CC 
OX jdp m  




a t (0 , v ,w)  dum 
^  A t (0 ,  v ,w)  y / \  -  A2 
<fc=i 
3Aj E L/= 
a i (0 ,v ,w)  dg m  
l  A i ( 0 , v , w )  y / l - X  j  
4>{w) 4>(v) dw dv. 
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This can be simplified as 




E n A k (0 , v ,w)  J a k >(0 ,v ,w)  
fe'(^j)=i \fc(#fc')=1 
(e^^^) - (iW,»,«<)) 
yli(0, v,tw) 
oo /*oo 
a i (0 ,  v ,w)  d i lm ,  
Ai{0, v, u>) y'l - Xj 




ak'(07v,w) £2(v,w, A:', j) 
A f c ' (0,  v,iy) 
dam a;(0>u iw) 
a*(0, v, w) ^ 
Az(0,u,u;) 
A z(0,u,u;) 
</>( io )  ( j ) ( v )  dw  dv. 
t 2 ( v ,w , l , j )  
(36) 
Now, the second order partial derivative of log-likelihood with respect to /3m and 
Ar, (r ^ j) can be obtained as 
d2pi: 
dX r d f3 m  
( r ^o)  
/•OO fOO 1 f) ( c 
= -LL^)aK(UMe'V'w) E d i (0 ,V ,W)  dum 
+  (n A k (8 , v ,w)  
\k=1 
pOO f-OO j 
_a_ 
8Xr  E 
jrt Ai(0,V,w) y/l-Xf 
at(0,v,w) dum 
j z fM0>v>w)  V 1  -  x l .  
4>(w) 4>(v) dw dv 
-oo 
Ea i (0 ,v ,w)  dum 
L l = i  A(0 ,v ,w)  y / i  -  A j  
J J  A k (0 , v ,w)  a T (0 , v ,w) t z ( v ,w , r , j )  
fc(#r)=1 
^fc=l 
ar(0, v ,  w)  
A t (0 ,  v ,  w)  
dirm t i ( v ,  w , r , j )  t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  d i r m  a r (0 , v ,w)  X,  
r~ 
yi3A2 '  A r (0 , v ,w ) (l-A r2)3/2 
dirm t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  /  a r (0 , v ,w) N  2  






( r^ j )  
r r ^ d i M e , ^ )  : { ° 0 v ' w \  






ar(0, v, w) 
Ar(0,v,w) 
t3(v,w,r,j) 
+t1(v, w, r, j) t3(v, w, r, j) - } ̂(w)<p(v)dwdv. (37) 
Further, the second order partial derivatives of log-likelihood with respect to X? is 
d2p t j  
ax] 




w) E atC^v.w) h(v,w,l,j) 

















+ (n^- )  
vfc=i 




aj(0,t!,it;) w A? 
0(w) $>(v) dw dv. 
Hence, 
92Pij 
ax] LCmlS, E i(?y)=i 
a/(0,f;,K;) t2(v,w,l,j) 
E ai(0,v,w) 
Hf t )= i 
ai(0,v, w) 




ti(v,w,l,j) t2(v,w,l,j)2 + 
} 
u> 
V^Af(l -  AJ)V2 
0(w) <^(t;) dw dv. 
(38) 
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Also, the second order partial derivatives of log-likelihood with respect to Xj and 
XT{r-^j) is 
i  - ££«B<l (n«»- ->  
d 2 P j  
dX T dXj  Ea i (d ,v ,w)  AA9 ,  v ,  w)  
+  (X \A k {0 ,v ,w)  
\k=1  
roo poo j 
_d_  
dX r  E q;(0,v,w)t2(v,wj, .?) ^(0,v,w) 
h(v ,w , l , j )  
<p(w)4>(v )  dwdv  
I I  A k (6 , v ,w)  a r (0 , v ,w) t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  
-oo I fe(#r)=1 
E a i (0 ,v ,w)  t 2 ( v ,w j , j )  A i (0 , v ,w)  + w) 
\fc=l 
a r (0 ,  v ,  w)  
.Ar(0, v, w) 
ti(v,  w,  r , j) £2K r, j) *3(v, w, r, j) - t2(^, w, r, j) <3(v, w, r ,  j ) 
ar(0, v, w)  ̂  a r (0 , v ,w)  "(~ X r v  XjW 
Ar (9 ,  V ,  w ) J  Ar (0 , V, w) \ (1 - A2)3/2 ^ _ A2 (1 - A2)3/2 
0(u>) <^>(v) dw dv. 
Hence, 
d2Pij 
3X r dX j  
( r&)  
££^(n*HsSg3 
d i (0 ,v ,w)  
E 
A t {0 ,v ,w)  
a r (0 ,  v ,  w)  
f3(v,w,r,  j)  -  w,r , j ) t 2 ( v ,w , r , j ) t 3 ( v ,w , r ,  j )  
A-(0,^, w) 
t 2 ( v ,w , r , j ) t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  v  
XjW 
0(w) 0(v) dw dv. (39) 








ar(0, v, w) 
A-(0,  v ,  w)  
ar(0, v, w) 
j4r(0, v, w) 
t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  
t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  
( j>{w)  <p(v )  dw  dv .  
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This can be simplified as 
d2Pij 
dX  I  
( r ^ j )  
a r (Q ,v ,w)  
K A r (0 , v ,w)  
pOO poo -1 I / *-
t =  LLm { {E M e , v M  
A k (0 ,  v ,  °7^ V l W \ t 3 ( v ,  w ,  r ,  j ) \ ( v ,  w ,  r , j )  
k=l J Ar{&>V>W) 
-  (n>(0.«.™>) (t( e !'vwJ)t3(v-w'rj) 
t 3 ( v ,w , r , j f  
+ (ft Me,  v ,  *)) | m da dv 
Note that, 
d t 3 ( v ,  w ,  r , j )  ( f c i  ~  ̂ ir)(l + 2A2) + (X j  +  2XjX 2  1-A?(1+2AJ) W 





(1 - A2)5/2 
J-ooJ-oo®(™)  \ j £  J  A r (0 , V , W )  
- t i ( v ,w , r , j ) t 3 ( v ,w , r , j ) 2  
(pij  ~ p-ir)(1 + 2A2) 4- ( X j  + 2AjA^ — 3Ar)v + y j1 — A2(l + 1X 2 )w  
(1 - A2)5/2 
4>(w)  4>(v )  dw  dv .  (40) 
Finally, the second order partial derivatives of log-likelihood with respect to 
Ar(r ^ j) and X'r(r ^ r' ^ j)is 
d 2 p  •ZJ 
5 A^> 
(r/r ' / j)  
=  LL^)^ {U M e , v ' w )  Or(0 ,V,w)  A r (0 , v ,w)  
<p(w)  <f i ( v )  dw  dv  
t 3 ( v ,w , r , j )  
oo poo 
<J>(w) 
a r (0 ,  v ,w)  
A t (0 ,  v ,  w)  
h (v ,w , r , j )  JJi4fc(0,V,t!/) 
v.*=i 
a T >(0 ,v ,w)  
A r > (0 , v ,w)  
t 3 ( v ,  w ,  r ' ,  j )< f i (w) ( f>(v )dwdv .  
(41) 
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4.5 ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS 
In this section, we compare the discrete choice probit model with product correla­
tion structure to the paired combinatorial logit model in large samples. As described 
in Section 3.4, comparisons can be done in small samples using mean square error. 
However, we do not perform these computations in this dissertation due to time 
consuming computations that run into several days. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, 
normalization of scale is required to compare logit models with probit models. This 
is even true for comparison of PCL model with discrete choice probit model with 
product correlation. In order to ensure both models are at same level, we assume a 
product correlation structure for the PCL model. With normalization of scale, the 
new beta coefficients in PCL axe y9pcz,/(7r/v^6)- With this the two models are on 
pax with each other and can be compared. 
4.5.1 ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCY 
From the general theorems for logit models shown by McFadden (1974), it follows 
that the maximum likelihood estimator OPCL for the PCL model asymptotically has 
a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix IpcL, where I is the Fisher 
information in n subjects given by 
'^£(6)' 
Zpcl = -E 
8086' 
(42) 
Similarly, the maximum likelihood estimator Q MDCP f°r the discrete choice probit 
model with product correlation structure is asymptotically normal with mean 6 and 
covariance matrix T^DCP where 
~d2£(0)~ 
L-MDCP = -E (43) 
_d$de' 
We computed the asymptotic variances of beta estimates by taking the diagonal ele­
ments of the inverses of (42) and (43). The asymptotic relative efficiencies (ARE) are 
calculated taking the ratio of the variances for the PCL model over the corresponding 
variances of the MDCP model with product correlation. 
ARE = Var^' = 1 Var (SPOL) 
Var (OMDCP) 7 1 - 2 /6 VAX(0MDCP) 
The expression for second order partial derivatives of PCL model is given in (8). 
This does not involve y^ terms and the expectation of this term is itself. For the 
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multinomial discrete choice probit model, the second order partial derivative matrix 
consists of expressions (35) through (41) and the expectation of these expressions are 
as given below. 
d 2 £{d)  
&£{9)  
dX T ' d \ r  
E 
E  
t=i j=i x j * i=i j=i 
n c / A2„ \ n c 
_ / cf ptj \ ̂  y-v y^ 
^^ \dx r dp m )  1=1 3 = 1 N ' 2=1 J = 1 
n c / r\o \ n c -
= rr ( Pij i vy 1 
\ dX r dxJ  Pij 
_ y^ ^ v J_ (-Pij 
dX r >dX r  J  Pij \ 0  
d 2 £(9)  _  y^  y  /  d 2 p i j  \  y  y  1 (dp i j  - d X n  ~ kh^dxV hh»«\dxi  
d 2 £(9)  _  y> y^  /  d 2 p j j  \  1 /  dp i j  
. d*r J UU V dK ) Uh V i i  ̂  
' dP i j )  (  dPa " 
d X r )  \ d / 3 m j  
dpi: 
, dX ,  
dX r i  dX ,  
4.5.2 ARE COMPUTATIONS FOR DATA FROM MARKET SCE­
NARIO 
As described in Section 3.3.3, for the choice models data usually comes from two 
sources namely consumer panels and discrete choice experiments. We perform the 
efficiency comparisons only in case of data coming from consumer panels. The results 
are similar in case of data coming from discrete choice experiments. We assume the 
same setup as in the case of asymptotic efficiency computations for comparing CNL 
to the probit model with equicorrelation structure. We generate the continuous 
covariate from multiple normal mixture so as to resemble real market scenario. 
Similar to efficiency comparison of CNL to the probit model with equicorrelation 
structure, we took a large sample of n = 1000 observations with two covariates. The 
first covariate is a continuous covariate generated from multiple normal mixtures 
(Figure 2) and the second covariate is a discrete covariate with three levels (Table 
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Table 16. Arbitrarily chosen values of A 
S. No. value of A 
1 (-0.754, -0.681, -0.769, -0.738T 
2 (-0.701, -0.516, -0.1686, 0.379) 
3 (0.283, -0.075, -0.546, 0.293) 
4 (0.676, -0.547, -0.426, -0.810) 
7). We assumed the number of choices c = 4 and computed ARE for arbitrarily 
chosen values of correlation parameters A. We selected 4 different values of A to 
see how both models perform relative to each other. Large number of simulations 
for different values of A can considered, but omitted due to computational burden. 
These computations are heavier, often run into several days and require optimization 
of R program we developed. With this setup, the total number of covariates are 6 
that include 3 intercepts, 1 continuous covariate and 2 dummy variables for discrete 
covariate. The mean function is 
= fioi I nt1 + P021 nt2 + /?03 Int3 + P\x\^ + /?2i xilj + P22X2% (44)  
The fixed regression coefficients axe as follows: Intercepts: /?01 = -0.479, /302 = 1.051, 
A)3 = 0.475, Continuous covariate: fix = 0.781, Discrete covariate: /32i = 0.107, P22 
= -0.525 We simulated the data with these specifications and for 4 different values of 
A. They are given in Table 16. We obtained the asymptotic variances of both PCL 
and MDCP model with product correlation structure as negative expected value of 
hessian matrix and computed the variance of parameter estimates as inverse of the 
Fisher information matrices. Table 17 and Table 18 presents the asymptotic variance 
and (ARE) for the data simulated from true market scenario. 
4.5.3 DISCUSSION 
ARE computations does not involve any parameter estimation and doest not re­
quire use of optimization routines. The analytical expression for second order partial 
derivatives axe derived and then coded directly into SAS IML and R softwares. We 
computed the expressions (42) and (43) for arbitrarily chosen values of A and ob­
tained the inverse of Fisher information matrix for MDCP with product correlation 
Table 17. Asymptotic variances and ARE for /3 estimates 
S.No Method /?oi /?02 A)3 A P21 022 
1 MDCP II 0.0475 0.0305 0.0483 0.001 0.0063 0.0043 
PCL 0.0738 0.0536 0.0501 0.0163 0.0101 0.0133 
ARE 1.5537 1.7574 1.0373 23.2857 1.6032 3.0930 
2 MDCP II 0.0139 0.0069 0.0145 0.0017 0.0077 0.0063 
PCL 0.0102 0.0086 0.0080 0.0027 0.0069 0.0063 
ARE 0.7338 1.2464 0.5517 1.5882 0.8961 1.0000 
3 MDCP II 0.0235 0.0183 0.0189 0.0014 0.0093 0.0066 
PCL 0.0035 0.0120 0.0051 0.0055 0.0026 0.0041 
ARE 0.1489 0.6557 0.2698 3.9286 0.2796 0.6212 
4 MDCP II 0.0346 0.0063 0.0089 9.7349 0.0054 0.0045 
PCL 0.2450 0.1156 0.0740 10.9208 0.0068 0.0174 
ARE 7.0809 18.3492 8.3146 1.1218 1.2593 3.8667 
Table 18. Asymptotic variances and ARE for A estimates 
S.No Method A2 A3 A4 
1 MDCP II 0.0094 0.0028 0.0091 0.0150 
PCL 0.0675 0.0851 0.0997 0.0406 
ARE 7.1809 30.3929 10.9560 2.7067 
2 MDCP II 0.0408 0.0028 0.0170 0.0045 
PCL 0.0821 0.0417 0.0093 0.0217 
ARE 2.0123 14.8929 0.5471 4.8222 
3 MDCP II 0.0180 0.0033 0.0044 0.0701 
PCL 0.0242 0.0039 0.0729 0.0227 
ARE 1.3444 1.1818 16.5682 0.3238 
4 MDCP II 0.0640 0.0018 0.0061 0.0102 
PCL 0.1207 0.1293 0.0745 0.1015 
ARE 1.8859 71.8333 12.2131 9.9510 
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and PCL models. The AREs are calculated for each parameter by taking the ratio 
of diagonal elements of inverse Fisher information of the two models. The results are 
displayed in Table 17 for (3 estimates and in Table 18 for the correlation parameters 
A. ARE computations for various formulation of mean term (Section 2.2.1) are not 
performed due to the fact that the results will be similar irrespective of mean formu­
lation. 
The ARE's are expected to be around 1.64 without normalization of PCL model. 
Some of the AREs in Table 17 and Table 18 are much higher or much lower than 
1.64 due to estimation error. This is especially true in case of the MDCP II model, 
as the MDCP II models require numerical approximation of a double integral and 
the built-in "integrate" routine in R sometimes fail. Exploration of other numerical 
methods to evaluate double integral are required to accurately estimate the variances 
in the MDCP II model. Note that, the small values of variances indicate that the 
results are very close to the true values. However, valid conclusions can be drawn only 
after estimating the variances of MDCP II model to the desired level of accuracy. 
In general, probit models are preferred to incorporate other phenomenon such as 
random taste variation or repeated responses. If the data does not contain any of 
this information, PCL is preferred for its simplicity over probit model. 
4.6 REAL DATA EXAMPLE 
Example 1. Laundry Data: 
To illustrate the two models and compare the results, we revisit the laundry detergent 
example and apply two models. Here we consider two different formulation of mean 
as discussed in section 2.2.1. To recap, the data is from a market research study and 
contains information about the brand and price of the laundry detergent purchased 
by 2657 consumers originally analyzed by Chintagunta and Prasad (1998). The 
dataset contains the log prices of six detergent brands Tide, Wisk, EraPlus, Surf, 
Solo, and All as well as the brand chosen by each household. We fit both PCL model 
and Multinomial discrete choice probit model with product correlation structure 
to identify the relationship between detergent choice and the price accounting for 
correlation between alternatives. Table 19 provides point estimates, standard errors 
and p-values for both the PCL model and the multinomial discrete choice probit 
model. It also presents the AIC criterion for comparison of likelihoods of the two 
models. Though both models have similar results, we observed that these estimates 
Table 19. ML estimates for the laundry detergents data 
MDCP II PCL* 
Parameter EST. SE p-value EST. SE p-value 
Intercept Tide 3.8442 1.1948 0.0013 3.7509 1.5416 0.0150 
Wisk 2.6804 1.4877 0.0716 3.3861 1.4319 0.0180 
EraPlus 3.4890 1.4492 0.0161 3.7226 1.5096 0.0137 
Surf 4.3297 1.1014 0.0001 3.8608 1.4230 0.0067 
Solo 1.7799 1.7632 0.3128 2.4863 1.5551 0.1099 
All 0.0000 —. 0.0000 0.0000 
log-price Tide -108.533 12.9253 < 0.0001 -108.489 12.8931 <0.0001 
Wisk -105.327 12.0531 < 0.0001 -105.926 6.7383 <0.0001 
EraPlus -105.720 10.6645 < 0.0001 -106.190 10.2916 <0.0001 
Surf -106.205 11.1658 < 0.0001 -105.474 11.0812 <0.0001 
Solo -103.499 19.8372 < 0.0001 -104.123 19.7120 <0.0001 
All -106.629 35.4821 < 0.0001 -106.088 35.9607 0.0032 
Correlation Tide 0.6569 0.4519 0.1460 1.0000 0.5238 0.0562 
Wisk -0.0419 0.2813 0.8817 -0.6833 0.3559 0.0549 
EraPlus 0.1120 0.2645 0.6719 0.1146 0.1083 0.2900 
Surf -0.5427 0.8284 0.5124 -0.9868 0.5265 0.0609 
Solo 0.9088 0.9648 0.3462 1.0000 0.7346 0.1735 
All 0.3748 0.1827 0.0403 0.2231 0.3752 0.5522 
AIC 7584.25 7610.18 
*Normalization of scale to have unit variance. 
are susceptible to starting values. Some more starting values have to be tested before 
confirming the results of these two models. Due to time consuming computational 
issues, not all observations were used in estimation. Also, computation of choice 
probabilities in MDCP model require use of built-in "integrate" routines in R, which 
does not yield accurate results. Further exploration of numerical methods is required 
for accurate results. In view of this, we do not interpret the model coefficients and 
draw any conclusions. 
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Example 2. Travel mode choice: 
We illustrate the probit model with product correlation structure and the PCL model 
applied to the following travel data example. The data source is Greene (2003) Table 
21.2. This data contains choices made by 210 individuals traveling between Sydney 
and Melbourne in Australia. The response has four modes of travel namely Air, 
Train, Bus or Car. The explanatory variables that are specific to alternative are 
waiting time, travel cost, travel time, general cost, party size and we also have in­
dividual specific variable like household income. There are 840 observations by 210 
individuals. We are interested to model the travel mode choice using the explanatory 
variables such as time, cost, waiting time, etc. We fit both PCL model and Multi­
nomial discrete choice probit model with product correlation structure and compare 
the results. Table 20 provides point estimates, standard errors and p-values for both 
the PCL model and the multinomial discrete choice probit model. It also presents 
the AIC criterion for comparison of likelihoods of the two models. 
Table 20. ML estimates for the travel mode data 
MDCP II PCL* 
Parameter EST. SE p-value EST. SE p-value 
Intercept Air 4.9645 0.9282 < 0.0001 4.5117 0.9468 <0.0001 
Train 4.6968 0.6260 < 0.0001 4.8459 0.5420 <0.0001 
Bus 3.0797 0.6631 < 0.0001 4.0197 0.6121 <0.0001 
Car 0.0000 
Waiting time -0.1739 0.0548 0.0015 -0.1150 0.0120 <0.0001 
Travel cost -0.1661 0.0648 0.0104 -0.1095 0.0254 <0.0001 
Travel time -0.0347 0.0526 0.5094 -0.0190 0.0033 <0.0001 
General cost 0.0677 0.0717 0.3453 0.0934 0.0241 0.0001 
Correlation Air 0.8026 0.6405 0.2102 1.0000 0.6377 0.1168 
Train -0.7291 0.5019 0.1463 -0.5874 0.4505 0.1922 
Bus 0.8704 0.8094 0.2822 1.0000 0.7173 0.1633 
Car -0.8954 0.6876 0.1928 -0.9958 0.7512 0.1849 
AIC 490.813 465.851 
*Normalization of scale to have unit variance. 
From Table 20, Though both models have similar results, we observed that these 
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estimates are susceptible to starting values. Some more starting values have to be 
tested before confirming the results of these two models. Due to time consuming 
computational issues, not all observations were used in estimation. Also, computation 
of choice probabilities in MDCP model require use of built-in "integrate" routines in 
R, which does not yield accurate results. Further exploration of numerical methods 
is required for accurate results. In view of this, we do not interpret the model 
coefficients and draw any conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCRETE CHOICE COPULA MODELS 
In the previous two chapters, we developed discrete choice probit models for two 
correlation structures namely equicorrelation structure and product correlation struc­
ture. Further, we compared the efficiency of these probit models to the equivalent 
specification of logit models and concluded that probit models perform better than 
logit models. A probit model is obtained by assuming that the unobserved factors 
have a multivariate normal distribution with a correlation structure in which the 
diagonal elements are always one. However, logit models do not have unit variance 
structure across diagonals and require normalization of scale to compare with probit 
models (see Section 3.3.1). Note that the joint distribution of unobserved factors in 
a multivariate probit model can be represented using Gaussian copula with standard 
normal marginals. Without having to normalize the scale, the ideal choice of a logit 
model to compare with a probit model is the logit model with the joint distribution 
of unobserved factors modeled using Gaussian copula with extreme value marginals. 
Further, the logit models can be represented using extreme value copulas that de­
scribe the multivariate extreme value distribution with extreme value marginals. 
Extreme value copulas define a multivariate extreme value distribution with a de­
pendence function that governs the dependence structure between alternatives and 
choice of several dependence functions lead to several logit models. 
In this chapter, we present the theory of copulas, basic definitions, examples and 
application of copulas in modeling discrete choice behavior. We focus our attention 
on two copulas, the extreme value copula for logit models and Gaussian copula for 
probit models. Extreme value copulas are introduced in Section 5.3.1 and Gaussian 
copulas are given in Example 5.2. Further, we derive previously studied logit and 
probit models as special cases of these two copulas. We conclude this chapter with 
some ideas of future research on copula based methods for discrete choice data. 
5.1 COPULAS 
Copulas are general tools to construct or describe multivariate distributions with 
specified marginal distributions. By definition, a copula by itself is a multivariate 
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distribution with marginals that are uniform on the unit interval [0,1]. In addition, a 
copula characterizes the structure of the dependence between the chosen marginals. 
The simplest way of constructing a multivariate copula function is to "invert" the 
marginal distribution functions and use them as the elements for the joint distribu­
tion function. In the following sections, we define a copula, discuss some well known 
examples, study their basic properties and related results. 
Definition 5.1 A d-dimensional copula is a function C : [0, l]rf —> [0,1] with the 
following properties. Let u = (ui,..., ud) be in [0, l]d. Then 
1. C(u) = 0 if at least one element of u is 0. 
2. If all elements of u are 1 except Uk, then C(u) = Uk,  for  k  =  1 , d .  
3.  C(u)  i s  r igh t  con t inuous  as  a  func t ion  o f  u .  
4. For all 0 < a^ < ®j2 3 1, • • • i d, 
2 2 2 
E E  * * "  E ( - 1 ) r i + r 2 + "" H " d C ( a l n»  «2r 2 ,  •  •  •  , a d r d )  >  0 
7*1=1 7*2 — 1 7*^ = 1 
It follows that image of C = [0,1], so C is a multivariate uniform distribution 
function. Below are some examples of copulas that are useful in our context. 
5.1.1 EXAMPLES OF COPULAS 
Example 5.1 Independence Copula. This is also known as Product Copula. It is a 
d-variate function given by 
d  
Cd(u)=n^- (4 5) 
j=i 
Example 5.2 Multivariate Gaussian Copula. Let R be a symmetric and positive def­
inite correlation matrix. Let $c(zi,..., zd\ 0, R) be the d-variate normal distribution 
function with mean 0 and correlation R given by 
$d(*i , . . . ,2d;0,R) = f  . . .  [  ]  exp^-^R-^) dz 
J-oo J-oo (27r)2 |R|2 V Z / 
The multivariate Gaussian copula with correlation matrix R is given by 
C(u;R) = $d($-1(W l), . . . ,$-1(W < i);0,R)1  (46) 
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where $ x(.) is the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 
Note that when R = I, this copula reduces to the Independence Copula. 
Example 5.3 Multivariate Gumbel-Hougaard Copula. This multivariate copula is 
given by 
C(  u;0) = exp{—((—logui)0  + --- + (-logwd) e)1 / 0}. (47) 
The range of the parameter 9  is [1, oo), and it is an indicator of the degree of 
dependence. This copula reduces to the independence copula when 9=1, and as 
6 oo it converges to the Prechet-Hoeffding upper bound Cu given below. See 
Gudendorf and Segers (2009) for a discussion of this copula. 
To establish the relationship between multivariate cumulative distribution func­
tions and their univariate margins via a copula fimction, the following fundamental 
theorem due to Sklar (1959) plays an important role. 
Theorem 5.1. Let F{y \ , •  •  •  , y d )  be a joint distribution function of d random vari­
ables with marginal distribution functions F\(yi),...,Fd(yd). Then there exists a 
d-variate copula C such that for real numbers yi, 1 < i < d, 
F(y i , . . . , yd )  =  C(F 1 ( y i ) , . . . ,F d ( y d ) ) .  (48) 
Further, if Fi , . . . ,F d  are continuous, then C is unique. Otherwise, C is uniquely 
determined on the set Range(Fi) x Range(F2), x • - • x Range(Fd). Conversely, if 
C is a d-variate copula and F1(y1),..., Fd(yd) are univariate distribution functions, 
then the function F(yi,..., yd) defined by (48) is a d-variate distribution function 
wi th  marg ina l s  Fi (y t ) , . . . ,  F d ( y d ) .  
The copulas are bounded functions and the bounds are known as Prechet-Hoeffding 
bounds which are described in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 If C is any d-variate copula, then for every u = («i,..., u d )  in [0, l]d, 
Cx(u) < C(u) < C{/(u) 
where the Prechet-Hoeffding lower bound C L  and upper bound Cu are defined as 
Cx,(u) = max(0, 1- u d  - (d — 1)), 
Cu{u) = min(tii , . . . ,  u d ) .  
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The upper bound Cu is a d-variate copula for any d > 2. It is known as comono-
tonicity copula. The lower bound Cl is a copula for only d = 2, and it is known as 
countermonotonicity copula. 
5.1.2 COPULA DENSITIES 
By Sklar's theorem, the cumulative distribution function of d-variate random 
vector Y = (Yi,..., Yd) can be written as 
F ( y ) = C ( F 1 ( y 1 )  F d ( y d ) ) ,  
where C is a d-dimensional copula. When Y is a continuous random vector, the joint 
probability density function of Y can be obtained as 
d  
/(y) = II • • •' F d ( V d ) ) ,  
3=1 
where fj( y j )  is the marginal probability density function of Y j ,  and the copula density 
of C given by 
_  d d C { u l , . . . , u d )  
c ( u u . . . , u d )  d u ^ d u 2 _ d u d -
Similarly, when Y is a discrete random vector, the joint probability mass function of 
Y can be written as 
2 2 2 
P r ( y )  =  E  E  "  '  ' " + j d c ( v i h ,  w 2 i 2 ,  •  •  • , U d j d ) ,  
j l  =  l j 2  =  l  J d = l  
where U j i ( y 3 )  = F j ( y ~ )  and U j % ( y j )  = F j ( y i ) .  Also, the conditional distribution 
F(ui,..., ud-i\ud) is given by 
r v  I  \  d C ( u u . . . , u d )  
F ( u i , . . .  ̂ d-alud)  =  —  .  
5.2 GAUSSIAN COPULA DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS 
We now introduce a more general form of discrete choice probit model using the 
Gaussian copula and show that the probit models in previous chapters are a special 
case. This generalization allows us to construct discrete choice models with various 
correlation structures for the unobserved factors. Also, the construction allows us to 
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use other marginal distributions other than standard normal, such as Gumbel and 
allows comparison without normalization of scale. 
Let Y = (Y i , . . .  ,Y C )  denote the response vector of c choices in a discrete choice 
experiment. Note that Y is c-variate binary random vector with the restriction that 
only one of Yj is equal to 1 and rest all are zero. Or simply, 
Following the utility maximization theory, let Uj be the latent utility of the jth 
alternative for j = 1,..., c. Further, assume that Uj = /j,j + Zj, where Uj is the mean 
and Zj denotes the unobserved random component. Then the choice probability can 
be computed as 
Additional assumptions are needed to compute this choice probability. An assump­
tion that the joint distribution of Z = {Z\,..., Zc) is multivariate normal with mean 
0 and correlation matrix R leads to the discrete choice probit model. Replacing 
the distribution of Z = (Zlt..., Zc) by a copula based distribution would lead to 
Discrete Choice Copula models. Discrete choice probit model is a Gaussian copula 
model with marginals as standard normal. 
Suppose that the joint distribution of Z = (Z i , . . . ,  Z c )  can be represented by a 
Gaussian copula as 
where F(z j )  is the cumulative distribution function of Zj .  Then the choice probability 
can be written as 
C C 
Y ~ Multinomial{ 1, (pi,... ,pc)) with Pj — 1 and Yj = 1. 
Pj  =  Pr (Uj  >  U k ,  j )  
=  Pr (Z k  < Zj  4- ( f i j  -  Uk) ,  k  ^ j ) .  
F ( z )  =  $ c ( F ( z i ) ,  •  •  •  , F ( z c ) )  
P j  = Pr(Z k  < Zj  +  { n j  -  n k ) ,  k  ±  j )  
P r ( Z k  Z j  k  ^  j | Z j  —  Z j )  f ^ Z j )  d z j  
/
OO 
$ c_,(F(zr) , . . . ,  f (*;+ I )  no\z s=%) M)  ̂  (49) 
•OO 
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where z * k  = - n k )  +  z ,  and ^^(F^),..., F(zj_i), F ( z j + 1 ) , F(zc)|^- = z j )  
denotes the conditional distribution function. We can simplify the probability (49) 
further when the marginals are assumed to be standard normal as given below. 
Let R be the correlation matrix parameter in the Gaussian copula. Let R be parti­
tioned as 
r- C 1  M  
\R-21 R-22 / 
The conditional distribution of Z_j = ( Z i , ..., Zj_i, Z j + i , ..., Z c )  given Z j  = z j  is 




$ c_i(F(zJ) , . . . ,  F(z*_!) ,  F ( z * + 1 ) , . . . ,  F ( z * ) ;  R2i^ , R22 - R2iRi2) /(%) d z j  
•OO 
The matrices R21 and R22 — R21R12 can be easily calculated for equicorrelation and 
product correlation structures. 
5.3 EXTREME VALUE THEORY 
Extreme value distributions are limiting distributions of extremes such as mini­
mum or maximum of a sequence of random variables. In the univariate case, the well 
known "Fisher-Tippett-Gnedenko" three types theorem can be described as follows. 
Let Xt, X 2 ,  •  •  • ,  X n  be iid random variables with a common distribution function 
F. Let X(„) = max(Xi,..., Xn). For suitably chosen sequences {an} and {6n}, the 
possible limiting distribution of (X(n) — an)/bn as n -*• 00 is one of the following 
distributions. 
1. Gumbel or Extreme value distribution with F 0 ( z )  =  exp{—e ~ z } ,  —00 < z < 00 
2. Frechet distribution with Fi(z, 6 )  = exp{—z ~ e ) ,  z  >  0,6  > 0 
3. Weibull distribution with F_i(z, 0) = exp{—(—z ) 9 } , z  <  0,0 > 0 
where z is of the form z = ( x  —  n ) / a .  With location-scale changes, the three distri­
butions can be combined into the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) family as 
F(z; 7) = exp{ —(1 + 7z)^7}, —00 < z < 00, —00 < 7 < 00, (50) 
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where (t ) +  = max{0, t } .  When 7 —>• 0, F{z \  7) reduces to Gumbel distribution, 
when 7 > 0, F(z; 7) reduces to Frechet distribution and lastly the condition 7 < 0 
yields the Weibull distribution. This theory can be extended to multivariate case 
yielding multivariate extreme value distributions and the dependence structure via 
a multivariate copula, known as Extreme Value Copula. 
5.3.1 EXTREME VALUE COPULAS 
Before proceeding onto extreme value copulas, we first describe the character­
ization of a multivariate extreme value distribution. Let (Xzi, X^, ..., Xld) for 
i — 1 ,...,n be d-dimensional iid random vectors with a common joint distribu­
t ion  func t ion  F,  which  i s  de t e rmined  by  a  Copu la  Cp and  marg ina l s  Fi , . . . ,Fd -
Let  (X( n i ) ,X( n2) ,  •  •  • ,  X( n d ) )  denote  the componentwise maxima and F( n  1) , . . .  ,F( n d )  
denote their distribution functions. Then the multivariate extreme value (MEV) 
dis t r ibut ion is  a  l imit ing dis t r ibut ion of  ( (X ( n l )  -  a n l ) /6 n l , . . . ,  {X { n d )  -  a n d ) /b n d )  as  
n —* 00 and for some suitable normalizing constants anj and 6nj , 1 < j < m. It can 
be written in the form C(H(zi\7^,..., H(zd;^d)), where H(zj]~fj) is a GEV distri­
bution parametrized by 7,, for j = 1,..., d. To construct a MEV distribution and 
the copula that characterizes this distribution, we need to study the copula related 
to the maximums. The case of minimums will be similar by symmetry. 
Note that the copula of a maximum of n random vectors can be written as C(n)(u) = 
Cf(uYu,... ,ulJn)n for u in [0, \)d To see this, observe that F(nj)(xj) = Pr(Xij < 
Xj\fl < i < n) = [Pr(Xij < Xj)]n = [Fj(xj)]n. Now, the joint distribution of 
componentwise maxima can be obtained as 
F ( n ) ( x  1 ,  •  •  •  ,  X d )  P r ^ X f a i ' )  —  ^ 1 )  •  •  •  i  X ( n d )  —  * ^ < i )  
=  P r ( X n  <  X i , . . . ,  X i d  <  x d  Vi) 
Therefore, the copula that characterizes the joint distribution of component­
w i s e  m a x i m a ,  d e n o t e d  b y  C ( „ ) ( « i , . . . ,  u d )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  C ( „ )  ( w i , . . . ,  u d )  =  
..., ulJn)n. This leads to the following definition. 
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Definition 5.2 A copula C is called an Extreme Value Copula if there exists a copula 
CV(u) such that 
C p ( u \ ^ n , . . .  , u j n ) n  —>  C(u) as n  — >  oo 
for all u = ( u \ , . . .  , U d )  in [0, l]d. The copula C/?(u) is said to be in the domain of 
attraction of C(u). 
Because copula is a multivariate distribution function, we have the following defini­
tion. 
Definition 5.3 A d-variate copula C(u) is max-stable if 
c ( u ) = c ( v . y  u¥'r 
holds for every integer r  >  1  and all u  =  ( i i x , . . . ,  u d )  in [0, l]d. 
One can show that a copula is max-stable if and only if it is an extreme value copula. 
See Nelsen (2006) for a proof. We now describe a procedure for constructing extreme 
value copulas using Pickands (1981) representation. 
Let C(u) be a d-variate max-stable copula. Let the distribution of the random vector 
X = (Xx,..., Xd) be determined by C(u) and standard exponential marginals with 
mean one. The joint survival function is given by 
£(xi , . .  . , x d )  =  P r ( X i  >  x 1 , . . . , X m >  x d )  =  C ( e ~ X l , . . . ,  e ~ X d )  (51) 
where C is the survival function of the copula C. Let 
Z j  —  X j j (aa -i h x d )  and r  =  x x - 1 h xd. 
Note that Y ĵ=i zj — 1- Since C(u) is max-stable, we have 
S ( x u . . . , x d )  =  S ( r z i , . . . , r z d )  
=  C ( e - r z \ . . . , e - r z " )  
=  [ C ( e - * > , . . . , e - z * ) ) r  
= exp{-r A ( z u . .  . , z d ) }  
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where A : [0, oo)d —¥ [1 j d ,  1] is the function defined as 
A { z x , . . .  , z d )  = - log C ( e ~ z \  . . . ,  e ~ Z d ) .  (52) 
The above function A ( z i , . . .  , z d )  i s  known as t a i l  d e p e n d e n c e  f u n c t i o n  of the extreme 
value copula. It is related to the extreme value copula by the equation 
C{u\,. . . ,u d )  —  exp /log ly1 ^ " 'l 01 (53) 
{  i  J  v l o s  ( n ^ i ^ )  ! o g  ( E U ^ V  j  
Therefore, if C(u) is an extreme value copula, then it is of the form (53) for an 
appropriate choice of A(zi,..., zd). For (53) to be a copula, A(zx,..., zd) must 
satisfy the following properties. 
1 .  ^(z!,. . .  , z d )  is convex. 
2. A ( z i , . . . ,  z d )  is homogeneous of order 1, that is, A ( r z l t . . .  r z d )  =  r A ( z x , . . . ,  z d )  
for r > 0. 
3. max^, . . . , z d ) <  A i z x , . . . ,  z d )  <  1 for all ( z u  . . . , z d )  in [0, l]d. 
The above construction is known as Pickands representation of a min-stable mul­
tivariate exponential distribution (MSMVE) using survival function (or max-stable 
using distribution function). The result is summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3 A d-variate copula C(u) is an Extreme Value Copula if and only 
i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  f i n i t e  m e a s u r e  H  o n  t h e  u n i t  s i m p l e x  D m  —  { ( w i , . . . , w d )  £  
[0, oo)d; x Wj = 1}) called as spectral measure, such that 
C(u) = exp { - A  (- logux,..., - log wd)} , 
where the tail dependence function A  :  [0, oo)d —> [1/d, 1] is given by 
A(z u . . . , zd )  =  I  
J d  
maxWjZ, 
d  i 1 ^  
d H ( w w d ) ,  ( z 1 , . . . t z d )  6 [0,oo)° 
For a proof of the above theorem, see Galambos (1987). The above representation 
of C(u) can be simplified further in bivariate case, that is, when d — 2. In bivariate 
case, Theorem 5.3 reduces to the following result. 
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Theorem 5.4 A bivariate copula is an Extreme Value Copula if and only if 
where A  : [0,1] —> [0.5,1] is convex and satisfies min(z, 1 — z )  <  A ( z )  <  1 for all 
*€[0,1] .  
5.4 EXTREME VALUE COPULA MODELS 
Extreme value copulas with a dependency function A  of the form — log S ,  where 
S is a survival function, result in extreme value distributions that are MSMVE. 
Joe (1997), Section 6.3, described three dependency functions that are of the form 
— log S. Two of the three dependent functions are relevant to our discussion. The 
first one results in Gumbel (1960) family of extreme value copulas and the second 
results in normal family of extreme value copulas. All GEV models, discussed in Sec­
tion 2.3.1, can be represented using Gumbel family of extreme value copulas with a 
variety of dependence patterns generated from the given dependency function. This 
process first described by McFadden (1978) to generate GEV family is actually based 
on the properties of MSMVE distributions. Using the normal family of extreme value 
copulas, we can generate extreme value models with dependency structure similar 
to that of a multivariate normal distribution. These have not be explored to model 
choice behavior in the literature. The dependency function that generates normal 
family of extreme value copulas is derived as an extreme value limit of bivariate or 
multivariate normal distribution. We exploit the properties of MSMVE distributions 
to obtain the choice probabilities, which result in a closed form expressions due to 
the property that the class of MSMVE distributions is closed under margins. 
As a way forward, we first explore the case of bivariate families of copula with a 
single parameter for dependency function and then consider multivariate extensions 
with multiple parameters that describe the dependency structure between marginals. 
5.4.1 GUMBEL-HOUGAARD COPULA MODEL 
Consider the dependence function of the form 
-4 (ZI ,2 2 ;A)  =  ( z {  +  4 ) ' ' \  (54) 
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where A > 1. The related extreme value copula is given by 
C { u x , u 2 \ X )  = exp{-((-logux)A + (-logu2)A)1/A}. (55) 
This copula family is known as Gumbel-Hougaard Copula. It is one of the earliest 
multivariate extreme value copula models. The copula density of this family is given 
by 
C ( u u  u 2 ; A) (log mi log m2)a_1 
c ( u i , u 2 ]  A) = 
uxu2 [ ( -  log t*i)A  + (-  log u 2 ) a ] ( 1 - 1 / a )  
x {[(-logtt1)A + (-logw2)A]~1/A + A - 1}. (56) 
A value of A = 1 leads to the independence, in which the dependence function be­
comes A{zi,z2) = zi + z2. Frechet upper bound is obtained by letting A go to 
oo, in which case the dependence function becomes A(zx, z2) = max(z1, z2)- This 
family can easily be extended to multivariate case with different forms of depen­
dency structure. For example, we can consider the dependency function of the form 
A(zi,..., zd) = (zA + • • • + Zj)1/* that has a single dependency parameter A. This 
could be used to generate a copula model with exchangeable correlation between 
alternatives. We can also consider other dependency functions that allow clustering 
between alternatives. Using the properties of MSMVE distributions, we obtain the 
closed form expressions for choice probabilities in the next section. 
5.4.2 HUSLER-REISS COPULA MODEL 
Consider the dependency function of the form 
A (z !,z 2; A) = Z!$ Q + ^log(zi/z2)^ + z2$ Q ^  l o g ( z 2 / z 1 ) ^  (57) 
for A > 0. The bivariate extreme value copula with dependency function (57) is given 
by 
= e xp{-( l o«»0*Q + 5 iog(^))  
-(log 1*0 $ (j + J log } • (58) 
where $ denoted the standard normal distribution function. This copula family was 
introduced by Husler and Reiss (1989) and it is known as Husler-Reiss Copula. This 
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copula is obtained as a limiting form of bivariate Gaussian copula, assuming the 
dependency correlation p converges to 1. The copula density of this family is given 
by 
'log w2' C(wi,W 2 ;A)  =  
C ( u i , u 2 ;  A) 
U%U2 
$ 
1 A / log I t !  
T + - log 
A 2 y log u2 
-4> 
1 A , 
A + 2 l 0 g  
log u2 
(59) 
2logu2 ^ ^logiti 
where 4> is the standard normal density. When A = 0, this copula becomes indepen­
dence copula and when A —> oo it attains the Frechet upper bound. The multivariate 
extension of this dependency function is closed under margins and dependency pa­
rameter for pair (ji, J2) is same as for the pair The dependency structure 
is similar to that of multivariate normal distribution. This model is an extreme 
value model with normal margins, not yet explored to analyze choice behaviors in 
the Uterature. The dependency function of the multivariate case can be written in a 
recursive form as 
A\...m(z, Aj2i • • • > Ax,?™) 
A\„_m—1 ((^LI • • • J *771—L)) AI2I • • • J Arn_2,m—L) "4" B{z\, . . . Zm_i) 
(60) 
where 
fZm / 1 \. 
B ( z 1 , . . . z m „ l ) =  /  < £ m _ x  h r -  +  ̂  
J o \ Ai ,m 6 
See Joe (1997) for details. 
log(^) 
" 3  J 
, j  ^ ^ 1) [Pmjk]j<k<m—1 ) d ,X. ) 
5.4.3 COMPUTATION OF CHOICE PROBABILITIES 
In this section, we illustrate the computation of choice probabilities for the ex­
treme value copula models. MEV distributions obtained from an extreme value 
copula have the MSMVE property and hence dependency function A is of the form 
— logS1. Further, the function A is homogeneous of order 1. We exploit these prop­
erties to show that the choice probabilities are in a closed form. 
Let U = ( U \ , . . . ,  U c )  be a random vector of c random variables, where U j  denote 
the utility associated with jrth alternative in a choice model with c choices. Further, 
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assume that U has MEV distribution obtained from an extreme value copula with 
dependency function ^4(u). Since an extreme value copula has dependency function 
of the form — log S, where S denotes survival function of MEV distribution, we have 
S(u) = exp(—i4(u)). Further, let A,(U) denote the partial derivative of A with 
respect to Uj. Then we have, 
dS(u) = _eA(u)9A(u) 
d u j  d u j  
=  -S (u )A j (u )  
Now using the property of homogeneity we have for u x  > 0, A(u x , . . . ,  u c )  =  
uiA(1,U2/ui, ... ,uc/ui). Hence, 
= "s(») 
dui 
A(  1 ,  u 2 / u x , . . . ,  Ue /Ui )  -  ̂2 , {u k / u i )A k (  1 ,  •  •  • ,  uJu i )  
fc=2 
For j  = 1, comparing above two equations yields, 
Ai(u)  =  j4(u/uj) - ̂ T(uk/ui)Ak(u/ui). 
k=2 
Thus j4i(u) only depends on the ratios u k / u x .  In a similar way, A,(u) only depends 
on the ratios uk/uj, k(^ j) = 1,..., c. Now consider the conditional survival function 
O I T T  ^ i  /  • i r r  \  Pr(U k  >u k , k  ±  j  and Uj  = Uj) 
Pr(U k>u k ,  = JY(t / ,=% )  
d S (  u) 1 
d u j  e ~ u i  
=  e U j  -S(u) Aj ,  j  =  l , . . . , c .  
Now, the survival function of minimum denoted by U( i) = min({7i,..., U m )  such that 
U(i) = Uj is given by 
/
OO 
e - A ^ ' - ' x ) A j ( x , . . . , x ) d x  
/
OO 




= -~'A<1 " <6i> 
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Therefore, Y ĵ=i Pr(U(i) > t ,U(= Uj)  =  Pr(U, (i) > t )  —  i4(1-•,1\ since 
X^=i • • • 11) = >1(1, • • •, 1). Thus the survival probability of minimum is in 
a closed form. We will exploit this property to obtain the choice probabilities in 
closed form using the survival function. 
Let Z denote the random vector of unobserved utility components that follow MEV 
distribution F(z) = exp{— A(e~~zi,..., e~Zc)}, obtained from an extreme value copula 
with dependency function A of the form — log S. Let Uj be the total utility of jth 
c h o i c e  a l t e r n a t i v e  t h a t  i s  s u m  o f  m e a n  ( j . j  a n d  t h e  u n o b s e r v e d  c o m p o n e n t  Z j , j  =  
1,... ,c. The jth option is selected if Uj > Uk for all k / j. Therefore, the choice 
probability of 1st alternative being chosen is 
p i  = Pr(Ui > Uk]k = 2, . . . ,e)  =  P r ( Z x  >  Z k  4- (//*> - ̂ x ) ,  k  = 2,... ,c) 
=  P r ( Z k  <  Z x  -  ( f i k  ~ n i ) , k  = 2, . . .  ,c)  
To write this probability in terms of survival function, let Wk = e~Zk and wk = . 
Then we have 
p x  =  P r ( Z k  <  Z x  -  ( f i k  -  /xi), k  = 2,..., c) 
= Pr (e~Zk > k = 2, . . . ,  c)  
=  Pr(V f c>^-^,  fc =  2, . . . ,e  
\ Wl 
The range of Zj is from 0 to oo. Using the properties of MSMVE distributions, 
poo 
p x  =  e - M z ' Z W 2 / v n ' - ' Z W c / w i ) A x { l , w 2 / w 1 , . . . , w c / w 1 ) d z  
Jo  
_  A X ( 1 , w 2 / w x , .  .  .  , w c / w x )  
A ( 1 , w 2 / w x , . . . , w c / w x )  
—  A x ( w x , W 2 , . . . , W c )  
( 1 / W x ) A ( W x , w 2 , .  .  . , w c )  
A ( e t i l , . . . ,  e ^ c )  
Similarly, the choice probability for jth option is in a closed form given by 
P l  A ( e ^ , . . . , e ^ )  ^  *  
Therefore, the models derived from max-stable MEV copulas are convenient in that 
closed form expressions axe obtained for the choice probabilities. This is exactly the 
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procedure McFadden (1978) described to generate GEV models (see Section 4.1). 
Further, we can assume a regression framework for fij as a function of covariates and 
estimate the regression parameters using likelihood estimation methods. We present 
few examples in the following section. 
5.4.4 EXAMPLES 
In this section, first we present examples of Gumbel-Hougaard Copula Model with 
various dependency functions. 
Example 5.4 Complete Independence: Let A(z) = z 1  + b z c .  Then Aj ( z )  =  1  
and the choice probability becomes 
eH 
Pi = 
This is the conditional logit model with an assumption that the unobserved factors 
are independent. 
Example 5.5 Equicorrelation: Let A ( z) =  ( z f  +  1~ zf)1/0,# > 1. Then A 3 ( z )  =  
( z f  A  1- and the choice probability becomes 
Pj = EJ-ic"1"' 
This is the logit model with equicorrelation dependency structure between unob­
served factors. 
Example 5.6 Nested Structure: Let A{z x ,  z2, z z )  =  ( ( z x  + z%) 5 / e  + z^ ) 1 ^ ,  1 < 5  <6 .  
Such a dependency function has alternatives {1,2} as one nest and alternative 3 
forms a different nest with one alternative. Then the partial derivatives are 
A, = [(z» + 4)'" + + zD®"-1*'-1 for j = 1,2 
and the choice probabilities are 
p. = < K + yj)'" for „ 
3 (wf -1- ) ((wf + Z%)&/6 + wf) 
wf 
P3 = ( ( w {  +  4 ) " °  +  * $ )  
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where W j  = , j  = 1,2,3. This is a simple example of nested logit model. Complex 
models can be obtained with different dependency structures by using different de­
pendency functions. 
Now, we present few examples of Husler-Reiss copula model in bivariate case with a 
dependency function of the form (57). This model has dependency structure similar 
to the bivariate normal distribution with normal margins. 
Example 5.7 Bivariate Husler-Reiss model: Let the dependency function is of the 
form (57). Then the partial derivatives Aj(zx, z2]X),j = 1,2 are 
Mzuz2-, A) = «'(l + 5log(S))+^G + 5los(l))"^G + 5los(f) 
and 
A 2(Z1,Z2 ;A)  =  4> (i + 5log(|)) + ̂  |log(|)) - (i + ^log(|) 
Therefore, the choice probabilities are given by 
( |  + | (^i  ~/ i2» 
Pl (± + f (/xi - f i 2 ) )  + (J + |(^2 - V i ) )  ' 
e^$(^ + | (M 2 - / / i ) )  
P 2  ( i  + £ fa  -  ft))  +  ew$ (I  +  • 
For the multivariate case, we have the recursive relation of the dependency function 
as in (60). For m — 3 with a single dependency parameter A, the dependency function 
in recursive form can be written as 
A(z l t  z 2 ,  z3; A) = A(z l t z 2 ;  A) + ^ !og(-|), j  + ^ log(~)' dx 
and the choice probabilities can be obtained in a similar way. With multivariate 
extension, this model is a multivariate extreme value model with equicorrelation 
dependency structure. Other complex models can be obtained using the recursive 
relation and by imposing a dependency structure to reduce the number of dependency 
parameters. 
5.5 FINAL REMARKS 
To summarize, a more general form of choice models are presented using multi­
variate copulas. We presented a brief introduction of discrete choice copula models 
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using Gaussian copula and Extreme value copulas. Copula representations are useful 
in building multivariate distributions with several choices for marginals. The multi­
nomial probit models are Gaussian copula models with marginals that are standard 
normal and the GEV models are extreme value copula models with marginals that 
are extreme value distributions. This generalization shows a way of constructing new 
models using copulas by choosing different marginals within the copula representa­
tion. For example, a Gaussian copula choice model with Gumbel marginals or an 
Extreme value copula choice model with normal marginals are possible. Such models 





Discrete choice models are very popular in Economics to model consumer choice 
behavior and the conditional logit model is the most widely used model. We first in­
troduced this well known conditional logit model with IIA assumption and explained 
how the failure of such an assumption lead to incorrectly specified models using a 
numerical example. We presented an overview of existing models in the literature 
that relax IIA assumption such as GEV models. However, they are limited to handle 
different phenomenon that occur in consumer choice behavior. To overcome these 
limitations, we introduced the discrete choice probit models. Though they are flex­
ible, they involve difficult computation of multivariate normal distribution function 
to compute choice probabilities. 
In this dissertation, we presented discrete choice probit models for two correla­
tion structures namely equicorrelation and product correlation. We derived exact 
analytical expressions for the computation of choice probabilities for both structures 
using stochastic representations. Further, we described the procedure of obtain­
ing maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters and derived analytical 
expressions for Fisher information matrix to compute their standard errors. Using 
simulations, we compared the performance of probit models with logit models in both 
large sample case as well as small samples. The results show that the probit models 
are efficient over logit models in both cases as correlation increases. We provided 
Sample R-code that performs all computations in the appendix. 
Finally, a unified approach combining logit and probit models is presented us­
ing multivariate copulas. Copula representations are useful in building multivari­
ate distributions with several choices for marginals. First we introduced discrete 
choice copula models using Gaussian copula and Extreme value copula. We showed 
that the discrete choice probit models are Gaussian Copula models with marginals 
that are standard normal and the GEV models are Extreme Value Copula models 
with marginals that are extreme value distributions. This insight shows a way of 
constructing new models using copulas by choosing different marginals within the 
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copula representation. For example, a Gaussian Copula choice model with Gumbel 
marginals or an Extreme Value Copula choice model with normal marginals are pos­
sible. Such models are not yet explored to model consumer choice behavior and it 
leaves a lot of potential for future research. 
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APPENDIX 
Here we provide two set of R-programs that perform computations of asymptotic 
efficiency, small sample efficiency and maximum likelihood estimation for Condi­
tional Logit and MDCP with equicorrelation models, Paired Combinatorial Logit 
and MDCP with Product Correlation models. 
Conditional Logit and MDCP Equicorrelation 








#  F u n c t i o n s  n e e d e d  f o r  c o m p u t a t i o n s  s u c h  a s  c o l  p r o d u c t  ,  i n t e g r a n d s  o f  l i k e l i h o o d  , #  
#  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  r h o ,  w  r  t  b e t a  e t c  #  
# *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^  
# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  c o l u m n  p r o d u c t  o f  a  m a t r i x  
colprod.matrix=function(x) { 
a=x [, 1] 
for(i in 2: dim (x) [2] ) 
a=a*x[,i] 
a = matrix(a, nrow(x), 1) 
return(a) 
> 
# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  c o l u m n  d i v i s i o n  o f  a  m a t r i x  
coldiv.matrix <- functionCx,y> { 
z = x 





# 1 . 1  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  c o m p u t i n g  p r o b a i l i t i e s  
Problntegrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, j) { 
product = l/pnorm(v) 
for (1 in l:nChoice) { 
product = product*pnorm(v - (MuVec [1] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
> 
Problnteg = product*exp(-v*v/2)/sqrt(2*pi) 
return (Problnteg) 
> 
# 2 . 1  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  b e t a  
FirstDerBetalntegrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, xDiff, j, m) { 
SumBeta = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
InnProd = l/pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
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for (1 in l:nChoice) { 
InnProd = InnProd»pnorm(v - (MuVecCl] - MuVec [j ])/sqrt (1-rho ) ) 
> 
SumBeta = SumBeta + InnProd*dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))* 
(xDiff[(m-l)»nChoice+k]~xDiff[(m-1)*nChoice +j])/sqrt(1-rho) 
> 
SumBeta = SumBeta/pnorm(v) 
FirstDerlnteg = SumBeta*exp(-v#v/2)/sqrt(2*pi) 
return(FirstDerlnteg) 
> 
# 2 . 8  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  R h o  
FirstDerRhoIntegrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, j) •( 
SumRho = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
InnProd = l/pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
for (I in l:nChoice) { 
InnProd = InnProd»pnorm(v - (MuVec [1] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
> 
SumRho = SumRho + InnProd»dnoru(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))* 
(MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/(2*(1-rho) " (1.5)) 
> 
SumRho = SumRho/pnorm(v) 
FirstDerRhoInteg = SumRho*exp(-v*v/2)/sqrt(2*pi) 
return(FirstDerRhoInteg) 
> 
# 3 . 1  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  b e t a M  b e t a M  '  
#  ( w h e n  m  =  m ' ,  w e  g e t  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  s a m e  p a r a m e t e r )  
SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, xDiff, j, m, mpm) { 
InnProd = 1 
for (I in l:nChoice) { 
InnProd = InnProd*pnorm(v - (MuVec [1] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
} 
SumBeta = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SunBeta2 = 0 
for (kpm in l:nChoice) { 
SumBeta2 = SuoBeta2 + dnorm(v - (MuVecEkpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))/pnorm(v - ( 
MuVec[kpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(xDiff[(mpm-1)*nChoice + kpm]-xDiff [(mpm 
-1)*nChoice +j]) 
> 
SumBeta3 = -SumBeta2 + (v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(xDiff[(mpm-1)* 
nChoice+k]-xDiff[(mpm-1)*nChoice+j]) + dnorm(v - (MuVec [k] - MuVec [j])/sqrt 
(1-rho))/pnorm(v - (MuVec [k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(xDiff[(mpm-1)"nChoice 
+k]-xDiff[(mpm-1)*nChoice+j]) 
SumBeta = SumBeta + InnProd*SumBeta3*dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho) 
)*(xDiff[(m-1) *nChoice + k]-xDiff[(m-1)*nChoice + j])/(pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] -
MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(l-rho)) 
> 
SumBeta = -SumBeta/pnorm(v) 




# 3 . 2  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  b e t a M  a n d  r h o  
SecondDerRhoBetaMIntegrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, xDiff, j , m) { 
InnProd = 1 
for (1 in lmChoice) { 
InnProd = InnProd*pnorm (v - (MuVec[1] - MuVecEj])/sqrt(1-rho)) 
> 
SumBeta = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SumBeta2 = 0 
for (kpm in 1:nChoice) { 
SumBeta2 = SumBeta2 + dnorm(v - (MuVec[kpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))/pnorm(v - ( 
MuVec [kpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec [kpm] - MuVec[j]) 
> 
SumBeta3 = -SumBeta2 + (v - (MuVec [k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec [k] - MuVec 
[j]) + dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))/pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] -
MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec[k] - MuVec[j]) + sqrt(l-rho) 
SumBeta = SumBeta + InnProd*SumBeta3*dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho) 
)*(xDiff[(m-1)*nChoice+k]-xDiffE(m-l)*nChoice+j])/(pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] -
MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*2*(1-rho)"2) 
> 
SumBeta = -SumBeta/pnorm(v) 
SecondDerlntegBetaMRho = SumBeta*exp(-v*v/2)/sqrt(2*pi) 
return(SecondDerlntegBetaMRho) 
> 
# 3 - 3  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  r h o  
SecondDerRho2Integrand <- function(v, MuVec, rho, xDiff, j) { 
InnProd = 1 
for (1 in 1:nChoice) { 
InnProd » InnProd*pnorm(v - (MuVec [I] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho) ) 
> 
SumRho = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SumBeta2 = 0 
for (kpm in 1:nChoice) { 
SumBeta2 = SumBeta2 + dnorm(v - (MuVec[kpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))/pnorm(v - ( 
MuVec[kpm] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec[kpm] - MuVec[j]) 
> 
SumBeta3 = -SumBeta2 + (v - (MuVec [k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec[k] - MuVec 
[j]) + dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))/pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] -
MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*(MuVec[k] - MuVec[j]) + 3*sqrt(1-rho) 
SumRho = SumRho + InnProd*SumBeta3*dnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))* 
(MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/(pnorm(v - (MuVec[k] - MuVec[j])/sqrt(1-rho))*4*(1-rho 
)-3) 
> 
SumRho = -SumRho/pnorm(v) 




#  D e f i n i n g  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  ,  D e r i v a t i v e s  ,  D o u b l e  D e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  M D C P  I  m o d e l  #  
» * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * » * * # * # * # * * # # * • • * * * * * * * * * * • * • * # * * • * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * • *  
# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  E q u i c o r r e l a t e d  P r o b i t  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  
ProbMDCP <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
rho = parsC(nCovariates+1)] 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata%*7,betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice , nChoice) 
for (i in l:nObs) { 
SpMeans [((i-1)*nChoice +1):(i*nChoice) ,1:nChoice 3 = matrix(1,nChoice,1)I* 
V,t (means [ ( ( i-1) »nChoice+l) : ( i*nChoice ) , 1] ) 
> 
Prob = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice, 1) 
MuVec = matrix(0,nChoice , 1) 
for (i in l:nObs) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans[((i-1)*nChoice+j), 1: nChoice] 
ql = integrate(Problntegrand, lower = 0, upper = Inf, MuVec, rho, j) 
q2 = integrate(Problntegrand, lower = -20, upper = 0, MuVec, rho, j) 





# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  E q u i c o r r e l a t e d  P r o b i t  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DerMDCP <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
rho = pars[nCovariates+1] 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata%*i(betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,n0bs*nChoice, nChoice) 
SpXs = matrix(0, n0bs*nChoice, nChoice*nCovariates) 
for (i in l:n0bs) { 
SpMeans C((i-l)*nChoice+l) ; (i*nChoice ) , 1: nChoice] = matrixd, nChoice , 1) '/.*%t 
(means [((i-l)*nChoice+l) : ( i*nChoice ) , 1] ) 
rearrange = t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i*nChoice), 1 + 1]) 
for (m in 2:nCovariates) { 
rearrange = cbind(rearrange , t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1) :(i*nChoice),m 
+  1 ] ) )  
> 
SpXs[((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i»nChoice), 1:(nChoice"nCovariates)] = matrixd, 
nChoice,1)%*Prearrange 
> 
DerProbBeta = matrix(0, n0bs*nChoice , nCovariates) 
DerProbRho = matrix(0, nQbs*nChoice , 1) 
MuVec = matrix (0, nChoice,1) 
for (i in l:nQbs) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans[((i-1)»nChoice+j),1:nChoice] 
xDiff = SpXs [((i-1)*nChoice+j),1:(nChoice*nCovariates)] 
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for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
drBetaMl = integrate(FirstDerBetalntegrand , lower = O, upper = Inf , MuVec, rho 
, xDiff , j, m) 
drBetaM2 = integrate(FirstDerBetalntegrand , lower = -10, upper = 0, MuVec, rho 
, xDiff , j , m) 
DerProbBeta[((i-1)*nChoice+j),m] = -drBetaMl$value - drBetaM2$value 
drRhol = integrate (FirstDerRhoIntegrand , lower = 0, upper = Inf, MuVec, rho, j) 
drRho2 = integrate (FirstDerRhoIntegrand , lower » -10, upper = 0, MuVec, rho, j) 





# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  E q u i c o r r e l a t e d  P r o b i t  H e s s i a n  
MDCP.Hessian <- function(Data, pars) { 
betain = pars[1:nCovariates] 
rho = pars[nCovariates+1] 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata'/.*/Cbetain 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice , nChoice) 
SpXs = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, nChoice*nCovariates) 
for (i in 1: nObs) -[ 
SpMeans [( (i-1) *nChoice +1) : ( i*nChoice ) , 1: nChoice ] = matrix (1, nChoice , 1) 
(means[((i-1)*nChoice + 1):(i*nChoice) , 1]) 
rearrange = t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i»nChoice), 1 + 1]) 
for (m in 2:nCovariates) { 
rearrange = cbind(rearrange, t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i*nChoice),m 
+  1 ] ) )  
> 
SpXs [((i-1) * nChoice +1) :(i*nChoice) , 1: (nChoi ce * nCovariates )] = matrixd, 
nChoice , 1) 7.*Xrearrange 
> 
Prob = ProbMDCP(Data, pars) 
Der = DerMDCP (Data , pars) 
DerProbBeta = Der[,1:nCovariates] 
DerProbRho = as.matrix(Der[1:(nObs*nChoice),nPar]) 
DDerProbBeta = matrix(0, nObs»nChoice, nCovariates"2) 
DDerProbRho = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, nPar) 
MuVec = matrix(0, nChoice ,1) 
for (i in l:nObs) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans[((i-1) *nChoice + j),1:nChoice] 
xDiff = SpXs[((i-1)*nChoice+j),1:(nChoice'nCovariates)] 
for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
for (mpm in 1:nCovariates) { 
ddrBetaMl = integrate(SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand, lower = 0, upper = Inf, 
MuVec, rho, xDiff, j, m, mpm) 
ddrBetaM2 = integrate(SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand, lower = -10, upper = 0, 
MuVec, rho, xDiff, j, m, mpm) 
DDerProbBeta[((i-1)*nChoice + j),((m-1)*nCovariates +mpm)] = ((ddrBetaMl$value 
+ ddrBetaM2$value) 
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for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
ddrBetaMRhol = integrate(SecondDerRhoBetaMIntegrand, lower = 0, upper = Inf, 
MuVec , rho , xDiff , j , m) 
ddrBetaKRho2 = integrate(SecondDerRhoBetaMIntegrand, lower = -10, upper = 0, 
MuVec , rho , xDiff , j , m) 
DDerProbRho[((i-1)*nChoice+j),m] = ((ddrBetaMRhol$value + ddrBetaMRho2$value) 
- (DerProbBeta[((i-1)*nChoice +j),m]/Prob[((i-1)*nChoice +j) ,1])*( 
DerProbRho[((i-1)*nChoice + j) ,1])) 
> 
ddrRhol = integrate(SecondDerRho2Integrand , lower = 0, upper " Inf, MuVec, rho, 
xDiff , j) 
ddrRho2 = integrate(SecondDerRho2Integrand , lower = -10, upper = 0, MuVec, rho, 
xDiff , j ) 
DDerProbRho [((i-1)*nChoice+j),nPar] = ((ddrRhol$ value + ddrRho2lvalue) 
- (DerProbRho [((i-1)*nChoice + j),1]/Prob[((i-1)*nChoice+j) ,1])) 
> 
> 
MDCPHess = matrix(0, nPar, nPar) 
DDerBeta - apply(DDerProbBeta, 2, sum) 
DDerRho = apply(DDerProbRho, 2, sum) 
MDCPHess [1:nCovariates , 1:nCovariates] = matrix(DDerBeta, nCovariates, nCovariates) 
MDCPHess [nPar , 1: nPar] = matrix(DDerRho, 1, nPar) 




#  D e f i n i n g  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  ,  D e r i v a t i v e s  ,  D o u b l e  D e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  C N L  m o d e l  #  
j^f* ******************************************************************************** *^£ 
#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  C o n d t i o n a l  l o g i t  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  
ProbCNL <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata'/,* Xbetainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,n0bs*nChoice, nChoice) 
for (i in l:n0bs) { 
SpMeans[((i-1)*nChoice + 1) :(i*nChoice) ,1:nChoice3 = matrix(1,nChoice ,1)%*%t 
(means[((i-1)*nChoice +1):(i*nChoice) , 1]) 
> 
Prob = exp(means)/apply(exp(SpMeans),1,sum) 
return(Prob) 
> 
#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  C o n d t i o n a l  l o g i t  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DerCML <- function(Data, pars) { 
Prob = ProbCNL(Data, pars) 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
DerProbBeta = (Data[,1]-Prob[,1])*xdata 




# H e s s i a n  f o r  C o n d i t i o n a l  L o g i t  
CNL.Hessian <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars [1:nCovariates] 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata'/.*%betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice, nChoice) 
for (i in l:n0bs) { 
SpMeans [( ( i-1) * nChoice +1) : (i*nChoice ) , 1: nChoice] = matrix (1, nChoice ,1) X*'/.t 
(means[((i-l)»nChoice+l):(i*nChoice),1]) 
} 
Prob = exp(means)/apply(exp(SpMeans),1,sum) 
CNLHess = matrix(0, nCovariates, nCovariates) 
for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
for (mpm in 1:nCovariates) { 
SpXs = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice , nChoice) 
for (i in l:n0bs) { 
SpXs [((i-1) *nChoice + l) : (i*nChoice ) , 1: nChoice] = matrix (1, nChoice , 1) */,*'/.t ( 
xdata[((i-1)*nChoice +1):(i*nChoice), mpm]) 
> 
CNLHess[m, mpm] = sum(Prob[,1]*(xdata [,mpm] - apply(SpXs*exp(SpMeans), 1, sum)/ 
apply(exp(SpMeans), 1, sum))*xdata [ ,m]) 
> 
> 
return ( CNLHess ) 
> 
#  D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  ,  G r a d i e n t ,  H e s s i a n  f o r  e q u i c o r r e l a t e d  p r o b i t  m o d e l  #  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * # * * * * * * * * • * * * * # * • • * • * • • * * * • • * # * * * * • * * • # • • * * + * *  
# D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  f o r  e q u i  —  c o r r e l a t e d  p r o b i t  m o d e l .  
MDCP.Likelihood <- function(Data, pars) { 
Prob = ProbMDCP(Data, pars) 
lik = Data [, 1] *log (pmax (le-323 , Prob) ) 
loglike = sum(lik) 
return(loglike ) 
> 
# D e f i n i n g  g r a d i e n t  f o r  e q u i  —  c o r r e l a t e d  p r o b i t  m o d e l  
MDCP.Gradient <- function(Data, pars) { 
Prob = ProbMDCP(Data, pars) 
Der = DerMDCP(Data, pars) 
Grad = matrix (0, nPar.l) 
Grd = Data[,1]*(coldiv.matrix(Der,Prob)) ; 





#  D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  ,  G r a d i e n t ,  H e s s i a n  f o r  C o n d i t i o n a l  L o g i t  m o d e l  #  
# *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * $  
# D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  f o r  C o n d i t i o n a l  l o g i t  m o d e l .  
CNL.Likelihood <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates1 
xdata = Data[,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata'/.*%betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nObs*nChoice , nChoice) 
for (i in l:nQbs) { 
SpHeans C ( ( i-1) * nChoice + 1) ; ( i* nChoice ) , 1: nChoice] = matrixd, nChoice , 1) %*'/,t 
(means [((i-1)*nChoice +1) :(i«nChoice) , 1]) 
> 
Prob = exp(means)/apply(exp(SpMeans),1,sum) 
lik = Data[,1]*log(pmax(le-323,Prob)) 
loglike « sum(lik) 
return(loglike) 
> 
# D e f i n i n g  g r a d i e n t  f o r  C o n d i t i o n a l  l o g i t  m o d e l .  
CNL.Gradient <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
xdata = Data[, 2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata'/,*%betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nObs»nChoice, nChoice) 
for (i in l:n0bs) { 
SpMeans [ ( ( i-1) »nChoice +1) : ( i*nChoice ) , 1: nChoice ] = matrix (1, nChoice , 1) X*5tt 
(means[((i-1)*nChoice + l):(i*nChoice) , 1]) 
> 
Prob = exp(means)/apply(exp(SpMeans),1,sum) 
DerProbBeta = apply((Data[,1]-Prob[,1])*xdata, 2, sum) 
DerProbBetal = c(DerProbBeta, 0) 
return(DerProbBetal) 
> 
# *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * £  
# *  S i m u l a t i n g  d a t a  f o r  c o m p u t a t i o n  o f  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  * #  
DataSim <- function(seed, nObs, nChoice, nLevel, StartBeta, rho) { 
set.seed(seed) 
intmat = rbind(diag(nChoice-1) , matrix(0, 1, nChoice-1)) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
> 
ix = sample(c(3,4), nChoice, prob = c(l/2, 1/2), replace = TRUE) 
xCont = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
xDisc = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
xDiscProb = runif(nChoice*(nLevel-1), min = 0, max = 1/(nLevel-1)) 
xDiscProp = matrix(0, nChoice, nLevel) 
xDiscProp[,1:(nLevel-1)] = matrix(xDiscProb, nChoice, nLevel-1) 
xDiscProp[,nLevel] = 1-apply(xDiscProp[,1:(nLevel-1)], 1, sum) 
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for (i in l:nChoice) { 
xContMean = runif (ix C i 3 , min = 1.5, max = 4.5) 
xContSd = c(runif(1, min = 0, max » 0.5), runif(ix[i]-1 , min = 1, max » 2.5)) 
xContBind = matrix(0, nObs, ix[i]) 
xContBind [,1] = rnorm(n0bs, mean = xContMean [1], sd = xContSd [1]) 
for (j in 2:ix[i]) { 
xContBind[,j] = rnortn(nObs, mean » xContMean[j], sd = xContSd[j]) 
> 
oneprob » runif (1, min = 0.5, max = 1) 
ixProb = c(oneprob , runif((ix [i]-2) , min = 0, max = (1-oneprob)/(ix[i]-2))) 
ixCont = sample(seq(1:ix [i]) , nObs, prob = c(ixProb, 1-sum(ixProb)) , replace = 
TRUE) 
xCont[, i] = xContBind [,1]*(ixCont==1) 
for (j in 2:ix[i]) { 
xCont [ , i] » xCont [ , i] + xContBind[,j]*(ixCont==j) 
> 
xDisc[,i] = cut(runif(nObs, 0, 1), c(0, cumsum(xDiscProp [i ,])), labels = seq(l: 
nLevel)) 
> 
xDiscInd = matrix(0, ndbs*nChoice, nLevel-1) 
xDiscl = matrix (t ( xDisc ) , nObs*nClioice , 1) 
for (j in 1:(nLevel-1) ) { 
xDiscInd[,j] = (xDiscl == j) 
> 
xData = cbind(xlnt, matrix(t(abs(xCont)), nObs*nChoice, 1), xDiscInd) 
Mean = xData"/.*'/.StartBeta 
Cov = (1-rho)*diag(nChoice) + rho*matrix(1, nChoice, nChoice) 
u = mvrnorm(nObs, matrix(0, nChoice, 1), Cov) 
MeanNew » matrix(Mean, nObs, nChoice, byrow = TRUE) 
su = MeanNew + u 
sumax = matrix(apply(su, 1, max),n0bs, 1) 
y = matrix(0, nObs , nChoice) 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
yC.j] =» (su[,j] == sumax) 
> 
yData = matrix(t(y), n0bs*nChoice, 1) 
return(cbind(yData, xData)) 
> 
# C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  f o r  r e a l  m a r k e t  
asympeff <- function(Data, StartBeta, rho) { 
MDCP.Hess » MDCP.Hessian(Data, c(StartBeta, rho)) 
CNL.Hess = CNL.Hessian(Data, c(StartBeta, rho)) 
InvFishMDCP = solve(-MDCP.Hess) 
InvFishCNL = solve(-CNL.Hess) 
eff = diag(InvFishCNL)/diag(InvFishMDCP [1:nCovariates , 1:nCovariates]) 
return(eff) 
> 
# I n p u t  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c i e s  o f  r e a l  m a r k e t  
seed = 16461 
nObs = 1000 
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nChoice = 4 
nLevel = 3 # N u m b e r  o f  l e v e l s  f o r  d i s c r e t e  c o v a r i a t e  
nCovariates = nChoice +nLevel - 1 # N u m b e r  o f  c o v a r i a t e s  s u c h  a s  i n t e r c e p t s  ,  
p a r a m e t e r s  
nPar = nCovariates + 1 # N u m b e r  o f  p a r a m e t e r s  
Data = DataSim(seed, nObs, nChoice, nLevel, StartBeta, rho) 
efficiency = matrix(0, 10, nCovariates) 
for (i in 1:10) {. 
efficiency[i,] = asympeff(seed = 16461, StartBeta = c(-0.479, 1.051, 0.475, 
0.781, 0.107, -0.525), rho = (i-l)*0.1) 
> 
# I n p u t  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c i e s  o f  c h o i c e  d e s i g n  
nObs = 900 
nChoice = 4 
nLevel <* 3 # N u m b e r  o f  l e v e l s  f o r  d i s c r e t e  c o v a r i a t e  
nCovariates = nChoice+nLevel - 1 # N u m b e r  o f  c o v a r i a t e s  s u c h  a s  i n t e r c e p t s  ,  
p a r a m e t e r s  
nPar • nCovariates + 1 #N u m b e r  o f  p a r a m e t e r s  
seed = 16461 
fabric <- read.table("C:/Users/bravi/Desktop/BhaskarQODU/Class Materials/Research/ 
SAS code/Data sets/fabric softner.txt", sep="", header = FALSE) 
fabricpric <- as.matrix(fabric[ ,4:7]) 
fabricpricl = matrix(t(fabricpric), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
Data = DataSim(seed, n0bs=900, nChoice, nLevel, StartBeta, rho) 
Data[, 5] = fabricpricl 
efficiency = matrix(0, 10, nCovariates) 
for (i in 1:10) { 
efficiency [i,D = asympeff(seed = 16461, StartBeta = c(-0.479, 1.051, 0.475, 
0.781, 0.107, -0.525), rho = (i-l)»0.1) 
> 
# D a t a  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  s m a l l — s a m p l e  e f f i c i e n c i e s  
xDataGen <- function(seed, nObs, nChoice, nLevel, StartBeta, rho) { 
set.seed(seed) 
intmat = rbind(diag(nChoice-1), matrix(0, 1, nChoice-1)) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
> 
ix = sample(c(3,4), nChoice, prob = c(l/2, 1/2), replace = TRUE) 
xCont = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
xDisc = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
xDiscProb = runif(nChoice*(nLevel-1), min = 0, max = 1/(nLevel-1)) 
xDiscProp = matrix(0, nChoice, nLevel) 
xDiscProp [, 1:(nLevel-1)] = matrix(xDiscProb, nChoice, nLevel-1) 
xDiscProp[,nLevel] = 1-apply(xDiscProp [,1:(nLevel-1)], 1, sum) 
for (i in l:nChoice) { 
xContMean = runif(ixEi), min = 1.5, max = 4.5) 
xContSd = c(runif(l, min = 0, max = 0.5), runif(ix[i]-1, min = 1, max = 2.5)) 
xContBind = matrix(0, nObs, ix[i]) 
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xContBind [, 1] = rnorm(nObs, mean = xContMean [1] , sd = xContSd[1]) 
for (j in 2:ix[i]) { 
xContBind[,j] = rnormCnObs, mean = xContMean [j] , sd = xContSd [j]) 
> 
oneprob = runif(1, min = 0.5, max = 1) 
ixProb = cConeprob, runif((ix [i]-2) , min = 0, max = (1-oneprob)/(ix[i]-2))) 
ixCont = sample ( seq (1.- ix [i] ) , nObs , prob = cCixProb, 1 - sum ( ixProb )) , replace = 
TRUE) 
xCont[, i] = xContBind[,1]*(ixCont==1) 
for (j in 2:ix[i]) { 
xCont [, i] = xCont [ , i] + xContBind[,j]*(ixCont==j) 
> 
xDisc[,i] = cut(runif(nObs, 0, 1), c(0, cumsum(xDiscProp [i ,])) , labels = seq(l: 
nLevel)) 
> 
xDiscInd = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice , nLevel-1) 
xDiscl = matrix(t(xDisc), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
for (j in 1: (nLevel-1) ) { 
xDiscInd [,j] = (xDiscl == j) 
> 
xData = cbind(xlnt, matrix(t(abs(xCont)), nObs*nChoice , 1), xDiscInd) 
return(xData) 
> 
xData = xDataGen(16461, n0bs=1000, nChoice=4, nLevel=3, StartBeta, rho=0.8) 
# / u n o t i o n  f o r  s m a l l  s a m p l e  e f f i c i e n c y  
smalleff <- function(xData , nObs , nChoice, nLevel, nSim, StartBeta, rho) { 
count2 = matrix(0, nSim , 1) 
countl = matrix(0, nSim, 1) 
for (i in l:nSim) { 
Mean = xData'/.*%StartBeta 
u = rgumbel(nObs*nChoice , location = 0, scale = 1) 
MeanNew = matrix(Mean, nQbs, nChoice, byrow = TRUE) 
unew = matrix(u, nObs, nChoice) 
su = MeanNew + unew 
sumax = matrix(apply(su , 1, max),nObs, 1) 
y = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
y[,j] " (su[,j] =« sumax) 
> 
apply(y, 2, sum) 
yData = matrix(t(y), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
sampleD = cbind(yData, xData) 
initial = c(StartBeta + runif(nCovariates, min » -0.5, max = 0.5), runif(1, min = 
0, max = min(rho+0.2, 1))) 
sol.CNL = optim(initial, CNL.Likelihood, gr = CNL.Gradient, Data = sampleD, method 
= 'L-BFGS-B', lower » c(rep(-50, nCovariates), -1/(nChoice-1)) , upper = c(rep 
(50, nCovariates), 0.99), control=list(trace=6, fnscale = -1)) 
if (sol.CNL$convergence == 51 I sol.CNL$convergence == 52) { 
countl Ci ,] =1 
i = i-1 > 
else { 
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BetaHatCNL[i, ] = sol.CNL$par 
Mean = xData'/.*XStartBeta 
Cov = (1-rho)*diag(nChoice) + rho*matrix(1, nChoice, nChoice) 
u = mvrnorm(nObs , matrix(0, nChoice, 1), Cov) 
MeanNew = matrix(Mean, nObs, nChoice, byrow = TRUE) 
su = MeanNew + u 
sumax = matrix(apply(su, 1, max),n0bs, 1) 
y = matrix(0, nObs, nChoice) 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
yt.j] = (su[,j] •» sumax) 
> 
yData = matrix(t(y), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
sampleD = cbind(yData, xData) 
sol.MDCP = optim(initial, MDCP.Likelihood, gr = MDCP.Gradient, Data = sampleD, 
method='L-BFGS-B', lower = c(rep(-Inf, nCovariates), -1/(nChoice-1)), upper = 
c(rep(Inf, nCovariates), 0.99), control=list(trace=6, fnscale = -1)) 
if (sol.MDCP$message == 51 I sol.MDCP$message == 52) { 
count2 [i ,] = 1 
i = i-1 > 
else { BetaHatMDCP[i, 3 = sol.MDCP$par> 
> 
> 
eff = cbind(BetaHatCNL, BetaHatMDCP, countl, count2) 
return(eff) 
> 
nSim = 1000 
BetaHatCNL = matrix(0, nSim, nPar) 
BetaHatMDCP = matrix(0, nSim, nPar) 
effl = smalleff(xData, n0bs=30, nChoice=4, nLevel=3, nSim=1000, StartBeta = c(0.479, 
1.051, 0.475, 0.781, 0.107, -0.525), rho = 0.5) 
# A n a l y s i s  o f  L a u n d r y  D e t e r g e n t  d a t a  
Laundry = read.table("C:/Users/bravi/Desktop/Bhaskar0ODU/Class Materials/Research/ 
SAS code/Data sets/Laundry.txt", sep="", header = TRUE) 
Laundry = as.matrix(Laundry , 2657, 13) 
rho » 0.01 
nChoice = 6 
nCovariates = 11 
nPar = nCovariates +1 
nObs = 2657 
Price = Laundry[1:nObs ,2:7] 
Select = Laundry[1:nObs,8:13] 
PriceNew = matrix(t(Price) , nObs*nChoice , 1) 
SelectNew = matrix(t(Select) , nObs*nChoice, 1) 
intmat = rbind(diag(nChoice-1), matrix(0, 1, nChoice-1)) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
> 
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pint = diag(nChoice) 
pricelnt = pint 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
pricelnt = rbind(pricelnt , pint) 
> 
PriceN = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice , nChoice) 
for (i in l:nChoice) { 
PriceN [,i] = PriceNew*pricelnt[,i] 
> 
xData = cbind(xlnt, PriceN) 
yData = SelectNew 
LaundryNew = cbind(yData, xData) 
initial = c(2, 1, 1, 2, 1, rep(-120,nChoice) , 0.33) 
sol.CNL = optim(initial, CNL.Likelihood, gr = CNL.Gradient, Data = sampleD, method=' 
L-BFGS-B', control=list(trace=6, fnscale = -1, maxit = 1000)) 
sol.MDCP = constrOptira (initial , MDCP.Likelihood, gr=MDCP.Gradient, ui=rbind(c(rep(0, 
nCovariates), 1), c(rep(0,nCovariates), -1)), ci = rbind(-1/(nChoice-1) , -1), mu = 
le-06, control = list(fnscale=-1) , 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations = 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
LaundryNew, hessian = FALSE) 
MDCP.Hess = MDCP.Hessian(LaundryNew, sol.MDCP$par) 
CNL.Hess = PCL.Hessian(LaundryNew, sol.CNL$par) 
seMDCP = solve(-MDCP.Hess) 
seCNL = solve(-CNL.Hess) 
# T r a v e l  m o d e  d a t a  
Travel = read.table("C:/Users/bravi/Desktop/BhaskarQODU/Class Materials/Research/SAS 
code/Data sets/Travel data.txt", sep="", header = TRUE) 
nObs = 210 
Travel = as.matrix(Travel , nObs , 7) 
nChoice = 4 
nCovariates = 7 
nPar = nCovariates+1 
intmat = rbind (diag (nChoice-1) , matrix(0, 1, nChoice-D) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
> 
lower = c(rep(-Inf, nCovariates), -1/(nChoice-1)), upper = c(rep(Inf, nCovariates), 
0.99) , 
TravelNew = matrix(0, n0bs*nChoice, nCovariates+1) 
TravelNew [ , 1] = Travel[ , 1] 
TravelNew[, 2:4] = xlnt 
TravelNew[,5:8] = Travel[,2:5] 
initial = runif(nCovariates+1, min = -1, max = 1) 
sol.CNL = optim(initial, CNL.Likelihood, gr = CNL.Gradient, Data = TravelNew, method 
=*L-BFGS-B', control=list(trace=6, fnscale = -1, maxit = 1000) ) 
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sol.MDCP = constrOptim(initial, MDCP.Likelihood, gr=MDCP.Gradient, ui=rbind(c(rep(O, 
nCovariates), 1), c(rep(0,nCovariates), -1)), ci=rbind(-1/(nChoice-1), -1), mu = 
le-06, control = list(fnscale = -1) , 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations » 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
TravelNew, hessian » FALSE) 
MDCP.Hess = MDCP.Hessian(TravelNew, sol.MDCP$par) 
CNL.Hess » PCL.Hessian(LaundryNew, sol.CNL$par) 
seMDCP = solve(-MDCP.Hess) 
seCNL = solve(-CNL.Hess) 
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Paired Combinatorial Logit and MDCP Product Correlation 
# l i b r  a r i  e s  n e e d e d  f o r  t h i s  p r o g r a m  t o  r u n #  
library(MASS) 
library(numDeriv) 





# *  F u n c t i o n s  n e e d e d  f o r  c o m p u t a t i o n s  s u c h  a s  c o l  p r o d u c t  ,  i n t e g r a n d s  o f  * #  
#  l i k e l i h o o d  ,  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  r h o ,  w  r  t  b e t a  e t c  * #  
#* * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * » * * • * * • • * *  *£ 
# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  c o l u m n  p r o d u c t  o f  a  m a t r i x  
colprod.matrix=function(x) •£ 
a=x [ , 1] 
for(i in 2:dim(x)[23) 
a=a*x[, i3 
a = matrix(a, nrow(x), 1) 
return(a) 
> 
# f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  c o l u m n  d i v i s i o n  o f  a  m a t r i x  
coldiv.matrix <- function(x,y> { 
z = x 





# f u n c t i o n s  n e e d e d  t o  c o m p u t e  f i r s t  a n d  s e c o n d  o r d e r  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s .  
tl <- function(v,w,MuVec, lambda, 1, j) {returnf ((MuVec[j]-MuVec[1]) + (lambda[j]~ 
lambda[l3)*v + sqrt(1-lambda[j]"2)*w)/sqrt(1-lambda[13"2)) > 
t2 <- function(v,w,MuVec, lambda, 1, j) {returnC v/sqrt(1-lambda[13"2) - lambda[j3*w 
/sqrt((1-lambda[13"2)*(1-lambda[j 3"2)))> 
t3 <- function(v,w,MuVec, lambda, r, j) {return( ((MuVec[j3-MuVec[r3)*lambda[r]-v» 
(1-lambda[r3"2)+lambda[r3 *(lambda[j 3-lambda[r3 > *v+lambda[r]* sqrt(1-lambda [ j 3"2)* 
w)/(l-lambda[r]-2)-(3/2> )> 
d_ilm <- function(xDiff,k,j,m){return((xDiff[(m-l)*nChoice+k]-xDiiFf[(m-1)*nChoice +j 
3 ) ) > 
Al_theta_v_w <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, 1, j) { return(pnorm(tl(v,v,MuVec, 
lambda,1,j ) )) } 
al_theta_v_w <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, 1, j) •( return(dnorm(tl(v,w,MuVec, 
lambda,1,j))) > 
ProdAl_theta_v_w <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j) { 
product = l/pnorm(w) 




# 1 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  c o m p u t i n g  p r o  b a i l i t i e s  
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Problntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j) { 




# 1 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  i a r t  b e t a M  
FirstDerBetalntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, j , m) { 
SumBeta = 0 
for (k in 1:nChoice) { 
SumBeta = SumBeta + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*d_ilm(xDiff , k , j , m) / ( 
Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)* sqrt(1-lambda[k]"2)) 
> 




# 2 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  l a m b d a ^ j  
FirstDerLambdajIntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j) { 
SumLambdaj = 0 
for (k in 1:nChoice) { 
SumLambdaj » SumLambdaj + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*t2(v,w,MuVec , 
lambda,k,j)/Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j) 
> 
SumLambdaj = SumLambdaj - (dnorm(v)/pnorm(w))*t2(v,w,MuVec,lambda,j,j) 
FirstDerLamjlnteg = ProdAl_theta_v_w(v, v, MuVec, lambda, j)*SumLambdaj*exp(-v*v 
/2)* exp(-w*w/2)/ (2*pi) 
return(FirstDerLamjlnteg) 
> 
# 3 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  t a m b d a _ r  
FirstDerLambdarlntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, r, j) { 
FirstDerLamrlnteg = ProdAl_theta_v_w(v, v, MuVec, lambda, j)*al_theta_v_w(v, w, 
MuVec, lambda, r, j)*t3(v,w,MuVec, lambda, r, j)*exp(-v*v/2)*exp(-v*w/2)/(2* 
pi*A1_theta_v_w(v, v, MuVec, lambda, r, j)) 
return(FirstDerLamrlnteg) 
> 
# 1 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  b e t a M  b e t a M '  
#  ( w h e n  m  =  m ' ,  w e  g e t  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  p a r a m e t e r )  
SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand <- function(v, v, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, j, m, mpm) { 
SumBetaMpm « 0 
for (kpm in 1:nChoice) { 
SumBetaMpm = SumBetaMpm + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,kpm,j)*d_ilm(xDiff, 
kpm,j,mpm)/(Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,kpm,j)*sqrt(1-lambda[kpm]"2)) 
} 
SumBetaM = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SuoBetaM • SumBetaM • al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*d_ilm(xDiff,k,j,m)/ 
(Al_theta_v_v(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*sqrt (1-lambda[k]"2)) 
> 
SumBetaMBetaMpm = 0 
for (1 in l:nChoice) { 
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SumBetaMBetaMpm = SumBetaMBetaMpm + (d_ilm(xDiff,1,j,m)*al_theta_v_u(v,v, 
MuVec,lambda,l,j)*d_ilm(xDiff,l,j,mpm))/((1-lambda[l]~2)*Al_theta_v_w(v, 
w,MuVec,lambda,l,j))*(tl(v,v,MuVec,lambda,l,j) + al_theta_v_w(v,w , MuVec, 
lambda,l,j)/(Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,1,j))) 
> 
SecondDerIntegBetaMMpm = -ProdAl_theta_v_w(v, v, MuVec, lambda, j)•(-SumBetaMpm* 
SumBetaM +SumBetaMBetaMpm)* exp(-v*v/2)*exp(-w»v/2)/(2*pi) 
return(SecondDerIntegBetaMMpm) 
> 
# S .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  t a r t  l a m b d a j ,  b e t a M  
SecondDerLambdajBetaMIntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, j, m) { 
SumBetaMpm = 0 
for (kpm in 1:nChoice) { 
SumBetaMpm = SumBetaMpm + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,kpm , j)*t2 (v , w , MuVec 
, lambda, kpm,j)/Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,kpm,j) 
} 
SumBetaMpm = SumBetaMpm - (dnorm(w)*t2(v,w, MuVec, lambda,j,j)/pnorm(v)) 
SumBetaM = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SumBetaM = SumBetaM + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*d_ilm(xDiff,k,j,m)/ 
(Al_tbeta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)* sqrt(1-lambda[k]"2)) 
> 
SumBetaMLambdaj = 0 
for (1 in 1: nChoice) •{ 
SumBetaMLambdaj = SumBetaMLambdaj + (d_ilm(xDiff,1,j,m)*al_theta_v_w(v,w, 





SecondDerlntegLambdajBetaM = ProdAl_theta_v_w(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j)*(-
SumBetaMpm * SumBetaM + SumBetaMLambdaj)*exp(-v*v/2)* exp(-w*w/2)/(2*pi) 
return(SecondDerInt egLambdajBetaM) 
> 
# 3 -  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  L a m b d a . r  B e t a M  
SecondDerLambdarBetaMIntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, r, j, m) 
i 
SumBetaM = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SumBetaM = SumBetaM + al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*d_ilm(xDiff,k,j,m)/ 
(Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*sqrt(1-lambda[k]*2)) 
} 
product = t3 (v ,w,MuVec, lambda, r, j)*SumBetaM - (d_ilm(xDiff ,r,j,m)/sqrt(1-
lambda[r]"2))*(tl(v,»,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,v,MuVec,lambda,r,j)+(al_theta_v 
_w (v,v,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,w,MuVec ,lambda,r,j)/Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec, 
lambda , r , j ) ) - lambda [r] / (1-lambda [r] "2) ) 





# 4 -  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  L a m b d a ^ j ' 2  
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SecondDerLambdaj2Integrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j) { 
SumLambdaj = 0 
for (k in l:nChoice) { 
SumLambdaj = SumLambdaj + al.theta_v_v(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j>*t2(v,w,MuVec, 
lambda,k,j)/Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j) 
> 
SumLambdaj = SumLambdaj - (dnorm(w)*t2(v,w,MuVec,lambda,j,j)/pnorm(w)) 
SumLambdaj2 = 0 
for (1 in l:nChoice) { 
SumLambdaj2 = SumLambdaj2 + (al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,1,j)/Al.theta 
_v_w(»,w,MuVec,lambda,l,j))*(t2(v,w,MuVec,lambda ,l,j)~2*(tl(v,w, 
MuVec,lambda,1,j) + al_theta_v_w(v,w ,MuVec , lambda,l,j)/Al_theta_v_w( 
v,v,MuVec,lambda,1,j)) + w/(sqrt(1-lambda [1]"2)*(1-lambda C j 3 ~ 2 >"(3/ 
2 ) ) )  
> 
SumLambdaj2 = SumLambdaj2 - (dnorm (w)/pnorm (w) )* (t2 (v , v , MuVec , lambda , j , j ) ~2* (tl ( 
v M u V e c , l a m b d a  ,  j  ,  j )  +  d n o r m ( w ) / p n o r m ( w ) )  +  n / ( ( 1 - l a m b d a [ j ] ~ 2 ) ~  ( 2 )  )  )  




# 5 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  v i  r  t  L a m b d a _ j  L a m b d a _ r  
SecondDerLamjLamrIntegrand <- function(v, w, MuVec, lambda, r, j) { 
SumLambdaj =• 0 
for (k in 1:nChoice) { 
SumLambdaj = SumLambdaj + al_theta_v_v(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j)*t2(v,w,MuVec, 
lambda,k,j)/Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,k,j) 
> 
SumLambdaj = SumLambdaj - (dnorm(v)/pnorm(w))*t2(v,w,MuVec,lambda,j,j) 
product = SumLambdaj*t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j) - 11(v,w,MuVec ,lambda,r,j)*t2(v , 
w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j) - al_theta_v_w(v,v,MuVec, 
lambda,r,j)*t2(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)/Al_theta_v_w 
(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j) + lambda[r]*v/(1-lambda[r]"2)"(3/2) - w*lambda[j]* 
lambda Cr3/(sqrt(l-lambda[j]"2)*(1-lambda[r]"2)"(3/2)) 
SecondDerLamjLamrInteg » ProdAl_theta_v_w(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j)*product*al_ 
theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*exp(-v*v/2)*exp(-w*w/2)/(2*pi*Al_theta_v_w(v 
, w , MuVec , lambda , r , j ) ) 
return(SecondDerLamjLamrInteg) 
> 
# 6 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  L a m b d a _ r ~ S  
SecondDerLamr2Integrand <- function(v, v, MuVec, lambda, r, j) •{ 
product = -tl(v,w,MuVsc,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)"2 + ((l+2*lambda[ 
r3*2)*(MuVecCj]-MuVec[r] + w*sqrt(1-lambda[j3"2)) + (lambda[j] + 2*lambda[ 
j3*lambda[r]"2 - 3*lambda[r])*v)/(1-lambda [r]"2)"(5/2) 
SecondDerLamr2Integ = ProdAl_theta_v_h(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j)'product*al_theta_ 
v _ w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*exp(-v*v/2)*exp(-w*w/2)/(2*pi*Al_theta_v_w(v,w, 
MuVec,lambda,r , j)) 
return(SecondDerLamr2Integ) 
> 
# 7 .  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  i n t e g r a n d  f o r  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  w  r  t  L a m b d a _ r  L a m b d a _ r p m  
SecondDerLamrpmLamrlntegrand <- function(v, v, MuVec, lambda, r, rpm, j) { 
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product = al_theta _v_w(v,w,MuVec ,lambda,r,j)*t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,r,j)*al_theta 
_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,rpm,j)«t3(v,w,MuVec,lambda,rpm,j)/(Al_theta_v_w(v,w, 
MuVec,lambda,r,j)*Al_theta_v_w(v,w,MuVec,lambda,rpm,j)) 




Chk <- function(llim, Integrand, ulim) { 
possibleError1 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w) , lower = llim, upper = 0)$value }) >, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
possibleError2 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) f sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
possibleError3 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) •{ 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w) , lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value }) }, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
possibleError4 <- tryCatch(integrate(function (v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) }, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
return(c((inherits(possibleErrorl , "simpleError")) , (inherits(possibleError2 , " 
simpleError")), (inherits(possibleError3 , "simpleError")), (inherits( 
possibleError4, "simpleError")))) 
> 
# M o d u l e  t o  p e r f o r m  i n t e g r a t i o n  w i t h o u t  i n t e r u p t o n  
Doublelnteg <- function(llim, Integrand, ulim) { 
ch = Chk(llim, Integrand, ulim) 
chk = (ch[l] I ch [2] I ch [3] I ch[4]) 
if (chk == TRUE) •{ 
llim = -40 
ulim = 40 
possibleErrorl <- tryCatch(integrate(function (v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = llim , upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
while((inherits(possibleErrorl, "simpleError") == TRUE) & (llim <= -10)) { 
llim = llim + 5 
possibleErrorl <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w) , lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
> 
possibleError4 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper « ulim)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
while((inherits(possibleError4 , "simpleError") == TRUE & (ulim >= 10))) { 
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ulim = ulim - 5 
possibleError4 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) }, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
> 
possibleError2 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
possibleError3 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) -( sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) }, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
, error=function(e) e) 
chk2 = (inherits(possibleError2 , "simpleError")) I (inherits (possibleError3 , " 
simpleError")) 
while((chk2 == TRUE) & (llim <= -10 & ulim >= 10)) -( 
llim = llim + 5 
ulim = ulim - 5 
possibleError2 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
possibleError3 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) •£ 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) >, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 




if ((llim >= -10) I (ulim <= 10)) { 
a = seq(-10, 10, by=l) 
b = seq(-10, 10, by=l) 
al = 0 
for (apm in 1:(length(a)-1)) { 
for (bpm in 1:( length (b)-1) ) { 
possibleError <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = b[bpm], upper = b[bpm+l])$ 
value >) }, lower = a[apm], upper = a[apm+l]) 
,error=function(e) e) 
if (inherits(possibleError, "simpleError")) 
{ add = 0 > 
else { 
add = integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { integrate(function(w) 
Integrand(v,w), lower = b[bpm], upper » b[bpm+1])$value >) >, lower = a[ 
apm], upper = a[apm+1])$value 
} 





possibleErrorl <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
if (inherits(possibleErrorl, "simpleError")) { cl = 0} 
else {cl = integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { integrate(function(w) 
Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) }, lower = llim, upper = 0)$ 
value } 
possibleError2 <- tryCatch(integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
if (inherits(possibleError2 , "simpleError")) { c2 = 0} 
else {c2 = integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { integrate(function(w) 
Integrand(v,w), lower = llim, upper = 0)$value >) }, lower = 0, upper = ulim)$ 
value} 
possibleError3 <- tryCatch(integrate(function (v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w) , lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) >, 
lower = llim, upper = 0) 
,error=function(e) e) 
if (inherits(possibleError3 , "simpleError")) { c3 = 0} 
else {c3 = integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { integrate(function(w) 
Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) >, lower = llim, upper = 0)$ 
value } 
possibleError4 <- tryCatch(integrate(function (v) { sapply(v, function(v) { 
integrate(function(w) Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) >, 
lower = 0, upper = ulim) 
,error=function(e) e) 
if (inherits(possibleError4 , "simpleError")) { c4 = 0} 
else {c4 = integrate(function(v) { sapply(v, function(v) { integrate(function(w) 
Integrand(v,w), lower = 0, upper = ulim)$value >) >, lower = 0, upper = ulim)$ 
value} 




# * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^  
#  D e f i n i n g  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  ,  D e r i v a t i v e s  ,  D o u b l e  D e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  M D C P  I I  m o d e l  #  
$ *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^  
#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  M D C P  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  
ProbMDCP <- function(n, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
lambda = pars[(nCovariates+1):(nCovariates+nChoice)] 
xdata = Data[((n-1)»nSub*nChoice +1):(n»nSub*nChoice) ,2:(nCovariates +1)3 
means = xdata"/.*'/.betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nSub*nChoice, nChoice) 
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for (i in l:nSub) •£ 
SpMeans [( (i -1) »nChoice +1) : ( i*nChoice ),l:nChoice] = matrix (1, nChoice , 1) '/.* 
%t(means[((i-1)*nChoice+1) :(i*nChoice) ,1]) 
> 
Prob = matrix(0, nSub»nChoice, 1) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
for (j in 1:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans[((i-1)*nChoice+j), 1:nChoice] 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(ProbIntegrand(v, v ,  MuVec, lambda, j)) 
> 





# w r a p p e r  f o r  p a r e l l e l  c o m p u t a t i o n  i n  e s t i m a t i o n  
ProbMDCPl <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub , nCovariates, nChoice) •{ 




#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  M D C P  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DerMDCP <- function(n, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
betainn = pars[1:nCovariates] 
lambda = pars [(nCovariates+1):(nCovariates+nChoice)] 
xdata = Data [((n-1)*nSub*nChoice +1) :(n*nSub*nChoice) ,2:(nCovariates +1)] 
means = xdata7,*'/,betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nSub*nChoice, nChoice) 
SpXs = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice, nChoice*nCovariates) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
SpMeans [((i-1)*nChoice +1) :(i*nChoice) ,1:nChoice] = matrix(1,nChoice ,1)%*%t 
(means [((i-l)*nChoice + l) :(i*nChoice) , 1]) 
rearrange = t(Data[((i-1) *nChoice+1):(i*nChoice), 1 + 1]) 
for (m in 2:nCovariates) { 
rearrange = cbind(rearrange , t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1) :(i*nChoice),m 
+ 1])) 
> 
SpXs [((i-1)*nChoice+ 1) :(i*nChoice) , 1:(nChoice*nCovariates)] = matrix(l, 
nChoice , l)'/.*%rearrange 
> 
DerProbBetaMLambda = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice, (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans [((i-1)*nChoice+j),1:nChoice] 
xDiff = SpXs [((i-1)*nChoice + j),1:(nChoice*nCovariates)] 
for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(FirstDerBetalntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, j, m)) 
> 
Ill 
DerProbBetaMLambda[((i-1)*nChoice+j),m] = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
for Cr in l:nChoice) { 
if (r == j) { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(FirstDerLambdajIntegrand(v , w, MuVec, lambda, j)) 
> 
a2 = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
else { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(FirstDerLambdarlntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, r, j)) 
> 
a2 = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 






#  w r a p p e r  f u n c t i o n  t o  b e  u s e d  i n  e s t i m a t i o n  
DerMDCPl <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice, Prob) { 




#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  M D C P  D o u b l e  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DDerMDCP <- function(n, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
betainn = pars [1:nCovariates] 
lambda = pars[(nCovariates+1):(nCovariates+nChoice)] 
xdata = Data [((n-1)*nSub*nChoice+1) :(n*nSub*nChoice) ,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdat a'/.*'/, betainn 
SpMeans = matrix(0,nSub*nChoice, nChoice) 
SpXs = matrix(0, nSub»nChoice, nChoice*nCovariates) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
SpMeans [( ( i-1) * nChoice +1) : ( i* nChoice ) , 1: nChoice] = matrix (1, nChoice , 1) '/.*5'.t 
(means[((i-1)*nChoice +1) :(i*nChoice) , 1]) 
rearrange = t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+ 1) :(i*nChoice), 1 + 1]) 
for (m in 2:nCovariates) { 
rearrange = cbind(rearrange, t(Data[((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i*nChoice),m 
+  1 ] ) )  
> 
SpXs [ ((i-1)*nChoice + 1):(i»nChoice) , 1:(nChoice *nCovariates)] = matrix(l, 
nChoice , 1)%*%rearrange 
> 
DDerProbBetaMLambda = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice , (nCovariates+nChoice)"2) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
MuVec = SpMeans[((i-1)*nChoice+j),1:nChoice] 
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xDiff = SpXs[((i-1)*nChoice+j), 1:(nChoice*nCovariates)] 
bl = matrix(0,(nChoice+nCovariates),(nChoice+nCovariates)) 
for (m in 1:nCovariates) { 
for (mpm in m:nCovariates) { 
Integrand <- function(v,«) { 
return(SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, j, m, 
mpm ) ) 
> 
bl[m,mpm] - bl[m,mpm] + Doublelnteg(-Inf , Integrand, Inf) 
> 
for (r in l:nChoice) { 
if (r »= j) < 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(SecondDerLambdajBetaMIntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, 
j . m) ) 
> 
add = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
else { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(SecondDerLambdarBetaMIntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, xDiff, 
r , j, m)) 
> 
add = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
blCm , (nCovariates +r)]=bl[m,(nCovariates + r)] + add 
> 
> 
for (r in 1:nChoice) { 
for (rpm in r:nChoice) { 
if ((r==rpm) k  (r == j)) { 
Integrand <- function(v,u) { 
return(SecondDerLambdaj2Integrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, j)) 
> 
add = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
else if ((r!=rpm) k (r == j)) { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(SecondDerLamjLamrlntegrand(v, w, MuVec, lambda, rpm, j)) 
> 
add = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
} 
else if ((r==rpm) k (r != j)) { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 
return(SecondDerLamr2Integrand(v, u, MuVec, lambda, r, j)) 
> 
add = Doublelnteg(-Inf, Integrand, Inf) 
> 
else if (Cr!=rpm) k  ((r'.= j) I (rpm != j))) { 
Integrand <- function(v,w) { 




add = Doublelnteg(-Inf , Integrand, Inf) 
> 
bl [(nCovariates +r) .(nCovariates +rpm)]=bl[(nCovariates+r) ,(nCovariates + 
rpm)] + add 
> 
> 





# W r a p p e r  t o  c o m p u t e  D D e r  M D C P  
DDerMDCPl <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 




$ *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * ^  
#  D e f i n i n g  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  ,  D e r i v a t i v e s  ,  D o u b l e  D e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  P C L  m o d e l  #  
0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * • * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • # * * * * * * * * * # * * • * •  
#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  P C L  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  
ProbPCL <- function(Data, pars) { 
betainn = parsCl:nCovariates] 
lambda = parsC(nCovariates+1):(nCovariates+nChoice ) ] 
xdata = DataC,2:(nCovariates+1)] 
means = xdata"/.*'/,betainn 
Prob = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, 1) 
MuVec = matrix(0, nChoice, 1) 
for (i in l:nDbs) { 
MuVec = means[((i-1)*nChoice+1) :(i*nChoice), 1] 
ProbMatrixNr = matrix(0, nChoice, nChoice) 
ProbMatrixDr = matrix(0, nChoice, nChoice) 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
for (k in 1:nChoice) { 





ProbMatrixNr[j,k] = exp (MuVec Cj]/(lambda Cj ] * lambda Ck]))*(exp(MuVec C j ] / ( 
lambda Cj]* lambda[k])) + exp(MuVecCk]/(lambda[j]* lambda[k])))~(lambda Cj]* 
lambda Ck]-1) 
ProbMatrixDrCj,k] = (exp(MuVec[j]/(lambda[j]*lambda[k])) + exp(MuVecCk]/( 
lambda[j]* lambda Ck])))"(lambda Cj]* lambda Ck]) 
if (is.finite(ProbMatrixNrCj,k])==FALSE) { ProbMatrixNr[j,k] = 0} 
if (is.finite(ProbMatrixDrCj,k])==FALSE) { ProbMatrixDr[j,k] = 0} 
> 
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#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  P C L  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  e a c h  i  &  j  
ProbPCL.ij <- function(pars, Data, n, o, p, nSub , nCovariates, nChoice) { 
betainn = parsCl:nCovariates] 
lambda = parsC(nCovariates+1):(nCovariates+nChoice)] 
xdata = DataC((n-l)*nSub*nChoice +1) :(n*nSub*nChoice) ,2:(nCovariates +1)] 
means = xdata'/, *'/. betainn 
Prob = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice, 1) 
MuVec = matrix(0, nChoice , 1) 
i = o 
MuVec = meansC((i-1)*nChoice + l) :(i*nChoice), 1] 
ProbMatrixNr = matrix(0, nChoice, nChoice) 
ProbMatrixDr = matrix(0, nChoice, nChoice) 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
for (k in 1:nChoice) { 
if (j==k) { 
ProbMatrixNrCj,k]=0 
ProbMatrixDr Cj,k] =0 
> 
else { 
ProbMatrixNrCj.k] = exp(MuVec Cj]/(lambda Cj]* lambda Ck]))*(exp(MuVec[j]/( 
lambda Cj]* lambda Ck])) + exp(MuVec Ck)/(lambda Cj]* lambda Ck])))~(lambda Cj]* 
lambda Ck]-1) 
ProbMatrixDrCj,k] = (exp(MuVecCj]/(lambdaCj]*lambdaCk] )) + exp(MuVecCk]/( 
lambda Cj]* lambda[k])))*(lambda Cj]*lambda Ck]) 
if (is.finite(ProbMatrixHrCj,k])==FALSE) { ProbMatrixNrCj.k] = 0} 




ProbC((i-1)*nChoice+1):(i*nChoice), 1]= 2*apply(ProbMatrixNr, 1, sum)/sum( 
ProbMatrixDr) 
return(Prob[((i-1)*nChoice+p) , 1]) 
> 
#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  P C L  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DerPCL <- function(n, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
library(numDeriv) 
PCL.Der = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice, (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
q3 = grad(ProbPCL.ij. pars, method = "Richardson", Data=Data, n=n, o=i, p=j. 
nSub=nSub, nCovariates=nCovariates, nChoice=nChoice) 





DerPCLl <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 




#  f u n c t i o n  t o  c o m p u t e  P C L  D o u b l e  d e r i v a t i v e s  
DDerPCL <- function(n. Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
PCL.DDer = matrix(0, nSub*nChoice, (nCovariates+nChoice)"2) 
for (i in l:nSub) { 
for (j in l:nChoice) { 
q3 = hessian(ProbPCL . ij , pars, method = "Richardson", Data=Data, n=n, o=i , p=j 
, nSub=nSub, nCovariates'nCovariates , nChoice=nChoice) 





DDerPCLl <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
clusterExport(c2, cC'pars")) 





#  D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  ,  G r a d i e n t  ,  H e s s i a n  f o r  p r o d u c t  c o r r e l a t e d  p r o b i t  m o d e l  #  
* * * * * * * * • * * # * # * • * * * *  +  * » * * * * * * * * + * * • * # * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * * * * * * • * * • * * • * * * * * * *  
jj/MDCP Likelihood 
MDCP.Likelihood <- function(Data, pars, nLoop, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
clusterExport(c2, cC'Data", "pars")) 
Prob = ProbMDCPl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
lik = Data[,1]*log(pmax(le-323,Prob)) 




MDCP.Gradient <- function(Data, pars, nLoop, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
clusterExport(c2, cC'Data", "pars")) 
Prob = ProbMDCPl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
Der = DerMDCPl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 




MDCP.Hessian <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
Prob = ProbMDCPl (nLoop, Data, pars, nSub , nCovariates, nChoice) 
Der = DerMDCPl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
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DDer = DDerMDCPl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
Product = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, (nCovariates+nChoice)*2) 
for (i in 1:(nCovariates+nChoice)) { 
for (j in 1:(nCovariates+nChoice)) { 
Product[,(i-1)*(nCovariates+nChoice)+j] = Der[,i]*Der[,j] 
> 
> 
Hess = DDer-coldiv.matrix(Product, Prob) 
return(apply(Hess , 2, sum)) 
> 
# *  D e f i n i n g  l i k e l i h o o d  ,  G r a d i e n t ,  H e s s i a n  f o r  P C L  M o d e l  * #  
#PCL Likelihood 
PCL.Likelihood <- function(pars, Data, nLoop, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
clusterExport(c2, cC'Data", "pars")) 
Prob = ProbPCL(Data, pars) 
lik = Data[,1]*log(pmax(le-323,Prob)) 




PCL.Gradient <- function(pars, Data, nLoop, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
clusterExport(c2, cC'Data", "pars")) 
Prob = ProbPCL(Data, pars) 
Der = DerPCLl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 




PCL.Hessian <- function(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) { 
Prob = ProbPCL(Data, pars) 
Der = DerPCLl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates , nChoice) 
DDer = DDerPCLl(nLoop, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
Product = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, (nCovariates+nChoice)*2) 
for (i in 1: (nCovariates+nChoice) ) •{ 
for (j in 1:(nCovariates+nChoice)) { 
Product[,(i-1)*(nCovariates+nChoice)+j] = Der[,i]*Der[,j] 
> 
> 
Hess = DDer-coldiv.matrix(Product, Prob) 
return(apply(Hess, 2, sum)) 
> 
**************#***************************************************************** 
# *  C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  f o r  r e a l  m a r k e t  * #  
# I n p u t  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  
seed = 16461 
nDbs = 4 
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nChoice = 4 
nLevel = 3 #Number of levels for discrete covariate 
nCovariates = nChoice + nLevel - 1 #Number of covariates such as intercepts , 
p a r a m e t e r s  
nPar » nCovariates + nChoice #Number of parameters 
#  F o u r  a r b i t r a i r l y  c h o s e n  v a l u e s  o f  l a m b d a ,  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  p a r a m e t e r  
lambda1 = c(-0.7541376 , -0.6808193, -0.7693839, -0.7381692) 
lambda2 = c(-0.7015052, -0.5163027, -0.1686635, 0.3792168) 
lambda3 = c( 0.28316460, -0.07476282, 0.54631999, 0.29311195) 
lambda4 = c(0.6755678, -0.5467673, -0.4264408, -0.8104457) 
StartBeta = c(-0.479, 1.051, 0.475, 0.781, 0.107, -0.525) 
Data = DataSim(seed, nObs, nChoice, nLevel, StartBeta, 0.3) 
# S e t  u p  f o r  p a r e l l e l  c o m p u t i n g  
1ibrary(doSNOW) 
nCores <- 4 # number of CPUs 
nSub <- nObs/nCores 
nLoop = nCores 
c2<-makeCluster(nCores) 
clusterExport(c2, cC'nSub", "nLoop", "nCovariates", "nChoice")) 
clusterExport(c2, c("ProbMDCP", "DerMDCP", "DDerMDCP", "ProbPCL", "DerPCL", "DDerPCL 
", "ProbPCL.ij", "Doublelnteg" , "Chk", "colprod.matrix 11 , "coldiv.matrix", "tl", 
"t2", "t3", "d_ilm", "A1_theta_v_w", "al_theta_v_w", "ProdAl_theta_v_w", " 
Problntegrand")) 
clusterExport(c2, c("FirstDerBetalntegrand", "FirstDerLambdajlntegrand", " 
FirstDerLambdarIntegrand", "SecondDerBetaMMpmlntegrand" , " 
SecondDerLambdajBetaMIntegrand", "SecondDerLambdarBetaMIntegrand", 




# A s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  
asympeff <- function(Data, StartBeta, lambda) { 
pars = c(StartBeta, lambdal) 
clusterExport(c2, "pars") 
MDCP.Hess = MDCP.Hessian(nCores, Data, pars, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
MDCP.Hess = matrix(MDCP.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice), (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
PCL.Hess = PCL.Hessian(Data, pars) 
PCL.Hess = matrix(PCL.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice), (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
InvFishMDCP = solve(-MDCP.Hess) 
InvFishPCL = solve(-PCL.Hess) 
eff = diag(InvFishPCL)/diag(InfFishMDCP) 
return(eff) 
> 
effl <- asympeff(Data, StartBeta, lambdal) 
eff2 <- asympeff(Data, StartBeta, lambda2) 
eff3 <- asympeff(Data, StartBeta, lambda3) 
eff4 <- asympeff(Data, StartBeta, lambda4) 
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*##***********#*****#****#***#***#****************#**#*******#**#*#*********#****^ 
# *  A p p l i c a t i o n  t o  r e a l  t i m e  d a t a  * #  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^  
# L a v n d r y  D e t e r g e n t  d a t a  
Laundry = read.table("C:/Users/bravi/Desktop/Laundry.txt" , sep = "", header = TRUE) 
Laundry = as.matrix(Laundry , 2657, 13) 
nChoice = 6 
nCovariates = 11 
nPar = nCovariates+nChoice 
nObs = 1000 
Price = Laundry[1:(nObs) , 2 :7] 
Select = Laundry[1:(nObs), 8:13] 
PriceNew = matrix(t(Price), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
SelectNew • matrix(t(Select), nObs*nChoice, 1) 
intmat = rbind(diag(nChoice-1), matrix(0, 1, nChoice-1)) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
} 
pint = diag(nChoice) 
pricelnt = pint 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
pricelnt = rbind(pricelnt, pint) 
> 
PriceN = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice, nChoice) 
for (i in l:nChoice) { 
PriceN[,i] = PriceNew*pricelntC,i] 
> 
xData = cbind(xlnt, PriceN) 
yData = SelectNew 
LaundryNew = cbind(yData, xData) 
Betalnit = c(2, 1, 1, 2, 1, rep(-105, nChoice)) 
Lambdalnit = runif(nChoice, -1, 1) 
initial = c(BetaInit, Lambdalnit) 
sol.PCL = constrOptim(initial , PCL.Likelihood, gr=PCL.Gradient, ui = cbind(matrix(0, 2 
•nChoice, nCovariates), rbind(diag(nChoice), -diag(nChoice))), ci=c(rep(-l, 2» 
nChoice)), mu » le-06, control = list(fnscale=-1), 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations = 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
LaundryNew, nLoop=nLoop, nSub=nSub, nCovariates=nCovariates, nChoice 
=nChoice , hessian = FALSE) 
sol.MDCP = constrOptim(initial, MDCP.Likelihood, gr=MDCP.Gradient, ui=cbind(matrix 
(0, 2*nChoice, nCovariates), rbind(diag(nChoice), -diag(nChoice))), ci=c(rep(-l, 
2*nChoice)), mu =. le-06, control = list(fnscale=-1), 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations = 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
LaundryNew, nLoop=nLoop, nSub=nSub, nCovariates=nCovariates, nChoice 
=nChoice, hessian = FALSE) 
MDCP.Hess = MDCP.Hessian(nCores, LaundryNew, sol.MDCP$par, nSub, nCovariates, 
nChoice) 
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PCL.Hess = PCL.Hessian(nLoop, LaundryNew, sol.PCL$par, nSub , nCovariates, nChoice) 
MDCP.Hess = matrix(MDCP.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice) , (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
PCL.Hess = matrix(PCL.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice), (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
seMDCP = sqrt(diag(solve(-MDCP.Hess))) 
sePCL » sqrt(diag(solve(-PCL.Hess))) 
# T r a v e l  m o d e  d a t a  
Travel = read.table("C:/Users/bravi/Desktop/Travel data.txt", sep="", header = TRUE) 
nObs = 210 
Travel = as.matrix(Travel, nObs , 7) 
nChoice = 4 
nCovariates = 7 
nPar = nCovariates+nChoice 
nObs = 208 #To make use of parellel computing 
intmat = rbind(diag(nChoice-1) , matrix(0, 1, nChoice-1)) 
xlnt = intmat 
for (i in I:(n0bs-1)) { 
xlnt = rbind(xlnt, intmat) 
> 
TravelNew = matrix(0, nObs*nChoice , nCovariates+1) 
TravelNew[1:(nObs*nChoice) ,1] = Travel[1:(nObs*nChoice), 1] 
TravelNew [1:(nObs*nChoice),2:4] = xlnt 
TravelNew [1:(nObs*nChoice),5:8] = Travel[1:(nObs*nChoice) , 2:5] 
initial = c(2.24711280, 3.36113649, 2.90822876, 0.42927333, 0.83295026, 
0.08111699, 0.12676757, 0.54327163, -0.48312499, 0.81286843, -0.91332281) 
sol.PCL = constrOptim(initial, PCL.Likelihood, gr=PCL.Gradient, ui=cbind(matrix(0, 2 
•nChoice, nCovariates), rbind(diag(nChoice), -diag(nChoice))), ci=c(rep(-l, 2* 
nChoice)), mu = le-06, control = list(fnscale=-1) , 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations = 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
TravelNew, nLoop=nLoop, nSub=nSub, nCovariates=nCovariates, nChoice= 
nChoice , hessian = FALSE) 
sol.MDCP = constrOptim(initial, MDCP.Likelihood, gr=MDCP.Gradient, ui=cbind(matrix 
(0, 2*nChoice, nCovariates), rbind(diag(nChoice), -diag(nChoice))), ci=c(rep(-l, 
2*nChoice)), mu = le-06, control = list(fnscale = -l) , 
method = "BFGS", outer.iterations = 100, outer.eps = le-05, Data= 
TravelNew, nLoop=nLoop, nSub=nSub, nCovariates=nCovariates, nChoice= 
nChoice, hessian = FALSE) 
MDCP.Hess = MDCP.Hessian(nCores, TravelNew, sol.MDCP$par, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice 
) 
PCL.Hess = PCL.Hessian(nLoop, TravelNew, sol.PCL$par, nSub, nCovariates, nChoice) 
MDCP.Hess = matrix(MDCP.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice), (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
PCL.Hess = matrix(PCL.Hess, (nCovariates+nChoice), (nCovariates+nChoice)) 
seMDCP = sqrt(diag(solve(-MDCP.Hess))) 
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